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Abstract

Abstract
The contour method has emerged as a promising technique for residual stress
measurement in relatively large, thick and complex engineering components. The method
involves making a cut in the sample of interest, measuring the subsequent relaxed
deformation profile of the cut surface and using this profile to back-calculate the original
out-of-plane residual stress field by finite element modelling. The method is based on the
theory of elasticity in that the stress relaxation during test specimen cutting is assumed to
be entirely elastic. However, when measuring residual stresses of magnitude approaching
the material yield strength, plasticity can occur which introduces errors in the measured
stress profile.
The main aim of this thesis was to develop methods of mitigating and estimating plasticity
-induced errors in contour method residual stress measurements.
Based on the principles of fracture mechanics, an analogy was made between the stress
relaxation process and a cracked plate to investigate the origin of plasticity in the contour
method. It was demonstrated that that the cut tip stress intensity factor (K1) and the
corresponding plastic zone parameters are the most important parameters for
characterising plasticity-induced errors in the contour method. Extensive finite element
analyses were carried out to understand and control the errors associated with plasticity
with a view of improving the accuracy and reliability of the method.
The outcomes of this research provide a valuable insight into how accumulation of
plasticity for different restraining conditions affects the performance of the contour
method. A novel cutting strategy that aims at mitigating plasticity-induced error by
controlling the severity of the cut tip stress concentration (i.e. stress intensity factor)
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during the cutting process has been developed. Furthermore, procedures (correlations)
are developed to estimate the plasticity-induced errors in the results of the contour
method. Finally guidelines are proposed and applied to a case study for mitigating the
errors associated with plasticity in a contour method residual stress measurement.
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Chapter I: Introduction
Residual stresses are stresses that are self-equilibrated and present within material free
from any external load, constraint and temperature gradient. Residual stresses are
introduced through different manufacturing processes such as casting, welding,
machining, cold expansion, heat treatment or forging. When uncontrolled, these stresses
can have negative effects on materials' properties (e.g. fatigue life, creep and corrosion
resistance) and in some cases can lead to catastrophic failures [1-3]. Reliable knowledge
of residual stresses is required for accurate assessment of the engineering significance of
residual stresses that remain in structures [4,5], for example where public safety,
component life or economic viability is jeopardised.

Moreover, control of residual

stresses is of increasing importance in advanced manufacturing processes such as high
energy narrow gap welding [6] and "near net shape" technologies [7].
Residual stresses can be determined from different sources including analytical and
numerical predictions [8-11]. However, for safety critical applications, analytical and
numerical predictions need to be experimentally validated.
The current techniques of residual stress measurement fall under two major groups: nondestructive and destructive methods. The non-destructive techniques include diffraction
methods, ultrasonic methods, piezo-electric technique, magnetic methods and Raman
spectroscopy [12]. The most frequently used destructive techniques include surface
centre hole-drilling, deep hole-drilling, the ring core method, the Sachs method [13], the
slitting method, the sectioning method [14] and the curvature method [12]. Details of
some of these methods are given in Chapter 2.
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A relatively recent destructive technique for residual stress measurement, the contour
method, has been invented by Prime [15J. The method involves sectioning the body
containing residual stress into two halves by wire electro-discharge machining (Wire
EOM), which causes components of the residual stress tensor originally in the body in the
vicinity of the cut to relax. The distorted shapes (the contours) of the newly cut faces are
measured and then the displacement data applied as a boundary condition in a finite
element mechanical analysis of one of the cut halves in order to back-calculate the
component of residual stress normal to the cut surface that was originally present.
The new destructive technique has emerged as an effective tool for generating twodimensional maps of residual stresses normal to the cut plane in relatively thick
components using a direct calculation, while most destructive methods such as hole
drilling and deep hole-drilling require elastic inversion calculations to determine the
residual stresses and only one-dimensional stress profiles are obtained. Furthermore the
contour method has been recently extended to measure multiple stress tensor
components [16,17J.
Other measurement techniques enabling multiple stress component measurement and
two-dimensional mapping of residual stresses (e.g. neutron and synchrotron diffraction)
have several limitations. Radiation sources with sufficient flux to penetrate engineering
metallic components are based at national or international facilities; these usually have to
be accessed on a research basis via peer review mechanisms as commercial purchase of
beamtime can be prohibitively expensive. The thickness of metallic components that can
be probed by neutrons or synchrotrons is limited to a few centimetres. Diffraction
experiments are also very sensitive to microstructure gradients, which are always present
at weldments. In contrast the contour method is relatively simple, cheap, can be
2
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conducted with widely available equipment and is not affected by microstructure
gradients, which makes it ideally suited for measurements of residual stress in welded
components.
Although the contour method has all of the above-mentioned advantages, it still needs
further investigation to overcome some potential sources of error and uncertainties.
This is due to the fact that the theory of the contour method, like most measurement
techniques, involves some assumptions which are not strictly accurate in practice. For
example, it assumes that the stress relaxation process during test specimen cutting is
purely elastic, that is no plasticity occurs. If any plasticity is introduced during the stress
relaxation process then this can compromise the accuracy of contour method
measurements. This thesis focuses on understanding and controlling plasticity related
errors in contour residual stress measurements with a view to improving the accuracy
and reliability of the method.

1.1.

Research aims

The contour method, like most mechanical strain relief residual stress measurement
techniques, is prone to errors due to plasticity. This is especially the case when dealing
with the measurement of residual stresses having a magnitude of the same order of the
material yield stress.
A limited number of studies have been conducted on this subject using the finite element
method [18-20], where it has been reported that "secure clamping" close to the cut line
can reduce the effects of plasticity. However, "secure clamping" (rigid restraint in a finite
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element model) is not achievable in practice, and therefore the issue of plasticity remains
a concern in contour method measurement of residual stress.
The main objectives of this research are as follows:
./ Investigate and understand the origins of plasticity in contour method residual stress
measurements;
./ Investigate the effect of restraint on plasticity-induced errors in the contour method;
./ Develop strategies that mitigate the occurrence of plasticity during stress relaxation
associated with cutting the test specimen;
./ Develop approaches to estimate the level of error in residual stress measurement that
can be introduced by plasticity;
./ Develop a procedure (good practice guidelines) for mitigating plasticity induced errors
in residual stress measurements made with the contour method.

1.2.

Research methodology

To investigate the effect of plasticity-induced errors In residual stress measurements
made with the contour method, the basic theory of plastiCity is first reviewed to
understand the conditions leading to non-linear material behaviour. Then, an analogy is
made between the stress relaxation during the cutting process in the contour method
and a cracked plate subjected to an internal stress distribution acting on the crack
surfaces. The nature of the crack tip stress distribution in linear elastic fracture mechanics
and associated small scale plastic zone (size and shape) is examined in detail.
Methodologies are developed to simulate by the finite element method the entire
contour method process (cutting and stress back calculation). This allows the stress error
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introduced to be quantified and the effects of test component restraint in contour
method measurements to be assessed. Different cutting/restraining configurations based
on the control of the cut tip stress concentration {characterised by the mode I stress
intensity factor} are analysed in order to mitigate plasticity-induced errors in the residual
stress measurements made with the contour method. Correlations for estimating the
plasticity-induced errors are developed using both finite element analysis and linear
elastic fracture mechanics. Finally a procedure {good practice guidelines} for mitigating
the plasticity-induced errors in the results of the contour method is proposed.
The research is supported by diverse residual stress measurements on the following
components:
./ A composite electron beam weld compact tension {CT} specimen for investigating the
plasticity-induced errors associated with an unrestrained contour cut;
./ Specially designed laser heated {autogenously welded} plates used to introduce
controlled levels of plasticity during contour measurements and thereby validate
correlations developed in the thesis for estimating plasticity-induced errors .
./ An AISI Type 316L austenitic steel flat plate containing a three-pass finite length partthickness slot weld which is used to study plasticity-induced errors in contour method
and strategies for mitigating such errors.

1.3.

Layout of the Thesis

The thesis presents research carried out on the investigation, minimisation and
estimation of plasticity-induced errors in residual stress measurements made with the
contour method. The layout of the thesis is as follows:
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Chapter 2 reviews current literature available on general aspects of residual stress and
focuses on the contour method of residual stress measurement. In the second part of the
chapter, a brief introduction to the theory of plasticity is presented followed by a review
of plasticity-induced error assessment approaches for some mechanical strain relief
techniques, with particular emphasis on the contour method. As the cutting process
associated with the contour method can be represented by a moving (blunt) crack, basics
of linear elastic fracture mechanics and finite element method concepts are introduced.
Furthermore, the different techniques used in previous published work to assess contour
method plasticity by simulating the cutting process are reviewed.
The early part of Chapter 3 presents residual stress measurements carried out by the
contour method on a welded CT specimen using unrestrained boundary conditions
required for a slitting measurement. The results are compared with those obtained by
neutron diffraction and slitting in order to assess the different types of error potentially
present in the contour method results. In the latter part of the chapter, two-dimensional
finite element analysis is carried to assess plasticity-induced errors associated with
restrained and unrestrained boundary conditions.
In Chapter 4, an analogy is made between relaxation of residual stress In a body during
cutting and a cracked plate where normal tractions are applied to the crack surfaces. This
superposition fracture mechanics analogy is used to assess the merits of different
cutting/restraining strategies with respect to mitigating plasticity-induced errors in
contour measurements. In particular a novel cutting strategy starting inside the body (I.e.
creating an embedded cut) is developed and assessed.
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Chapter 5 deals with finite element simulation of the contour cutting process which can
be sensitive to the mesh type/size cut width and cut tip shape. The second part of the
chapter concentrates on the development of correlations for estimating plasticityinduced errors in the contour method based on fracture mechanics and the finite element
method.
Chapter 6 presents experimental validation of the proposed correlations for estimating
plasticity-induced errors in contour method measurements using specially designed laser
heated (autogenously welded) test plates.
Chapter 7 provides guidelines for optimising the cutting strategy and restraint (specimen
holding) conditions in order to minimise or entirely mitigate plasticity-induced errors in
contour method measurements. A case study, where the different steps of the guidelines
are applied, is presented in the latter part of the chapter.
Finally in Chapter 8, overall conclusions are drawn together and suggestions made for
future work.
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The main objectives of this research are to investigate and understand the origins of
plasticity in contour measurements, to estimate the level of error In residual stress
measurement that can be introduced by plasticity and to develop plasticity mitigation
strategies.
Residual stresses are inevitably introduced during the manufacturing of engineering
structures, and they are believed to have a significant Impact on the performance and life
of structures. Therefore, accurate knowledge of residual stresses Is essential for reliable
integrity assessment of engineering structures [1-3].
The early part of this chapter concentrates on residual stresses, Including their general
aspects, origin, types and some measurement techniques. The theory and e)(perimental
implementation of the contour method of residual stress measurement is covered in
detail as it is the primary focus of this thesis.

Different sources of error in contour

method measurement are discussed. Elements of the theory of plasticity along with a
review of plasticity-induced errors in the contour method and some other mechanical
strain relief techniques are also covered.
The latter part of the chapter reviews different techniques that can be used to simulate
the contour method cutting process and assess errors In the results Introduced by
plasticity associated with the cutting. As the cutting process associated with the contour
method can be represented by a moving (blunt) crack, basic linear elastic fracture
mechanics and finite element method concepts are introduced.
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2.1.

General aspects of residual stresses

In general, failure in engineering structures is avoided by careful design and by applying
inspection processes. Structural design and safe-life assessment [4] are mainly based on
conventional strength of materials (Figure 2-1-a) and fracture mechanics approaches
respectively (Figure 2-1-b).
For both approaches the loading conditions and materials properties are undoubtedly the
most critical factors. When in service, materials experience different types of loading
conditions including external loads (e.g. pressure) and heat gradients. Such loads can be
easily determined by measurement, or more usually from predictions. However, for safelife assessment, residual stresses must be taken into account as they can be detrimental
to structural integrity [1-3].
Residual stresses can increase or decrease the loading conditions of a structure or
structural components in-service; depending on the magnitude and sign of residual
stresses (i.e. compressive or tensile stresses). Therefore, residual stresses are either
beneficial or detrimental to the performance of a material or the life of a component [5].
For example, tensile residual stresses, often unintentionally introduced by welding
processes, superimposed with tensile loading can lead to unexpected or premature
failure of a material; while compressive residual stress combined with structural loads
improve its service life.
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Residual stresses within components can be determined in different ways including from
measurement data, analytical solutions [6-8) and numerical methods [9-11) . However, in
contrast to external loads, residual stresses are difficult to predict. Therefore, for safety
critical applications, reliable measurement techniques are required for determining or
confirming these stresses. In the following section the origin and types of residual stress
are described followed by a review of residual stress measurement techniques with a
particular focus on the contour method .

2.2.

Origin and types of residual stresses

Residual stresses are usually caused by a 'misfit' in materials [12(13). Plastic deformations
that the material experiences during manufacturing or when in service are the most
common sources of this 'misfit' [14). Figure 2-2 illustrates different 'misfits' and
corresponding residual stresses that are introduced by different processes.
The processes that generate residual stresses can be divided into three major groups:
./ Mechanical processes: machining, drawing, extruding, shot peening, forging, and
bending;
./ Thermal processes: casting, welding, heat treatment;
./ Chemical processes: nitriding and carbonitriding of steels.

In this thesis, residual stresses generated by different welding processes (manual metal
arc, electron beam and laser welding) are studied.
In general residual stresses are classified according to the length over which they selfequilibrate [15). On this basis, three different types of residual stresses are noticeable :
first-order, second -order and third-order stresses (Figure 2-3).
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First-order stresses
(Macro-stresses)

Second-order stresses

Third-order stresses

~-----------------v-----------------~
(Micro-stresses and micro-strains)

Figure 2-3: The three types of residual stresses: first-order stresses (equilibrate over the
specimen), the second-order stresses (equilibrate over a few grains), and the third-order
stresses (equilibrate over a single grain) [17].

Relaxation methods, like the contour method, measure the total stress. In principle, that
is the sum of first, second and third-order stresses. However, the contour method is
generally applied to macro-scale samples, containing many grains, causing the measured
stresses to be averaged over large areas or volumes. Second and third-order stresses
therefore average to zero over those length scales [18], and only first order stresses are in
fact measured. Since this project is mainly focused on the contour method, throughout
this report any discussion on residual stress refers to first-order macro-stresses.

2.3.

Current techniques of measuring residua l stresses

There is a wide range of methods available to measure residual stresses in engineering
components [12,19]. Current measurement techniques of residual stresses can be
classified based on the depth probed, the spatial resolution, the cost, the number of
stress components they can measure and the state of the sample after measurement. In
the present thesis the state of the sample after measurement is considered. On this basis
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the centre of a strain gauge rosette (Figure 2-4), from which the released strains are
measured in three directions. The strains measured (El, E2 and E3) around the hole are
then used to back-calculate the bi-axial residual stress components (ax, Oy and Oxy) as
shown in Figure 2-4.

(a)

{b}

Figure 2-4: Schematic representation of the hole -drilling technique (a) [23] and typical

strain gauge (SG) rosette used in hole drilling {b} [24].

One of the advantages of the incremental surface hole-drilling method is its versatility as
it can be used for laboratory or 'on-site' residual stress measurements. Furthermore, the
hole-drilling method can be applied to a wide range of materials, including metallic and
non-metallic materials, to measure bi-axial stress components and is not affected by the
material microstructure (i.e. grain structure and texture) [23].

Despite all these advantages, the hole-drilling method is still limited for residual stress
measurement in complex shapes and in terms of measurement depth [12]. Like most
mechanical strain relief techniques for residual stress measurements, the hole-drilling
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method is also affected by plasticity when measuring residual stresses close to the
material yield stress [25).

Deep hole-drilling
As mentioned above the centre hole-drilling is only capable of measuring near surface
residual stresses. To counter this limitation, a similar type of measurement technique,
deep hole-drilling, has been developed [26,27]. The technique allows the throughthickness measurement of biaxial components of residual stress (O'x, O'y and O'X)) [23].
The different steps of the deep hole-drilling technique are listed as follows:

v" Step 1: Attachment of two bushes of similar material to the front and back surfaces of
the specimen using adhesive (to act as a reference and minimise "bell-mouth
effects").

v" Step 2: Drilling a high fidelity reference hole through the bushes and the component
using a gun drill.

v" Step 3: Measurement of the diameter of the reference hole at various angles through
the thickness using an air probe;

v" Step 4: Removing by trepanning a core of material, coaxial to the reference hole using
electro-discharge machining. The front and back bushes are not trepanned;

v" Step 5: Re-measurement of the diameter of the reference hole after trepanning. The
changes in reference hole diameter are used to calculate the residual stresses In the
plane normal to the reference hole axis using simple models based on the theory of
elasticity.
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Figure 2-5 shows a schematic of the different steps of the deep hole-drilling residual
stress measurement technique. As for the centre hole-drilling method, deep hole-drilling
can be used for residual stress measurements within a wide range of metallic and nonmetallic materials and the technique is not sensitive to material microstructure.
However, deep-hole drilling is limited in terms of the minimum thickness of components
in which residual stresses can be measured [27]. Deep hole-drilling has been successfully
applied to measure residual stresses in many different types and shapes of components
including pipes and welded components [28,29].
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Figure 2-5: Schematic of the different steps of deep hole-drilling [26] .
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top and bottom surfaces (Figure 2-6). The top face strain gauges are only used for near
surface stress measurements (first few increments). The strains recorded from the back
strain gauges are more important. That is because they enable residual stress
determination in the bulk of the test specimen.

Strain gauges

y
Figure 2-6: Slitting method: The slot is incrementally cut, the top strains gauges are
placed close to the slot and the centre of the back strain gauge is located at the centreline of the slot.

Experimental procedure
The slitting method experimental procedure [23,32,33] consists of carefully attaching
strain gauges on the front and back faces of the sample and conducting incremental wire
EDM cutting. As illustrated in Figure 2-6, two strain gauges (or one) can be glued on the
top surface and one on the back face after cleaning the corresponding gauge locations.
The centre of the back strain gauge is positioned at the centre-line of the slot. The top
face strain gauges are placed close to the slot. The strain gauges are connected to the
strain reader through lead wires . Since the entire test specimen is submerged into water
during the wire EDM process, waterproof strain gauge systems are required.
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Following strain gauge attachment, a series of increment cuts are made. For each cut
increment the wire EDM is stopped and strains are read from the different strain gauges
before completing the next cut increment.

Data analysis
Once the cutting is completed the measured strain data are used to back calculate the
distribution of stresses along the cut surface. Different approaches can be applied to
convert the measured strain data into residual stresses Including series expansion (34J,
truncated legendre series, regularised legendre series [35J, regularlsed unit pulsed (35J
and the fracture mechanics approach [20,33,34,36J. Since the latter approach Is more
relevant to this project, details are given.
Residual stress back calculation in the slitting method using the fracture mechanics
approach consists of three different steps: Influence function determination, residual
stress intensity factor calculation and corresponding residual stresses determination (37J.
The influence function [36J defines the sensitivity of the strain measurement point with
regard to the stress released at the cut plane. It depends on the geometry of the test
specimen studied and strain measurement location. Determination of the Influence
function is crucial and may require significant computational and analytical effort.
However, for a given geometry and measurement location, the function needs to be
determined once only. The influence function Is calculated from Equation 2·1.

K _~d&
1-

Z(a)da

Eq.2·1
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where E' is the material generalised elastic modulus (E'

=

E for plane stress and E' = E /

(l-v2) for plane strain), E is the measured strain at the cut depth a, and Z is the influence
function.
As it can be seen from Equation 2-1, in addition to the material elastic constants, the
stress intensity factor and strain data for different cut increments are required to
calculate the influence function. Two different approaches can be used to obtain the
influence function:

linear finite element analysis [32,38] or solutions from published

literature [36J. However, published influence function solutions can only be applied for a
limited range of test specimen designs, as they have to correspond to the particular
sample geometry that is being studied. Conversely finite element analysis can be used to
determine the exact influence function for a wide range of test specimen geometries.
In this thesis linear finite element analysis is used to calculate the stress intensity factor
and strain data for different cut increments, which are then used for the influence
function calculation. To determine the stress intensity factor and strain data for a given
geometry and measurement location, the slitting incremental cut is simulated using a
simple 20 finite element model of the test specimen. Only one half of the model
representative of the specimen geometry is created by defining symmetry boundary
conditions in the y-direction on the cut line (see Figure 2-7-b). As shown in Figure 2-7
nodal constraint in the x-direction is applied to avoid free movement of the model. The
test specimen of interest is meshed with either plane stress or plane strain elements
(depending on the test specimen geometry). Material elastic constants (Young's modulus
and Poisson's ratio) are defined. Finally the slit extension is simulated by incrementally
releasing the symmetry boundary conditions and simultaneously loading the model with a
uniform tensile stress on the free edge parallel to the cut line as shown in Figure 2-7-c.
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The next step is to calculate the stress intensity factor distribution using the determined
infl uence f unction, the measured strain data from the different gauges and Equation 2-1.
Note that Equation 2-1 is applied twice; first for determining the influence function (using
strai n an d SIF data obtained from FE) and secondly for calculating the stress intensity
fa ct or distri bution (us ing the determined influence function and measured strain data) .
The calcul ated stress intensity factor data are then used for determining the res idua l
stress distribut ion using an elastic inversion process, Equation 2-3.

K a =

J

h x

a -a--~

Eq.2-3

o
where h(x, a) is the we ight function and

(Jrx

is the residual stress to be determined.

As ind icated a we ight funct ion, h(x, a), is required for residual stress calculation; for
co mmon shapes this function is available from the open literature [39]. Equation 2-4 gives
t he weight funct ion f or a single edge crack within a finite width rectangular plate.

h( x ,a) =

If- '.J
7Ul

~

1
[ 1+
1 I.5 ~A'I,A ( a / W) Ax (l - x / a) A+IJ
1- x / a
(1 - a / W )

Eq.2-4

'1 , A

Advantages and disadvantages of slitting method
One of the advantages of the sl itting method is that it measures the stress intensity factor
dist ri buti on direct ly and then uses well-known linear elastic fracture mechanics
expressions to back calculate the res idual stress distribution ,
However, the slitt ing met hod allows determination of only one stress component
perpen dicu la r to th e cut face. Furthermore, the strains recorded from the different
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d

Figure 2-8: Illustration of Bragg's law for diffraction techniques [42].

Residual stress measurement by the neutron diffraction technique consists of the
following steps: lattice parameter measurement for both stressed and stress free material
and data analysis (diffraction peak fitting, strain and stress calculation).

Stress-free lattice parameter measurement
The stress-free lattice parameter, do, is one of the most important parameters in neutron
diffraction residual strain measurement. A small change in the do value can result in
significant errors in measurements. Changes in material composition and inter-granular
strains are examples of different factors which can affect the stress-free lattice parameter
[43] . Therefore particular care should be taken for its determination.
Different techniques can be applied for obtaining an estimate of the stress-free lattice
parameter [43,44] such as far-field (stress free) measurements, measurement on a stress
free powder or fillings, cutting stress free -cubes or combs from the test specimen studied
or by applying a force/moment balance approach . In this work "stress-free" cubes and
far-field measurement are used for determining the stress-free lattice parameter.
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Lattice parameter and strain determination
Lattice parameter (d-spacing) determination in neutron diffraction depends upon the
neutron source and the corresponding diffraction technique applied. Thrre are currently
two types of neutron source used for residual strain measurements: spallation sources
and nuclear reactors [14,40]. At spallation sources, pulsed neutron beams. With dlffrrent
wavelengths (i.e. energy) are produced for residual strain measurements while a
continuous monochromatic beam (i.e. single wavelength) Is generated by fission at
reactor sources to conduct residual strain measurements [14,41).
Two diffraction techniques are currently applied at different neutron diffraction facilities:
monochromatiC 28 strain scanning and the time of flight technique (14). Monochromatic
28 strain scanning is usually employed at reactor sources. Residual stress in a sample
causes a shift in the diffraction peak (in terms of diffraction angle) from a particular plane
relative to that in a stress free sample. Residual stresses In the sample are therefore
determined by analysing these shifts in diffraction peaks.

Since the wav('length is

constant (monochromatic beam), Equation 2-5 can be differentiated to [quat ion 2·6. ThiS
latter expression is then applied for strain calculation.

Eq.2-6

where L1d is the change in lattice spacing and do is the stress free lattice spacing.
When pulsed neutrons are used for residual strain measurement, the time of flight
approach [14,45J is applied for the strains calculation. The measurement prine iple at a
time-of-flight (TOF) source is fundamentally similar to that at a

reactor,

r)(crpt that at a

time-of-flight source, an entire diffraction spectrum Is obtained In each mrasurrmrnt.
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and hence data analysis can either be of a single diffraction peak or of the entire
diffraction spectrum using a Rietveld style analysis [46].

Residual stress calculation
The last step in neutron diffraction data analysis consists of converting the residual strains
into stresses by using the material's diffraction elastic constants (analogous to the bulk
Young's modulus and Poisson ratio of isotropic materials) and by applying the classical
Hooke's law (See Equation 2-7).
When single crystal elastic constants for the material are known, the crystallographic
diffraction elastic constants can be determined, for example by applying the Kroner
model [47] or by using the open source DECcalc software [48]. This open source is utilised
in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 to calculate the crystallographic elastic constants for neutron
diffraction measurements carried out on a stainless steel compact tension specimen
blank and on ferritic laser heated plates, respectively.

Eq.2-7

where Uxx is the relevant stress direction and E and v are the crystallographic Young's
modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively.
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For pulsed sources, where several diffraction peaks from different crystallographic planes
are used to calculate the lattice parameters, bulk values of Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio are utilised to calculate the residual stresses. In ChaptN 6, bulk ("Iastlc
constants are used for residual stress calculation in the laser heated plates.

Strengths and weaknesses of neutron diffraction
Neutron diffraction can measure elastic strains within relatively thick stressed samples (SOmm of steel) (49) allowing the complete stress tensor [38,50) to be determined. The
method is attractive in that the test sample is not destroyed. Furthermore, the technique
can be applied to a wide range of materials and to specimens with complex shapes.
However, it is sometimes difficult to gain access to facilities where neutron diffraction
experiments can be conducted. It is also expensive to conduct experiments at neutron
facilities relative to certain other residual stress measurement techniques. In addition, the
stress free lattice parameters must be determined very carefully.

2.3.3. Summary of residual stress measurement techniques
There is a variety of techniques for measuring residual stress in engineering compon('nts.
The choice of the technique depends on:
./ Whether the sample can be destroyed or not;
./ The required components of the residual stress tensor;
./ The required spatial resolution;
./ The availability of the technique;
./ The depth of penetration;
./ The clients' budget.
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Overall, there is no one technique which can be applied to any specimen. Very often
some of the requirements for a particular sample have to be compromised. All in all,
development of new techniques, such as the contour method, that could unlock more
information about the state of residual stress in a component is desirable.

2.4.

The contour method

The contour method is a destructive technique for residual stress measurement that was
invented in 2001 [51]. It is a powerful strain relief technique that can measure throughthickness residual stresses in engineering structures. In particular it is attractive in that it
provides a 20 map of residual stress over a plane of interest.
The contour method has been successfully validated using well-known residual stress
measurement techniques such as neutron diffraction [52,53], synchrotron X-ray
diffraction [53,54], hole drilling [55], crack compliance [56] and sectioning [57].
In the following sections the theory of the contour method, the experimental procedure
and the data analysis required are described in detail.

2.4.1. Theory of the contour method
The contour method is based on Buckner's elastic superposition principle which tells us
\

that "If a cracked body subject to external loading or prescribed displacements at the
boundary has forces applied to the crack sUrfaces to close the crack together, these forces
must be equivalent to the stress distribution in an uncracked body of the same geometry
subject to the same external loading" [58].
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Step A: Original stresses to be measured

+

(£Txx )

+

=

{

Step B: Part cut into 2 halves where the cut

.......... ; ........ ~ x

faces are deformed because of residual

6'

stress relaxation (£Txx = 'l"~J'

= 'l"x: = 0) .

+
Step C: Cut faces forced back to the step A for
residual stress calculation (£Txx )
£Txx

(Aj = £Txx (ej, 'l"x: (Aj = 'l"x: (ej, 'l"x: (Aj = Tx: (ej

Figure 2-9: Elastic superposition principle to calculate residual stress from the measured
surface contours of cut faces [59] .

.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- , / Cut plane

....... ~ nx =]
..... ...• Tx

L

~________________~ Ty
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Ty
Tx ~ •..... ..

nx=-i ...........
Cut plane

Figure 2-10: Surface tractions equivalent for releasing residual stress on the cut surface .
Tx

(for negative £Txx ) is symmetric about the cut pia ne and T y (positive 'l"xy ) is anti-

symmetric about the cut plane [51] .
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On the cut face the equivalent surface tractions per width are given by Equation 2·8.

Eq.2-8

where nx is the unit surface normal vector, TJl is the normal traction and 7~ is the
transverse traction.

It can be seen that Tx is symmetric about the cut plane, and

T.. is anti-symmetric,

which

explains how the shear stresses contribution are cancelled out by averaging the data of
the two cut faces.

The above-described superposition principle assumes that the stress relaxation process is
purely elastic and that no additional stresses are introduced by the cutting process [51).
These assumptions are common to all stress relaxation methods [19).
Therefore, for the contour method a single cut, in the "skim" mode of operation, should
be used. The "skim" cutting mode is a relatively low energy regime, which provides a low
roughness surface finish, minimises the EOM affected layer and cutting induced stresses

[51, 60].
In addition to this assumption, the contour method requires an unfamiliar assumption,
which consists of removing a constant width of material from the original specimen
without performing a re-cutting on the previous cut faces [59].
Any deviation from these two assumptions of the contour method results in errors in the
measured stresses. Section 2-5 and 2-6 review the different sources of error that can arise
during the cutting process of the contour method.
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2.4.2. Experimental procedure of the contour method
The contour method experimental procedure consists of two steps: sample cutting and
surface contour measurement.

Sample cutting
The sample cutting is the most critical step in the contour method as all the subsequent
steps depend on the quality of the cut faces. Wire electric discharge machining (Wire
EOM) is a cutting technique which best fulfils the requirements of contour method cut
[51]. It is a non-contact technique that uses a fine, moving, and electrically charged wire.
The material is removed due to the energy contained in discharge sparks. The wire is
continuously fed from a spool held between upper and lower guides moving in the X-Z
plane (Figure 2-11). The sample to be cut is submerged in deionised water, which
minimises thermal effects and helps with flushing away cutting debris.
In conventional wire EOM, at least two cuts are usually performed to obtain the best
surface finish: a rough cut followed by one or more skim cuts. However, when making a
contour cut, a rough cut may induce additional stresses which are not desirable.
Furthermore, the second cut results in re-cutting the previously cut surfaces which leads
to the loss of the desired information. Therefore, for the contour method a single cut, in
the "skim" mode of operation, should be used. The "skim" cutting mode is a relatively
low energy regime, which provides a low roughness surface finish and also provides low
stresses induced by the cutting process.
An additional requirement of the contour cutting process is to securely, and if possible,
symmetrically clamp the sample [51]. Conversely in conventional wire EOM only one side
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program the machine and extract the required information. Other systems, for example
based on laser probes [63], can also be used to measure surface deformation contours .

•• •

Figure 2-12: The M itutoyo Crysta Plus 574 coordinate measurement machine [64]
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There is a wide range of probing systems that can be integrated with a coordinate
measuring machine (or to the mechanical structure used) such as touch trigger probes
[65], scanning probes [66], triangular optical probes [63] and confocal sensors (63). In this
thesis the touch trigger system is used and therefore this system only is reviewed here.

Touch trigger probing system
The touch trigger probing system comprises the tip, the stem and the probe body (see
Figure 2-13).

3

Probe body -

_ _-...

Stem - -_ _.I
Probe tip

Figure 2-13: Kinematic location of Renishaw touch trigger probe showing the probe tip,
the stem, the probe body, the pivotal plate (1), the three bearing points (2) and the
helical spring (3) [67].

The probe tip is the component of the probing system that is in contact with the sample
during the measurement. It is a sphere usually made of very hard material such as ruby,
silicon nitride, zirconia, ceramic or tungsten carbide [68).
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The stem is the long part that links the probe tip to the probe body. It can be made with a
wide range of materials including steel, tungsten carbide, ceramic, carbon fibre,
aluminium and titanium. The probe tip mounted on the stem is often referred to
collectively as the stylus.
The probe body is the most complex part of the touch trigger system. Figure 2-13 shows
the kinematic location of a Renishaw touch trigger probing system. The probe body
consists of three bearing points supporting a pivotal plate which is maintained by a helical
compression spring. The stylus is mounted on the pivotal plate. When the stylus is in
contact with the workpiece, the helical spring goes into compression. After the contact is
released, the stylus returns to its initial position.

Contour measurement
Before undertaking contour measurements, the cut parts are left in the CMM laboratory
to attain thermal equilibrium. The thermal equilibrium during measurement is maintained
by a thermal compensation system always in contact with the part being measured. A
calibration process of the probing system is performed prior to measurement of the
sample and if a collision occurs during the measurement. This is achieved by using the
manufacturer's calibration master ball.
Surface deformation measurement for the contour method consists of three different
steps: local coordinate system definition, contour perimeter measurement and surface
deformation measurement.
The first step is manually achieved by the user and the other two (i.e. contour perimeter
and surface deformation measurements) are automatically accomplished by the CMM.
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measurement system. The noise and outl iers can result in significant errors in the
calculated stresses . Hence, the raw data has to be processed prior to being applied as
displacement boundary conditions in the linear elastic finite element model. In addition,
the raw data may not be on a regular grid and not necessarily at the same locations as the
nodes of the linear elastic finite element model used to back-calculate the stresses .
There are four different steps in the contour method data processing: alignment of the
two data sets, averaging of the two data sets, outlier removal and data smoothing.

Data alignment
As mentioned earlier, the contour perimeter and the surface deformations of each cut
half are measured in their own coordinate system. Therefore, before averaging the two
data sets, their alignment in the same coordinate system is required.
To perform the alignment, data from one cut face are arbitrary assumed as a reference
and the other cut face data are considered as floating. The first step of the alignment
process consists of mirroring the 'floating' outline and data onto the 'reference' outline
and data . The mirroring process is performed about the y-axis.

After mirroring, the

'float ing' data sets are rotated and translated to lie coincident with the 'reference' data
sets. Figure 2-15 illustrates the different steps of the data alignment process.
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Data averaging and outlier removal
On completion of the data alignment, the two data sets are interpolated into a uniform
common grid using linear Delaunay triangulation [63]. The density of the gridded data is
approximately identical to the initial one. If necessary, the gridded data are extrapolated
up to perimeter boundaries to fill in any missing regions. Finally, the common and
uniform gridded data are averaged into single data sets. The averaging of the two data
sets cancels out the shear stress effect and other sources of errors (see section 2.5).
Although averaging the two data sets removes a majority of outliers, sometimes a manual
clean ing operation is necessary to remove errors introduced by local cutting irregularities
such as wire breakage and overburning artefacts. The corresponding regions are filled in
by an interpolation process . This step of the data analysis is very subjective and needs to
be conducted very carefully as rough cleaning of data might lead to a loss of information.

Data smoothing
To minimise noise in the results, the averaged data have to be smoothed. Different
methods of data fitting can be found in the open literature such as the polynomial
approach, Fourier surface technique and bivariate spline fitting [63,66]. In early contour
method work, Fourier surfaces [70] were used for the data smoothing [63]. However,
according to Prime, this approach was unable to capture all features of the surface
contour that can now be resolved [63]. Polynomial smoothing can also be applied for data
treatment. Currently a new polynomial approach based on previous work of Viera et al
[71] is under development at The Open University. It is an iterative method which consists
of locally fitting and updating the position of each measurement point. The approach is
applied to smooth the contour data in Chapter 3.
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The third and probably most used smoothing technique in the contour method is
bivariate spline fitting [32,72,73]. A bivariate spline consists of pi{'c{'wise polynomials
joined at given locations called "knots" which define the domain of each polynomial. The
fitting process is achieved by minimising the error between the data pomts and the 'It.
The density of knots and order of polynomial can affect the resulting smoothed fit to the
data. A larger knot density may result in over smoothing of the measured data. while
lower knot spacing may result in under smoothing.
To determine the optimum fit, different approaches can be applird. The most
straightforward approach consists of comparing the fitted data to raw measurements
[74]. In Chapter 3, this approach is applied to determine the optimum knot spacing. In the
second approach for determining the optimum knot spacing, a series of fmite element
analyses is undertaken to back-calculate (see next section) residual stresses (63). The
approach consists of finding the optimum spline fit corresponding to the minimum stress
error for different fitting parameters. This is achieved by incrementally increasing the
knot spacing and determining the average stress error for each increment. The approach
is applied in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 of this thesis.
The different steps of data analysis have been facilitated by using advanced scripts within
Matlab [75], which were developed through collaboration between The Open University
and the University of Manchester [63,66,76].

2.4.4. The stress back-calculation
The contour method residual stress back-calculation Is conducted using linear finite
element analysis. A 3D model of one of the cut parts is created using a standard FE code
(e.g. ABAQUS) based on the measured perimeter of the part. Because the deformations
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are small compared to the geometry of the component being measured and the analysis
is elastic, an undeformed finite element model of the cut part is built and meshed.
The mesh usually consists of brick elements which can be either continuum linear
hexahedral 8-node elements or continuum quadratic hexahedral 20-node elements, both
preferably with reduced integration. The coordinates of all nodes (especially on the cut
faces) are recorded, for instance in a text file.
The signs of the smoothed deformation data are then reversed and applied as
displacements to the mesh grid of the cut surface for FE analysis. To avoid rigid body
motion during the analysis, three additional nodal displacements are applied to the FE
mesh as shown in Figure 2-16 [77]. Because of the contour method elastic superposition
principle, the material behaviour is elastic and generally assumed to have isotropic
properties (defined by Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio). When applying the contour
method to a multi-materials test component (e.g. weld components), appropriate elastic
properties must be defined for each material of the component being studied. For an
anisotropic material, directional elastic constants must be used for the stress back
calculation.

4S

Figure 2-16: A deformed 3D linear FE model showing the addl lonal constraints ppll d to
avoid rigid body motion [77].
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One of the limitations of the contour method compared to some residual stress
measurement techniques has been that it only allows measurement of one component of
the stress tensor. However, the contour method has been extended recently to allow
measurement of multiple stress components by carrying out more than one cut or by
applying multiple methods, for example X-ray diffraction [78,79].
The contour method is a fairly new process and therefore less well developed relative to
other techniques. Its implementation, most significantly sample cutting, can also result in
measurement errors. The following sections review several different sources of error in
the contour method.

2.S.

Cutting errors in the contour method

This section describes the different types of error which can arise during sample cutting
for contour method residual stress measurements with particular emphasis on errors
introduced by inelastic behaviour (that is plasticity).

Symmetric and anti-symmetric errors
Consider a stressed body that has different stress components along the measurement
plane (e.g. normal and shear stresses). When the body is cut into two halves an
asymmetric surface contour, due to the relaxation of both normal and shear stresses, is
obtained.

Referring to the equivalent surface traction notion previously described in

section 2-4-1, the equivalent surface traction due to the release of normal stresses is
symmetric while the equivalent surface traction for releasing the shear stresses is antisymmetric. Therefore, the deformation from the stress relaxation along the entire cut
faces can be divided into a symmetric portion generated by the normal stresses and an
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Asymmetric contour after cutting

-Symmetric portion of the contour
caused by normal stresses

+
Anti-symmetric portion of the
contou r: Averaged out

Figure 2-17: Asymmetric contour separated into symmetric and anti -symmetric contours
[59].

Bulging error
Bu lging erro rs occur when the cut width varies along the cut depth during the wire EDM
process (Fig u re 2-18) [59] . When cutting through a field of tensile residual stress the
material at the cut t ip is stretched elastically. However, the physical cut width is
dete rmi ned by the w ire diameter and EDM conditions that remain notionally constant.
Theref o re, less mat erial is removed compared with the initial state of the cutting process,
whi ch results in a non-uniform cut width along the cut . Thus, the apparent deformed
co nto ur of cu t fa ces will conta in a contribution from variable material removal. This
vi olates the assu mpti on of the contour method that a constant cut width is removed
during wire EDM [59] and inva li dates the superposition principle . Errors in contour stress
measuremen t s ca n be introduced by this mechanism . Bulging can result in different types
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process is simula t ed for determ ining bulging error in terms of displacements [59] .
Subsequently the bulge error is used to correct the measured surface contours . The
co rre cted surfa ce co ntours are then used to calculate stresses. This process is iterated
until the calculate d stress incl ud ing an estimated bulge error converges [59].

2.6.

Plasticity induced errors in the contour method

The occurrence of plast icity during the stress relaxat ion process in the contour method
also violates the elastic superposit ion principle . In this section, elements of the theory of
plasticity are presente d and publ ished work reviewed relating to plasticity-induced errors
in the contour meth od.

2.6.1. Elements of the theory of plasticity
The the ory of plasticity [81-84] is a branch of mechanics that describes the non-linear
stress-strain behaviour of mat eri al when loaded beyond the yield stress . Contrary to
elasticity, the material deformat ions in plasticity are permanent. To help understand the
theory of plastici ty, an analysis of the stress-strain curve for a typical ductile material is
hel pful (Figure 2-19). He re, a ductile material refers to any material that has the ability to
yield before fail ure.

Uniaxial stress-strain curve
In mat erials scie nce, a uniaxia l tensile test is one of the simplest tests that can be
conducted to determine mat eria l mechanical properties. The test consists of pulling a
sample wi t h a monoto ni c load and re cord ing the displacement. The obtained data can be
plotted as load

vs. displacement or stress VS. strain .
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A uniaxial stress-stra in curve (see Figure 2-19) provides many basic materia l mec han ical
properties including the material elastic modulus (E), th e yiel d stress (all ), t h

ult imate

tensile strength (aim') and ductility. The material is usua lly a um d to b homog n ou
with isotropic elastic constants (i.e. properties are the sa me in all dir ction s).
A typical stress-strain curve for a ductile material con sists of two main r gions: r v rsibl
elastic behaviour and non -linear plastic regions. The former r gion is charact ris d by t h
material elastic modulus. The yield stress is the tran sition point from

las tic to pla stic

region. The plastic region can be divided into two sub -regions : a strain hard ning r gion
and necking. In the strain hardening region the material is able to sup po rt hig h r load
values despite the cross-section reduction . The limit of this sub-region is defin d by th
material ultimate tensile strength . During necking, the material stra in hard ning rate
drops till it keeps pace with the cross -section reduction rate . The necking I ads to fr ctur
of the material.

II'>
II'>

QJ
....
....,

Vl

Necking

Elastic domain

Strain (%)

Figure 2-19: Stress-strain curve for a typical ductile material [85] .
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Mathematical description of plasticity
A mathematical descri ption of material plasticity [83,86] can sometimes be complex.
Because of this, idea lised stress-strain curves are sometimes assumed in engineering
science as shown in Figure 2-20. When compared to real material behaviour, the elastic
region an d the hardeni ng region are not present in idealised rigid-plastic behaviour. The
strain hardening effe ct is ignored in elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour. Ramberg-Osgood
and other elastic-plastic mode ls can provide a reasonable representation of the behaviour
of most duct ile ma terials .

(a)

(b)

V\
V\

.......
Q)

Vl

Strai n (%)

(c)

(10

Strain (%)

(d)

Strain (%)

Strain (%)

Figure 2-20 : Ide alised bilinear stress-strain curves: rigid ideal plastic (a), elastic perfectly
plast ic (b), elas t ic pla st ic material with strain hardening (c) and Ramberg-Osgood (d)
where

0 0 is

t he ma te rial yield stress.
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Three equat ions are gen rally us d o d
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The von Mises and Tresca yield criterion can be graphically represented in two or three dimensional space, depending on the stress state in the materials studied (e.g. biaxial and
triaxial stress state) and using the principal stresses. The graphic representation of the
two yield criterion is the so-called yield surface. Figure 2-21 illustrates the yield surface in
two-dimensional space for von Mises and Tresca criterion.

Von Mises

~~------~--------r-

Uz

Figure 2-21: Two -dimensional illustration of Von Mises and Tresca yield surface.

The above two criteria are only valid for isotropic materials. When dealing with
an isotrop ic materials appropriate yield criteria such as Hill yield criterion [86] and LoganHosford yield criterion [55] should be applied.

Hardening rule
The hardening rule defines the evolution of the yield surface. The hardening rules can be
categorised into three types : isotropic, kinematic and mixed hardening [86] .
In isotropic hardening (Figure 2-22-a), the yield surface dilates when the initial yield point
is exceeded without changing of the shape while in the kinematic hardening {Figure 2-22-
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In

b) the yield surface translates w ith materia l yi Id ing . As illu str

I ur

2 22 b h

shape and the size remained unchanged in kinemat ic har d ning .

Isotropic and kinemat ic harden ing can al so be illu strat d und r r v rs loading (Figure 2-

23). The yield stress in compression for isotropic h rd ning i

qu I t o l h

equivalent stress reached in tensile load ing for uni xi I cy ling 10 din
hardening; this parameter is decrea se d by th

amount th t th

w hd

yi Id tr

m

Imum

In In m
I Incr a

IC
din

the tensile phase in ord er to maintain the 21J'o diff r nc .

In add ition to the above two hardening modes, a th ird typ
mixed or combined hardening is used in materials engin

of h rd nlng oft n call d

ring [8 ]. A it n m im pll

, it

is a combinat ion of the isotrop ic and kinem at ic hard ning. Th r for , in comb ined
hardening, the yield surface can expand and tran slat

at th

m

hardening rule is sometimes used to simu late pi stic d form

tim . Thl
w iding

dUrin

process (87) .
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Figure 2-22: 2D illustration of isotropic (a) and kin m ti h rd nlng (b) ,
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uma.r (in tens ion)

u l7UU (in tension)

2umJlX (in tension)

2uo

Strain

(a)

Strain

(b)

Figure 2-23: Illustration of one-dimensional isotropic (a) and kinematic hardening (b) .

Flow rule
The flow rule is used to relate stresses and plastic strains after yielding occurs in the
material. It determines the direction of plastic straining during plastic deformation.
After yielding, the total plastic strain consists of increments of plastic strain.

Each

increment of plastic strain is generated by an increment of stress. Consider a vector that
represents the increment of plastic strain generated. This vector varies throughout the
loading path. Since the equations governing the flow rule are based on normality
cond itions [88], the increment of strain is generated in a way that the plastic strain vector
is normal to the yield surface during yielding.
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2.6.2. Review of contour method plasticity-induced errors
The contour method relies on the assumption that deformations arising from release of
residual stress during cutting are

linear elastic. However, whf.'n dealing with

measurement of residual stresses having magnitudes of the same order as the material
yield stress, plasticity can occur in the stress relaxation process. Thus, contour method
measurement of residual stress can be affected by plasticity-induced errors.
The first study of contour method plasticity-induced errors was published in 2005 by Shin
[89]. For different peak residual stress magnitudes (90%, 70% and 50% of the material
yield stress) and for different restraining locations relative to the cut face, the author
demonstrated that plasticity effects on contour method measurements are small with
secure restraining. However, the level of restraining rigidity obtained in a FE analysis is
not easily achievable in practice.
Dennis et 01. also investigated the effects of plasticity and constraint on contour method
residual stresses using finite element simulations [61,90]. It was demonstrated that
restraining the test component close to the cutting plane is beneficial in that less
plasticity is likely to occur compared with the case where the component is restrained
further away from the cut plane. In addition it was reported that the rigid restraining
simulated in the finite element analysis is not feasible in practice.
Different restraining strategies are currently practiced in the contour method. One of the
most effective options is to clamp the component to a stiff baseplate using fitted bolts,
but care must be taken to avoid disturbing the stress field of interest by drilling the bolt
holes. Prime has used a multiple-step variation of the contour method in order to avoid
plasticity-induced errors in hoop stresses over a radial-axial cross section of a cylinder
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[91]. However, some discrepancies attributed to plasticity or bulging were observed in
their measurements when compared with those obtained by neutron diffraction.
In summary, little work has been published concerning plasticity-induced errors in
residual stress measurements made with the contour method. It is notable that there is
no published approach for mitigating or quantifying this type of error.
In the following sections, a review of plasticity-induced errors in residual stress
measurements made with common mechanical strain relief techniques (hole-drilling,
deep hole-drilling and slitting) is presented. The aim is to survey approaches used to
mitigate plasticity-induced errors in these measurement techniques and consider their
applicability to the contour method.

2.7.

Plasticity-induced errors in some strain relief methods

As stated previously all mechanical strain relief techniques for residual stress
measurements are based upon the assumption that the stress relaxation during material
removal is elastic. However, when dealing with the measurement of residual stresses of
magnitude approaching the yield stress of the material, this assumption can be violated.
In this section the issue of plasticity-induced errors in some common mechanical strain
relief techniques is covered including centre hole-drilling, deep hole-drilling and the
slitting method.

2.7.1. Plasticity-induced errors in hole-drilling
The effect of plasticity in residual stress measurements made with surface centre holedrilling is amongst the earlier plasticity investigations into mechanical strain relief
techniques.
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As for the contour method, the first plasticity effect study for hole-drilling technique was
conducted by the means of finite element analysis [92]. The authors reported that a
significant reduction in plasticity-induced errors can be obtained by using their proposed
empirical relationships, which were determined by interpolation of a finite number of
numerical results. It was stated that the approach enables measurement of residual stress
up to 90% of the material yield stress with errors of a few percentage if the residual stress
principal directions are known. Conversely, if the principal directions are unknown,
measurement of high magnitude of residual stresses using the standard three-gauge
rosette can be affected by up to 20%. But they reported that a noticeable improvement
can be achieved (5% error) by using a new type of rosette with four radially oriented
strain gauges.
Vangi et 0/. simulated the complete hole-drilling process using a 3D model for through
and blind-holes [93]. From the measured strain data and von Mises effective stresses
obtained from FE analysis, they proposed an iterative approach for taking into account
the plasticity effect in residual stress measurements up to 90% yield stress. However,
Seifi et 0/. showed that the von Mises effective stress for evaluating hole-drilling plasticity
study is not complete and proposed an algorithm method to counter this effect. They
reported that their approach can be applied for correcting hole-drilling plasticity-induced
errors when measuring residual stress up to 97% of the yield stress.
In addition to these investigations, several other researchers have contributed to
plasticity-induced errors assessment in hole-drilling technique [94-96]. However most
proposed approaches are only suitable for hole-drilling and limited by the fact that
residual principal directions need to be known in order to apply their approaches.
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2.7.2. Plasticity-induced errors in deep hole-drilling
Unlike the surface centre hole-drilling, few publications related to deep-hole drilling
plasticity assessment can be found in the open literature. This can be explained by the
fact that the technique is more recent compared with centre hole-drilling and that the
technique is not widely applied because it needs specialist equipment.
Nevertheless, in very recent publications [97,98], the effect of plasticity on deep holedrilling results has been investigated analytically and numerically. A new procedure,
developed by modifying the conventional deep-hole drilling to incremental deep-hole
drilling, has been proposed to mitigate the plasticity-induced errors in the results of deephole drilling. The procedure has been successfully applied for residual stress
measurement

[99]. However, due to the specific nature of the deep hole-drilling

technique and the new procedure (incremental cut), implementation of this approach for
the mitigation of contour method plasticity-induced errors is not appropriate.

2.7.3. Plasticity-induced errors in the slitting method
Plasticity-induced errors in the slitting method of residual stress measurement is of
particular interest because the technique has some similarity with the contour method,
for example both techniques involve cutting the test sample into two parts using the wire
EOM process.
Although the slitting method is amongst the earlier developed destructive methods, only
one noticeable publication related to plasticity-induced errors assessment can be found in
the open literature [25]. This work was conducted by Prime using finite element analysis
and assuming elastic-perfectly plastic material behaviour.
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For different stress profiles and magnitudes (compared to the material yield stress), the
author simulated the slitting incremental cut for a zero cut width and determined the
corresponding strains for each case. A series expansion approach was then applied to
convert the strain data to residual stress assuming linear elastic behaviour. By comparing
the initial residual stress state to the obtained FE predictions, an average (plasticityinduced) stress error was determined for the different stress magnitudes and profiles.
The strain data obtained from simulations were also employed to calculate the residual
stress intensity factor distribution for the stress magnitude by applying Equation 2 -1 given
in section 2-3-1. The obtained SIF data were then normalised using the material yield
stress and specimen dimensions. Based on the above assumptions (zero cut width and
material with no strain hardening), the author proposed relationships between the
normalised stress intensity factor and the average stress error.
One of the strengths of the developed relationships is that the average stress errors due
to plasticity can be estimated without prior knowledge of the residual stress, by using the
measured strain gauge data.
However, the developed relationships for slitting plasticity-induced errors estimation are
not convenient for the contour method. That is because in the slitting method only one
side of the test specimen is held during the cutting, while in the contour method both
sides of the test sample needs to be securely restrained during the cutting process [59). If
the slitting restraining conditions are applied in contour method, this can result in bulging
or plasticity-induced errors which requires another correction.
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Nevertheless, since the two measurement techniques employ approximately the same
cutting process, a similar approach can be developed to assess the plasticity-induced
errors in the residual stress measurement made with the contour method.

2.8.

Scope of this work

Based on the above review of the different types of error in the contour method it can be
concluded that occurrence of plasticity in the stress relaxation during the cutting process
remains largely unaddressed. There is currently no recognised way to assess and
subsequently mitigate plasticity-induced errors in contour method residual stress
analysis.
Work has been done to assess plasticity errors in techniques similar to the contour
method, e.g. the slitting method; however these approaches are not directly applicable to
the contour method. The objective of this thesis is to develop tools or approaches for
quantifying plasticity-induced errors in the contour method of residual stress
measurement.
Other errors in the contour method can be mitigated by careful experimental technique
or data analysis. Anti-symmetric errors are usually removed by averaging the two sets of
data from the two halves of the cut. Symmetric errors that are not dependent on the
stress magnitude (e.g. effects of vibrations or over-burning) can be either avoided by
conducting cutting trials and tuning the wire EDM cutting parameters or corrected by
undertaking a stress free test cut. The bulging error or cut 'width change' can be
corrected by applying the approach developed by Prime [59].
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2.9.

Review of cutting simulation (moving crack)

This section reviews moving crack simulation using the finite element method. This is
because plasticity-induced errors are related to stress concentration and relaxation
during the cutting process and the cutting process can essentially be represented as a
moving blunt crack. The study of moving cracks encompasses aspects of fracture
mechanics. An introduction to the finite element method and fracture mechanics is
covered here, followed by a review of previous approaches applied to simulate the
contour cutting process.

2.9.1. Fundamentals of the finite element method
In engineering and science many physical problems can be defined using arrays of partial
differential or integral equations which are impractical to solve using classical analytical
methods. The finite element method is a numerical approach by which approximate
solutions can be found in a discrete manner for these partial differential and integral
equations.
The finite element method essentially works by assuming a piecewise continuous function
for the solution and finding the parameters of the function in a way that the errors are
reduced below a threshold value. The technique involves a discretisation process where
the continuum model of a given problem is divided into a finite number of elements.
Each element is characterised by a certain number of nodes on which loads (e.g. pressure,
temperature) and displacement are applied. The different elements of the continuum
model are connected by nodes which are defined by their coordinates in a coordinate
system.
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The finite element method was initially developed from the need of solving complex
elasticity and structural analysis problems in civil and aeronautical engineering [100) and
its roots can be traced back to the work of three different groups including
mathematicians [101-103), physicians [104) and engineers [100). Nowadays, the finite
element method is widely used for solving a variety of different problems including static,
dynamic, solid or fluid mechanics, biomechanics and electromagnetism.
According to the behaviour of the structure to be studied, two types of finite element
analysis can be used: linear and non-linear finite element analysis.

The linear finite element method
The linear finite element method is usually undertaken before the non-linear one. There
are mainly three assumptions made in the linear elastic finite element method [100):
./'

Displacements or deformations of the structure are presumed to be infinitesimally
small, therefore negligible in the equilibrium equations for the problem resolution .

./' Linear elastic behaviour is assumed for the materials of the structure;
./' The structure boundary conditions are supposed to remain unchanged during the
loading process.
The above three assumptions lead to a set of linear equations (Eq. 2-11) describing the
structure in the linear finite element method [100].

Kd=F

Eq.2-11

where K is the stiffness matrix of the structure, d is the nodal displacements vector and F
is the external nodal force vector.
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The characteristics of the solutions for this type of problem are that the structure
displacements or deformations are linearly proportional to the applied forces and that
the structure's stiffness is independent of the applied load (100).

The non-linear finite element method
The non-linear finite element method is usually conducted when the structure is expected
to experience non-linearity. There are three different types of non-linearity which can
occur in a finite element analysis: Material non-linearity, geometry non-linearity and the
status-changing non-linearity .
./ Material nonlinearity is usually caused by non-linear material deformation such as
elasto-plastic material, visco-elastic material and visco-plastic material behaviours;
./ In geometriC non-linearity, the structure deformations and rotations are no longer
negligible compared to the structure's initial state .
./ Contact between surfaces is the most frequent status changing non-linearity
encountered in finite element modelling.
An iterative series of linear approximations with corrections are usually applied for
solving non-linear problems [105]. The incremental approach was used in earlier nonlinear problems [lOS]. However, since this approach induces significant build-up of error
in the results, the Newton-Raphson approach was adopted to counter this issue [lOSJ.
Solution convergence in non-linear finite element analysis is not always easily attainable.
In the commercial finite element codes, different strategies are implemented for
obtaining desired convergence such as the sparse method, pre-conditioned conjugate
gradient and front solvers [76].
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2.9.2. Basics of fracture mechanics
Fracture mechanics is a branch of solid mechanics that studies the propagation of cracks
subjected to primary loads such as forces and moments owing to service operation or
secondary self-equilibrated load (e.g. residual stresses) or the combination of both types
of load. According to the fracture behaviour of the material the field of fracture
mechanics can be divided into two main parts: linear elastic fracture mechanics and
elastic plastic fracture mechanics.
Linear elastic fracture mechanics was initially conceived by Griffith during World War I
[106]. Because of the limitations of his proposed theory (only applicable to brittle
materials), Irwin modified the theory by introducing the 'strain energy release rate' or
'crack driving force' notion [107]. Soon after, Irwin contributed to another change by
introducing the concept of stress intensity factor and critical stress intensity factor
[107,108].
Following Irwin's work, Rice introduced the J-integral concept, which is an important
parameter for toughness measurement in elastic-plastic fracture [109]. It represents the
'strain energy release rate' in non-linear elastic fracture mechanics.
Linear elastic fracture mechanics focuses on predicting the critical load at which a crack in
a body starts to grow. As for most elastic studies, the material being studied is usually
assumed to have isotropic and linear elastic properties except in the vicinity of the crack
tip where small scale inelastic behaviour can occur due to stress concentration (high
stress magnitude).
There are three basic modes of loading a crack in a body: The opening mode (mode I), the
sliding mode (mode II) and the tearing mode (mode III), see Figure 2-24. The opening
67

mode (Figure 2-24-a) is of most relevance to the contour method b caus

it Is slr sses

normal to the plane of interest (plane of cut) that are Inferr d from m asur m nls of
"the crack" surfaces (Le. flanks created during the cutting process).
According to the ASTM standard test method for IInear- lastlc pi n -strain fracture
toughness (ASTM E399) [110], linear elastic fracture mechanics can b only us d if small
scale yielding conditions are met. For example to determln

a valid K,c (fracture

toughness) using a compact tension specimen, the extent of th In lastlc d formation at
the crack tip should be much smaller than the speCi men dimensions, th crack siz and
the uncracked ligament [110] .

For a large crack tip plastic zone slz,

lastic plastic

fracture mechanics should be applied [108], this latter branch of fractur m chanlcs bing
the natural extension of linear elastic fracture mechanics.
Analysis of crack behavior under an elastic-pla stic regi me ca n b achl v d by applying the
i-integral or crack tip opening displacement concepts. For a glv n mat rial, th s two
parameters are related by a unique expression demonstrat d by Shih [

). I Slit plastic

fracture mechanics is only briefly mentioned here as It Is not us d for th pr s nt study.
The plasticity level that can be introduced by contour method cuts c n b

nalyz d using

linear elastic fracture mechanics solutions with Irwin str ss redls ributlon and plast city
corrections.
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(a)-Opening mode (mode I)

(b)-Sliding mode (mode II)

(c)-Tearing mode (mode III)

Figure 2-24: The three basic modes of crack surface displacements in linear elastic
fracture mechanics arising from direct and shear loadings [108].

Mode I crack tip stress field in linear elastic fracture mechanics
There is a wide range of publications dealing with the derivation of the mode I elastic
stress field ahead of a crack tip, for example [108,112,113].
Equation 2-12 describes the elastic stress field for a crack with an infinitely sharp tip in an
infinite plate biaxially loaded (Figure 2-25).

cr
y

cr,J;;
. 8 . -38)
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8

Eq.2-12
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where, a is the crack length, (r,

OJ

are cylindrical -polar coordinates with the origin at the

crack tip and (] is the remote load.
The equations were derived for an elastic isotropic material and assuming the following
boundary conditions:
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From the expressions of Equation 2-12, it can be noticed that at the crack tip (r

a II r

singularity is obtained. The intensity of the stress singularity, defined by the factor

rrJ,ra,

is the so-called mode I stress intensity factor. The remaining parts of the three
expressions in Equation 2-12 are functions of the geometrica l pOSition about the crack tip
[108]. For the configuration shown In Figure 2-25, the stress Intensity factor depends only
on the remote load and the crack size.
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y

Figure 2-25: Schematic drawing showing a biaxial loaded infinite plate containing a crack

[108] .

The above expressions were derived for biaxial loading conditions only. For a uniaxial
loading (e.g. in y-direction) the stress field must be corrected. To obtain the uniaxial crack
tip stress field, the remote load is subtracted from the expression of (h in Equation 2-12
[114] . This correction is usually omitted because the remote load is considered to be
negligible compared to the stresses near the crack tip.
It must be also noted that the crack tip stress field expressions in Equation 2-12 apply
only for an infinite plate. Since the geometry of the plate can affect these expressions, the
stress intensity factor needs to be corrected for different cases. Equation 2-13 gives the
general form of the stress intenSity factor.

Eq.2-13
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where f(a/W) is the crack type (centre, single edge and double dge crack) and the fi nite
width effect correction .
Figure 2-26 shows three common geometries encountered In the op n literature.
Different methods are available for determining the mode I str ss Intensi ty factor
including closed form solutions [108,115], approximate solutions (Gr

n's function s

[108,115]), the dislocation method [116], weight functions [108,111,115], SI handbooks
[115,117], software (R-Code [118] or CRACKWISE [119]), boundary

lem nt and finite

element methods. For complex geometries and load distributions, solutions found in
handbooks are not suitable for determining the mode I stress int nslty factor. Numerical
methods are often more accurate and appropriate.

C1

C1

C1

w

w

w

C1

a

1111

C1

Figure 2-26: Schematic drawing showing three common cracked -plate configurations :
centre crack (left), single edge notched (middle) and double edge notched (right) [108] .

A blunted crack tip is introduced by wire EDM cutting (See Flgur 2-27) and du

to the

nature of wire EDM; the cut width is greater than th e wlr dlam t r.
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The stress field expressions given in Equation 2-12 are only valid for a crack with an
infinitely sharp tip. The elastic stress distribution for a crack with a finite tip radius is
defined by Equation 2-14. The expressions were derived by Creager and Paris by shifting
the origin of the co-ordinate system over a distance of one half of the radius behind the
crack tip (See Figure 2-27) [120].

8 ( 1 + Stn-SIn. 8 . 38) + -K/
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where, KJ is mode I stress intensity factor, p is the blunt crack radius and (r, 0) are
cylindrical-polar coordinates with the origin at the crack tip.
For this type of crack, there is no singularity in stress at the crack tip (e = 0 r = p /2 )
as the maximum stress value is known, see Equation 2-15 [115,120].

Eq.2-15
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C1y

a

Figure 2-27: A schematic drawing of a blunt edge crack in a flnlt width plat along with
the applied load and polar coordinate system.

Mode I crack tip plastic zone
At the crack tip, the magnitude of stress (which is singular) will exc ed th material's yield
stress, and this generates local plastic deformation surrounding th
generated plastic zone size and shape are both dependent on the ma

cr ck tip. The

ria l's deformation

properties, the state of triaxiality of the stress field at th crack tip (for xampl

plane

stress or plane strain) and the type and magnitude of the appll d remot 10 d or str ss
distribution within the body. The size of the plastic zone at th crack tip c n b

stlmat d

using different approaches: for example by a first order approximation, by Irwin or by
Dugdale's approach [108,112,113]. The shape can be approxlmat d using a cl sslcal yi Id
criterion: either von Mises or Tresca yield . First, details of a plane str ss plastic zone size
and shape are presented, followed by the case for plane strai n.

First order approximation to the crack tip plastic zone size
A first order approximation to the plastic zone size can be obtain d from th

(1

xpr sslon

along the x-axis ((}= o) in the Equation 2-12 and Equation 2-14 for ash rp nd blunt crack,
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respectively [108,115]. In fact, when the stresses (O'y) reach the material yield stress (0'0),
then r

= ry. Substituting these parameters in the O'y expression allows the determination

of the first approximation ry to the plastic zone size for both cases. The sharp crack plastic
zone size is readily determined, see Equation 2-16. Figure 2-28 shows the stress
distribution ahead of the sharp crack tip and the corresponding first order approximation
to the plastic zone size.

r =_
1
Y
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o

Eq.2-16

Contrary to the sharp crack case, the determination of the blunt crack first order
approximation plastic zone size is not straightforward. After substituting the mentioned
parameters (0'0 and ry) in the corresponding stress component (O'y), a cubic equation has to
be solved (see Equation 2-17).
The general formula for roots of a cubic equation can be readily applied to solve Equation
2-17. As only the real solution has physical Significance, this expression is considered as
first order approximation to the blunt crack plastic zone size (Equation 2-18). The effect of
the blunt crack on the plastic zone size and the contour method predictions will be
discussed in Chapter 5.
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It is important to note that these expressions are based on a first ord r approximation to
the plastic zone size and as their determination Is based on an elastIc analysis of th crack
tip stress field, the approximations are considered to be Inaccurat [108, 12, 13).
It is difficult to define both plastic zone size and shape at th

sam

estimation methods. In the open literature one of two approach

tim

usln simple

I usually follow d.

Either a better approximation of the plastic zone size (compar d to first pproxlmatlon to
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the plastic zone size) with selected shape is determined (e.g. Irwin and Dugdale
approach), or they give an impression of the shape but keep the first approximation to
the plastic zone size [108] . As Irwin and Dugdale's plastic zone sizes are approximately the
same [108] only the Irwin case is presented here. For the approximation to the plastic
zone shape von Mises yield criterion is used here as similar results are obtained with a
Tresca criterion [108] .

Irwin plastic zone size
When yielding occurs, plasticity at the crack tip causes redistribution of stresses in order
to satisfy equilibrium conditions . Irwin proposed that the occurrence of plasticity makes
the crack behave as if it was larger than the actual physical size.
In Figure 2-29-a the shaded areas (I and II) are representative of the forces active in the
elastic analysis. Because of the elastic-perfectly plastic material assumed the stresses
cannot exceed the material yield stress. To maintain equilibrium the net force arising
from stresses normal to the crack direction in areas I and II must be the same. Based on
this equilibrium condition a more accurate plastic zone size, r p, is estimated by Irwin as
being twice that obtained in first approximation analysis for a sharp crack (Figure 2-29-b).
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Figure 2-29: Schematic of Irwin's analysis (a) and the resulting Irwin crack tip plastic zone
size (b) [108].

First order approximations to the plastic zone shape
The expressions for plastic zone size given in the above sections ar

for a sp cific

direction that is the direction along the crack plane (the x-axis). Wh n "dlr clions are
considered the shape of the plastic zone will be quite different.
To determine an approximation to the shape of the plastic zon ah ad of crack tip under
plane stress conditions the classical von Mises yield criteria Is us d ( quatlon 2-19).
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Eq.2-19

where

(YJ, 0"2

and

are the principal stresses (See Equation 2-20) for plane stress

0")

conditions. By substituting the principal stress expressions in the yield criterion equation
for plane stress cond itions (0")=0) and by rearrangement, a first order approximation to
the plastic zone shape for a sharp crack is obtained, see Equation 2-21. It can be noticed
that for 8=0 the value of r(8) is the same as the approximation expression ( Equation 2-

16).
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Plane strain plastic zone size and shape
As mentioned previously the state of triaxiality of stress at the crack tip highly affects the
plastic zone size and shape. From the von Mises yield criteria the plastic zone shape
expression under plane strain conditions can be determined in a similar manner to the
plane stress condition (Equation 2-21). Note that for plane strain conditions 0")= v (O"j-O"V;
where, v is the material Poisson's ratio .
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Along the x-axis, assuming elastic properties with a Poisson's ratio of 0.33, a first
approximation to the plane strain plastic zone size is obtained; s

Equation 2-22.

However, this value is considered to be underestim ated [108]. For this r ason Irwin
proposed a nominal plane strai n plast ic zone size (Equation 2-23) often quoted in the
literature. Figure 2-30 compares the plast ic zone shape for plane str ss and plane strain
conditions in the crack tip region. It can be noticed th at for all directions the plane stress
plastic zone size is much larger than the plane strain case.
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Figure 2-30: Dimensionless plastic zone shapes for the von Mises yield criterion [108] .

Plastic zone associated with a stable growing crack
So far the crack tip plastic zone size and shape have been considered for a stationary
crack. However, a crack does not just suddenly appear in elastic-plastic material. Likewise
during the wire EDM cutting process, a crack grows step by step as material is locally
eroded. The literature dealing with growing cracks is sparse compared with classical linear
elastic and elastic plastic fracture mechanics. One of the reasons for this may be the
complex mathematical formulation for a growing crack. Nevertheless several numerical
investigations have been conducted by Rice, Sorensen, Narishaman [121-124]. Because
the subject of mode-I cracking plasticity is of particular interest here, the research related
to thi s mode only is covered.
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Rice was among the first investigators to develop understanding of the mechanism of a
growing crack [123,125}. Following his preliminary studies and using a finite element
nodal release approach, Sorensen demonstrated that the stress distribution (from which
the plastic zone is obtained) ahead of a growing crack under plane strain conditions and
for both elastic-perfectly plastic and power law hardening materials is essentially the
same as that ahead of a stationary crack [124]. An investigation by Sham also showed a
negligible difference between the stationary and the stable growing crack tip plastic zone
size [126}. Similar studies conducted by Narasimhan et 01 for both elastic-perfectly plastic
[122], and power law hardening materials [121], under plane stress conditions exhibited
the same resemblance between the stationary and stable growing crack plastic zone size
and shape.
In summary, based on these research studies provided by different authors, it is
reasonable to use the analytical expressions for the plastic zone of a stationary crack to
estimate the plastic zone size for a growing crack.

2.9.3. Cutting simulation in contour method
Simulation of the contour method consists of two different steps: cutting simulation and
stress back-calculation. The cutting simulation is the most critical step for plasticity
assessment in the contour method. The cutting process associated with the contour
method is generally modelled using a non-linear finite element analysis with an elasticplastic material. The stress back-calculation is conducted in a linear finite element analysis
by simply applying the displacements of opposite sign to a model representing the cut
half-component that develop due to the release of residual stresses. Isotropic elastic
constants are generally used in this second step.
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In the open literature, two different approaches are applied to conduct the cutting
simulation: release of symmetry boundary conditions [25,61] and material removal
[89,90]. As its name implies the symmetry boundary approach consists of incrementally
releasing nodal symmetry boundary conditions (previously) defined along a cut line/plane
(this represents an incrementally growing sharp crack). In the second cutting approach,
mesh elements are incrementally removed along the cutting plane (representing an
incrementally growing blunt crack).
The two cutting approaches were applied by Dennis et 01. in two separate publications. In
their first work, the symmetry boundary conditions approach was applied [61]. The
different steps of the cutting process can be summarised as follows:
./ Generation of the initial state of residual stresses (by welding simulation) in a FE
model representative of one half of the part geometry with symmetry boundary
conditions on the plane of interest; that is on the plane along which the cutting will be
conducted;
./ Mapping of the initial residual stresses into a new FE model with a regular mesh grid
in order to facilitate the cutting simulation process. The symmetry boundary
conditions were again defined along the same plane of interest;
./ Cutting simulation by incrementally releasing the nodal symmetry boundary
conditions in a series of steps.
A mesh sensitivity study was conducted by the authors. Two different mesh types with
reduced and full integration were analysed. It was reported that because of the resistance
of linear elements to element locking [127], they behaved better than quadratic
elements. The same remark was observed for reduced integration compared to full
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integration. Thus, the authors conducted their cutting simulations with linear elements
with reduced integration. However, no mesh sensitivity study was carried out on the
mesh size, which can also affect the results.
The authors also investigated the effect of restraining the component to be cut on
plasticity-induced errors by simulating the cutting process for different restraining
conditions. It was reported that the degree of restraining obtained in finite element
analysis is unrealistic since it is much higher compared to the sample restraining in
practice.
In their second work, Dennis et 01. [90] as well as Shin [89] used the material removal
approach to perform the cutting process. Dennis et 01. followed the same steps as in their
previous work. Linear elements with reduced integration elements were used. Based
upon the overall size of the FE model studied and in order to achieve a reasonable
computation time, the authors reported that a 2 mm cut increment was pragmatically
chosen. No explanation was given about the selected cut width (lmm). Nevertheless, it
was mentioned that the results might be sensitive to these two parameters (i.e. cut width
and increment).
Linear elements were used in the cutting simulation with a cut width of 0.254 mm. The
cut increment was chosen according to the elements length in the cut direction (1 mm).
However the choice of these dimensions was not explained. Different constraining
locations relative to the cut plane were analysed for plasticity assessment.
Prime applied the symmetry boundary conditions release approach [25] for simulating
wire EDM cutting in slitting plasticity assessment. Second order elements with reduced
integration were used. It was mentioned that second order elements capture better the
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stress concentration and that 'reduced integration' increases the accuracy of the results
and decreases the computation time [25] . It was also reported that a mesh convergence
study was conducted. However no recommendation relating to the mesh type and size
was given.
In summary simulation of the contour method cutting process can be conducted by
symmetry boundary condition release or material removal approaches, but the former
approach neglects the effect of the finite width cut created in practice.
linear mesh elements have been mainly used. This type of mesh element was also
recommended by Dennis et 01. [61]. However, it can be clearly seen from the review that
less effort has been devoted to study the effect of mesh size on the results and the choice
of cut width in the material removal approach.
In the present work, a sensitivity study on mesh size, crack width and crack tip shape will
be conducted to support simulation of the contour method and the assessment of
plasticity (see Chapter 5).
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Chapter 3: Effect of restraint on plasticityinduced errors in the contour method
The cutting process is the most critical step in the contour method of residual stress
measurement because it affects all the subsequent steps and therefore has a strong
influence on the measured results. As reported in the literature review chapter, if the test
component is not sufficiently restrained during the cut, bulging and plasticity effects can
introduce errors in the profile of stress which is determined.
The objective of this chapter is to investigate the effect of different types of restraint
conditions that are applied during cutting (i.e. how the component is held) on the
development of plasticity and the errors this

introduces

in contour method

measurements. The investigation will be conducted in three different steps.
First, an introduction to the different types of restraining conditions used for contour
method cuts is given. Second, residual stress measurements carried out by the contour
method on a Compact Tension (CT) specimen using asymmetric restraint conditions are
presented. These stress results are then compared with those obtained by neutron
diffraction and the slitting method on the same component. Finally, 20 FE analysis
simulating the contour method and the development of plasticity is undertaken to
investigate the effect of restraint. The simulated results for different restraint conditions
are compared with each other, with the CT specimen contour measurements and finally
with some published contour work.
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3.1.

Restraint conditions in the contour method

As earlier mentioned, the test component restraining during the cutting process plays a
significant role in introducing or mitigating different types of error such as bulging and
plasticity effects.
Different restraining conditions are employed in the contour method to hold the cut part
from movement and to control the cut faces opening/closure.
In practice the cut part restraint from movement can be achieved by using 'finger' clamp
tools. Figure 3-1-a shows a schematic of a 'finger' clamp configuration. These 'finger'
clamps apply a 'vertical load' on the top surface of the cut part and rely on friction to
prevent lateral movement. The degree of restraining with this clamping system depends
on the magnitude of the 'applied load'. Therefore, the cut parts might still move relative
to the clamps, if the 'applied load' is not sufficient.
In the contour method, we want to closely control "mode I" opening/closure of the cut
faces during the cut. However, in practice, close control is difficult to achieve. But ideal
contour restraint conditions can be approached by rigidly clamping the specimen on both
sides of the cut line (e.g. by using several fitted bolts screwed into a massive bed plate)
[1]. Figure 3-1-b illustrates an example of firm restraint using fitted bolts. The efficiency of
controlling the cut opening/closure depends on the distance between the bolts relative to
the cut path, Figure 3-1-b [2,3].
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dimensions, parent material make-up pieces were electron beam welded to the extracted
samples . These " composite" test specimens were designed such that crack growth would
develop in the HAZ along a plane close to and parallel with the MMA weldment fusion
boundary.
The primary aim of the work described here was to characterise the magnitude and
nature of res idual stresses along the crack propagation plane in a "composite" welded CT
test specimen blank.
First, neutron diffraction was applied to measure the full residual stress tensor along the
path of the crack in the HAZ of the MMA weld to assess the degree of triaxiality, the
significance of shear stresses and the deviation of the principal stress directions from the
component orthogonal axes. The results have been detailed in peer reviewed paper [4].
In this thesis only the direct components of the neutron diffraction strain and stress
measurements associated with the component orthogonal axes are reported.
Following residual stress measurement by neutron diffraction, the distribution of the
transverse component of residual stress was measured by the contour and slitting
methods, in tandem. In this instance the specimen was cut incrementally (for slitting)
with asymmetric restraint, that is just one side of the cut was held.

The potential

influence of plasticity on the slitting results is assessed using the approach of Prime [5].
Finally, the results from the contour method are compared with those obtained by
neutron diffraction and slitting to assess the effect of potential plastic strains introduced
owing to the lack of restraint during cutting.
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3.2.1. Specimen
The T-shaped test coupon shown in Figure 3-2 was made by electron beam (EB) welding a
parent metal extension piece to a cross-weld sample extracted from a purpose-made pipe
butt weld. The extension piece was added to the outer surface of the pipe sample so that
a CT specimen of standard dimensions could be extracted for creep crack growth testing
of HAZ material, as shown in Figure 3-2. The T-shaped test coupon was 52.6 mm deep,
69.3 mm wide and 21.3 mm thick.
The pipe was made from Esshete 1250, a high manganese (6.5 %) austenitic stainless steel
that had previously experienced prolonged exposure to high temperature service
conditions. The mUlti-pass pipe butt weld was made using a manual metal arc (MMA)
process with 3.2, 4 and 5 mm diameter ESAB OK 69.86 electrodes. The compositions of
the service-exposed parent metal and weld consumables are listed in Table 3-1. The
extension piece, also made from Esshete 1250, came from a separate source. Tensile
properties for the materials were supplied by EOF Energy.

The 0.2% and 1% room

temperature flow stress values for the parent material were 241.1 MPa and 370 MPa,
respectively. The corresponding values for the MMA weld metal were 534.5 MPa and
563.9 MPa. The elastic properties of the parent materials and weld metal were assumed
to be isotropic having a Young's modulus of 204.5 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.29 at
room temperature [6]. The mean linear intercept grain size of the ex-service pipe parent
material was measured to be 43.5 Ilm.
The outline geometry for a CT specimen of standard dimensions [7] with a thickness B =
19 mm is marked on the photograph of the supplied coupon in Figure 3-2.

A plain

rectangular block 47.5 mm {1.25W} wide, 45.3 mm {1.2W} deep and 21 mm thick was
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extracted from the composite coupon by wire EDM, see Figure 3-3. The extracted block is
referred to hereafter as the "CT blank."
When determining levels of strain and stress in materials using neutron diffraction, it is
essential to determine the stress-free lattice parameter in reference materials
representative of where the lattice strain is being measured.

This was achieved by

removing a 5 mm thick slice from the CT blank face (labelled A in Figure 3-3) by wire EDM
and then extracting small, notionally stress-free, cubes at (y, z) positions corresponding to
the neutron measurement locations. This machining operation reduced the thickness of
the CT blank from 21 mm to 16 mm which is smaller than the standard CT thickness of 19
mm for W = 38 mm. This compromise was an unavoidable consequence of the imperative
to secure reliable measurements of the stress-free lattice parameters. Following removal
of the 5 mm slice, face A of the CT blank was polished and etched to reveal the MMA
weld fusion boundary. A datum line was then scribed on this surface 2 mm from the
deepest point of penetration of the MMA weld passes, for the purpose of indicating the

yz measurement plane for all three residual stress measurement techniques.
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52 .6 mm
- - - - - - - - . Make-up pieces

Block extracted from pipe butt weld

E

E
I"f'l

0'\
1.0

MMAweid

EB weld

Figure 3-2: Photograph of the initial T-shaped coupon (21.3 mm thick) prior to extracting
a CT specimen blank (CT specimen outline marked showing proximity of the slot tip to the
MMAweld).

Table 3-1: Chemical compositions of the Esshete 1250 parent and weld metal in wt. %.

Esshete 1250

ESAB OK 69.86

C

0.09

0.11

Si

0.49

0.35

Mn

6.5

7.1

P

0.019

0.021

5

0.007

0003

Cr

15.1

16.4

Mo

1.03

1.12

Ni

10.1

8.9

AI

<0.005

<0.005

B

0.004

0.002

Co

0.03

0.044

Cu

0.1

0.05

Nb

0.78

1.07

Ti

0.008

0.013

V

0.28

0.28

w

0.01

0.03

N

0.053

0.047
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Back face
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)
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Figure 3-3: Schematic drawing showing the final dimensions of the Esshete (T blank for
neutron di ffracti on, slitting and contour residual stress measurements. The measurement
line/plane and locations of back-face strain gauges (Rl, R2, and R3) applied for the slitting
method are in dicated .
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3.2.2. Residual stress measurement by neutron diffraction
As previously mentioned neutron diffraction residual strain measurements were
conducted to determine the full stress tensor along a line defined by the intersection of
the mid-thickness yz plane and the mid-depth yx plane.
It was decided to measure the full stress tensor because previous slitting measurements
[8] on a similar CT specimen containing a MMA weld had revealed the presence of
significant shear stresses in the plane of the crack near the fusion boundary; such stresses
might make significant contributions to the stress intensity factor driving creep crack
growth.

In addition, for this case the authors judged it appropriate to challenge the

universal assumption adopted in most engineering measurements that the principal
directions align with the orthogonal directions determined by the weld geometry. Indeed,
Winholtz and Krawitz [9], who determined the full stress tensor in a cylindrical weldment
of HP-9-4-30 steel, reported that the principal stress directions were not aligned with the
hoop, axial, and radial axes of the weld, but rather changed as a function of position
within the weld. As stated earlier, only the results of the orthogonal components (Le.
stress components in the test sample x, y and z directions) are reported here.
The neutron diffraction technique for the measurement of residual stresses has been
explained in Chapter 2. Here the experimental procedure and the data analysis conducted
to determine the stresses in the CT blank are explained.

Exp erir.nen tal procedure
Neutron diffraction residual strain measurements in the composite CT blank were carried
out on the l3 spectrometer of the Canadian Neutron Beam Centre, National Research
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Council, Canada. A monochromatic neutron beam was obtained using the {115} reflection
of a germanium mosaic single crystal at a take-off angle of 89.28° (A

=1.529 A). The

neutrons' wavelength was determined using four diffraction peaks from a nickel powder
standard sample.

With this wavelength, the {311} reflection from the Esshete 1250

material occurred at a scattering angle 2(hll

=89.5° which, being close to 90°, provided

optimal spatial resolution and avoided peak asymmetry arising as a result of axial
divergence [10]. The {311} reflection was selected for the measurements as it has been
shown to have low sensitivity to inter-granular strains in principal directions for metals
with a face-centred cubic unit cell [11].

Stress-free lattice parameter (do) measurements
In measuring residual strain using the neutron diffraction method it is of paramount
importance to obtain accurate measurements of the stress-free lattice parameter, do,
because small changes in do result in large changes in the corresponding stress. The
approach taken here was to measure the lattice parameter in several stress-free
3

reference cubes of dimensions (5 x 5 x 5) mm EDM cut from the 5 mm thick slice
removed from side A (see Figure 3-3). This material was assumed to be representative of
that at mid-thickness of the CT blank in the yz measurement plane. This size of cube was
3

deliberately chosen to allow the proposed (2 x 2 x 2) mm sampling volume to be
increased if there turned out to be insufficient statistics/intensity during the experiment.
Since the do measurements sampled a relatively small volume of material at the centre of
the do cubes, that is well away from the cut EDM surfaces, it is reasonable to assume that
they were unaffected by any local residual stresses introduced by the wire EDM cutting
process. Maximum residual stress levels that might remain in the do reference cubes
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from the original residual stress field in the uncut compon ent can b

stim t d from

Figure 3-4. This chart was determined from a two -dimensional FE lin ear ela st ic st res s
analysis simulating application of a cosine distribution of stress to opposite edges of a
rectilinear body and superposition of a negative cosine stre ss func ti on thro ug hout the
body. It represents an extension of the theoretical solution for a cosi ne dist ri but ion
applied to the edge of a semi -infinite body described by Nishioka et 01. [12] an d Withe rs
[13]. The chart gives the percentage of the maximum stress rem ain ing in the cubes as a
function of the ratio of one-half the cube's edge length to an ass um ed co si ne resi dual
stress wavelength. Since the wavelengths of the longitudin al, no rmal and t ra nsverse
residual stresses in the CT specimen are about 13, 20 and 25 mm r spec tively, th e
maximum stress likely to remain in the 5 x 5 x 5 mm 3 do cubes clo se to th e ce nt re of th e
EB weld is estimated to be 22, 5 and 8 MPa respectively.
Each cube was rotated about an axis normal to the external face of th e cub e on a sim ple
device during the measurement, effectively averaging the lattice spac ing over all
specimen directions normal to the axis of rotation. This technique wa s adopted following
the practice of Hosseinzadeh et 01. [8] on a similar CT specim en wh ere a w ide scat ter in
measurements of the stress-free lattice parameter with orientation of th e do cube w as
observed which was attributed to imprecise positioning of the cub es relat ive to the
neutron beam and the presence of large grains. Measurements w re undertaken by
rotating about all three cube axes and a single orientation independ ent valu e d termin ed
at each location . Although this pragmatic experimental procedure mas ks potential
orientation dependence of do owing to plastic anisotropy effects, which may well be
present in the material close to the weld metal, this was judged to be a small effect as the
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{311} planes are least se ns it ive to plasticity induced microstresses . The gauge volume
used for all measurements was (2 x 2 x 2) mm
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Lattice parameter measurement
A total of 23 points were selected for measurement in the yz plane (defined by the
scribed line on face A) at mid-t hi ckness of the CT blank. The measurement points were
spaced at 2 mm intervals with th e first po int located 1.41 mm from the CT blank front
face (Figure 3-3).
The spectrometer incident an d scatt ered slits were carefully aligned with the centre of
rotation of the sample t able (the li near drives had a resolution of 0.005 mm). Neutron
surface scans were then used t o pOSition t he CT blank with respect to the fixed neutron
gauge volume . The uncertainty in the measu rement locations was in the order of 0.1 mm.
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In most neutron diffraction experiments, lattice strains are measured in three orthogonal
directions irrespective of whether they are principal axes. Determination of the full strain
tensor at a specific location requires measurement of the lattice strain in at least six
independent directions. In this experiment, strains in eight different specimen directions
were measured from which the full strain/stress tensors could be determined [4]. The
eight measured normal strains yield an over-determined system that can be solved for
the six independent components of the elastic strain tensor.

Data analysis
The data analysis process is performed in two different steps. The first step consists of
fitting the measured {311} diffraction peaks to a Gaussian distribution, determining the
Bragg angle, 8311 , and calculating the position-dependent lattice spacings, d311 using
Equation 2-5 in Chapter 2. The equation is shown again below.

A = 2dsinB

where .A. is the wavelength of the incident beam, 8 is the diffraction angle and d is the
lattice parameter.
The stress-free reference parameter, do, is calculated in the same way. For each
measurement point, the corresponding strain was then calculated from the measured
lattice parameters using Equation 2-6 in Chapter 2 (see below).
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where

Gxx

is the strain in the xx direction, dxx is the measured lattice parameter and dOxx is

the unstrained lattice parameter.
Assuming isotropic elasticity, the stresses in the CT blank for all directions can be
calculated from the generalised Hooke's law (Equation 3-1):

Eq.3-1

where O'ijand Gij are the stress and strain on the face i and along the direction j of the
sample, respectively, E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, Gkk is the trace of the strain
tensor and Jij is the Kronecker delta.
As mentioned earlier the full strain tensor can be determined when residual strains are
measured in at least six different directions. By defining a Cartesian coordinate system
related to the axes of the CT blank, one can define a rotated (primed) Cartesian
coordinate system for each direction in which the normal strain is measured. In this case,
the normal strain (E~l) along the x~ axis in the rotated coordinate system can be
expressed in terms of the full strain tensor expressed in the original (unprimed)
coordinate system (E jj ) using the tensor transformation equation (Equation 3-2):

Eq.3-2

In Equation 3-2, aim

= cos(X; ,Xm)

is the direction cosine for the X'I axis of the rotated

coordinate system with respect to the axis Xm of the unrotated specimen coordinate
system. Equation 3-2 yields an expression for each measured normal lattice strain in
terms of the components of the desired strain tensor. Since normal lattice strains were
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determined in eight different specimen directions, eight linear equations in six unknowns
were obtained, to which a least-squares procedure were applied to determine the best
possible values for the six unknown com ponents of the strain tensor.

Results
The stress-free lattice parameter distributions from the three spin axes of the eight cubes
are shown in Figure 3-5. The uncertainties in these mea surements were within ± 100
micro-strain. The corresponding uncertainties in the lattice parameter un it (Angstrom, A)
were about 7.44573x10-s A. It can be noticed that no significant difference is obtained
between the three cube-face spin axes results. Three different region s corresponding to
the make-up piece of material, the electron beam weld region and the MMA weld HAZ
are observed in the profiles . The average of the data from the three sets of spin axis
results is used for the strain calculations . Since direct strains were mea sured in 8 different
specimen directions at each location, it was possible to apply a lea st-squares procedure
to determine the best possible values for the 6 unknown components of the strain tensor .
The optimised values were used for all the stress calculations .
The full stress tensor, including orthogonal and shear components, wa s determined for
each of the 23 measurement points [4). For the present thesis only the orthogonal
components are shown and discussed .
Figure 3-6 shows the variation in longitudinal, normal, and transverse stresses along the
mid-thickness measurement line in the plane yz. The uncertainty in the calculated
stresses, based on the measurement of both d and do, was no greater than ± 25 MPa . The
longitudinal stress profile shows a maximum of "'280 MPa at 19.4 mm from the front face
of the (T blank. The peak stress in the transverse direction is ten sile ('" 640 MPa) and
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occurs at the same location. This peak is balanced by compressive stresses of up to ::: -190
MPa in the parent metal of the extension piece and in the HAZ of the MMA weld. The
peak tensi le stress in the normal direction is::: 230 MPa in the region of the electron beam
weld . As expected, the normal stress is very small close to the front and back free
surfaces (20 MPa and -25 MPa).
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Figure 3-5: Variation of stress-free lattice parameter with distance from the front face
along the measurement line . The different spin axes represent rotations about the three
cube -face axes .
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directions along the mid-thickness line measured by neutron diffraction .

3.2.3. Residual stress measurement by the slitting method
The sl itt ing method involves incrementally introdu cing a fi ne slot cut in the test
component along a plane where resi dual stresses are desi red to be determ ined,
measuring the relaxed strains at each increment of cut usi ng st rai n gauges and finally
back-calculating the res idual stresses that were prese nt in th e tes t com ponent prior to
the cut using an elast ic inversion process. The techn iqu e has bee n presente d in detail in
Chapter 2. Therefore, as for the neutron diffract ion res idual stress meas urem ents only
the experimental procedure and data an alysis are descri bed here.

Experimental procedure
The sl itting experimental procedure involves sample preparat ion and the cutting process.
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Sample preparation
The slitting method requires careful preparation before cutting by attaching strain gauges
on both front and back faces of the test specimen. Measured strain data from the back
face strain gauges alone are reported here because they give information about the stress
distribution in the bulk of the specimen, whereas the front strain gauge results are only
relevant for stresses within a couple of millimetres of the front face. Three strain gauges

(RlI R2 and R3 ) of type FLG-02-17 were carefully attached to the back face of the CT blank
straddling the yz plane of measurement. Gauge Rl was placed at mid-thickness of the
specimen on the back face. Gauges R2 and R3 were centred 2.7 mm on either side of Rl
(Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-7). The gauge length of all the strain gauges was 1 mm.
As the composite CT blank was submerged in water during the cutting process, a
waterproofing protection system (clear silicone potting compound QSi112) was applied to
all the gauges (see Figure 3-8).

Figure 3-7: Photograph showing the strain gauges attached to the CT blank back face.
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Figure 3-8: Photograph showing the waterproof system use d to protect the strain gauges
and the 'finger' clamp arrangement on one side of the test specimen during wire EDM
cutting.

Cutting process and residual strain measurements
Following attachment of the gauges, the CT blank was cut into two halves by an
incremental wire EDM process . Just one side of the CT blank was 'finger' clamped during
cutting allowing the CT specimen to deform (Figure 3-8). The finger cl amping system has
been introduced earlier in this Chapter (see Figure 3-1-a).
The sample was submerged in de-i onised water for the wire EDM process . This minimises
thermal strains and spark-induced cutting stresses, and facilitates removal of cut material
by flushing.
The slit was introduced incrementally using a 250 ~m diameter wire . This relatively large
diameter wire was selected in order to minimise the risk of wire breakage and also to
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reduce the concentration of stress at the cut tip; the latter is important because it can
help to mitigate the risk of introducing plasticity during cutting.
Two different cut increments were chosen: a 0.1 mm increment from 0 up to 8 mm and
from 46 mm up to 47.4 mm and a 0.2 mm increment from 8 mm up to 46 mm. The
corresponding strains for each cut length were recorded after stabilisation of gauge
6

readings to within 1-2 x 10. strain.

Stress back-calculation
As mentioned in Chapter 2, different approaches can be applied to calculate the slitting
residual stresses. In the present study assessment of plasticity-induced slitting errors is of
particular interest through applying Prime's published criteria [5]. Since, the criteria
require stress intensity factor data (SIF), the fracture mechanics slitting analysis approach
was implemented to calculate the slitting residual stresses [14-16].
Derivation of residual stresses from slitting measurements using the fracture mechanics
approach consists of the following steps .

../' Determination of the influence function: the influence function defines the sensitivity
of the strain measurement point with respect to the released stress at the cut plane.
The influence function can be determined using finite element analysis [8] or, for
some cases, from published influence function solutions [17]. Since the CT blank
dimensions are outside the range of published influence function solutions, an exact
influence function was determined by finite element analysis .

../' The residual SIF calculation: the residual stress intensity factor data were calculated
using the determined influence function, the measured strain data and the material
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elastic constants in Equation 2-1 of Chapter 2 The equation is reproduced below.

K _~d£
1 -

Z(a) da

where E ' is the material's generalised Young's modulus (E'
=

= E for

plane stress and E'

E / (i- v 2) for plane strain), c is the measured strain at the cut depth

CI,

and Z is the

influence function . Because of the (T blank dimensions, a plane stra in cond ition was
assumed .

./ Determination of the residual stress distribution : the weight function approach [181,
defined by Equation 2-3 (given below), was applied to determine th e throu gh
thickness averaged residual stress distribution along the measurement lin e.

where

(Jrx

is the residual stress to be back calculated and h(x, a) is the universa l weight

function for a given geometry. The weight function for the CT blank case (a si ngle
edge crack within a finite width rectangular plate) was determined from Equation 2-4.

Results
Figure 3-9 plots the distributions of measured micro-strain as a function of th e cut length
for the three back face strain gauges Rl, R2 and R3. The trends and the magnitud es of the
three profiles are almost identical. A peak value of 440 micro -strain was obtained at a cut
depth of 17.6 mm for all the three gauges. The maximum micro-strain in term s of
absolute value was measured at a cut depth of ~43 mm and is ~ 1140 micro -strai n. The
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averaged strain data from the three gauges, also plotted in Figure 3-9, were used for the
rest of the data analysis.
As mentioned in the data analysis section the SIF was calculated using an exact influence
function obta ined by finite element analysis. Figure 3-10 shows how the residual stress
intensity factor varies along the measurement plane. The calculated SIFs decrease to a
minimum level of -37 MPavm at a cut depth of 7 mm from the CT blank front face and
rise to the maximum of 35 MPavm at a cut depth of 21 mm.
The residual stress distribution based on the averaged strain data is shown in Figure 3-11.
A tensile stress field is observed around the electron beam weld region balanced by
compressive stresses in the make-up pieces and in the MMA weld HAZ. The peak tensile
stress (~590 MPa) occurs at a depth of 19 mm from the CT blank front face.
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Figure 3-9: Micro-strain as a function of the cut length measured by the three back face
strain gauges.
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3.2.4. Residual stress measurement by the contour method
The theory, the experimental procedure and the data analysis process of the contour
method have been described in the literature review chapter. On completion of cutting
the CT blank for the slitting method, the deformation profiles of the created cut surfaces
were measured using a CMM and the data analysed in the standard way to map the
transverse residual stresses using the contour method.
It is worth highlighting that the cutting process conducted to section the CT blank was not
an ideal contour cut of the kind that is recommended by the practitioners of the contour
method . First, an incremental cutting procedure was used for the slitting measurement
and this introduced some noise into the deformed surface profiles of the cut CT blank.
Secondly, only one side of the sample was clamped in order to allow the sample to
deform and strains to be monitored at the back face (again for the slitting measurement).
This clamping strategy restrained movement of one side of the test sample leaving the
other side free to deform; that is opening/closure of the cut faces was left unrestrained in
an asymmetric manner. The effect of this restraining strategy and accumulation of
plasticity during cutting on the contour results is discussed later in this chapter.

Contour measurement and data analysis
The deformations of the cut surfaces of the CT specimen after slitting were measured
using a Mitutoyo Crysta Plus 574 CMM with a 3 mm diameter Renishaw PH10M touch
probe . The measurement spacing adopted in the thickness and length directions was 0.5
mm . Furthermore, the perimeters of both cut parts were measured as these profiles are
used in the data analysis step.
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The processing of the raw deformation data involves several steps. First, data from the
two matching surfaces are averaged; this eliminates anti-symmetric errors (e.g., a curved
cut) and the effect of shear stresses. Second, extreme outliers are removed from the
dataset and the data are smoothed before mapping the deformation profile onto a finite
element model of the cut component which is then used to calculate the residual stress.
Different methods can be used to smooth the deformation data including 2D spline
fitting, Fourier series or polynomial smoothing. In the present work two approaches were
used: cubic spline fitting with different knot spacings and an implementation of a
polynomial smoothing technique.
The spline fitting routine used in the present work was written in MatLab Software [19].
The routine uses the MatLab spline toolbox to join together piecewise polynomials at
specified locations called "knots" which define the domain on which each polynomial is to
be used. The spline toolbox also imposes both magnitude and slope continuity at the
knots. The actual fitting of the spline is usually achieved by minimising the error between
the data pOints and the fit. But the knot spacing chosen affects the resulting fitted splines.
A low knot density (wide spacing) may lead to over smoothing of the measured data,
while a high knot density may result in under smoothing. The maximum knot density is
defined by the order of polynomial chosen (here cubic) and the measurement spacing. In
practice some judgement is required, based on prior knowledge of the residual stress
field, in order to select spacing appropriate for the residual stress length-scales of
interest.
The polynomial smoothing technique is an iterative technique in which a locally fitted
bivariate polynomial is used to update the position of each measurement point [20]. The
user selects the extent and the order of the fitted polynomial. The method requires the
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measured data to be meshed, but has the advantage that it may be easily applied to data
on irregular physical domains. Both spline fitting and polynomial smoothing techniques
have been explained in Chapter 2.

Stress back calculation
To back-calculate the residual stresses, a three dimensional model was created based on
the measured outlines of the welded CT blank.
The model was meshed using linear hexahedral elements with reduced integration. The
material was assumed to be isotropic with a Young's modulus of 204.5 GPa and Poisson's
ratio of 0.29 [6]. To avoid rigid body motion of the cut surface the model was restrained
in two directions perpendicular to the cut surface. The smoothed measured deformation
profile was applied as a boundary condition to the cut face and a linear elastic stress
analysis was performed to calculate the residual stresses normal to the cut face.

Results
Measured deformation data from the cut surfaces of the CT blank were processed using a
conventional cubic spline approach with various knot spacings and the alternative second
order polynomial smoothing approach described earlier.
In the spline fitting approach, the optimum spline knot spacing was determined by fitting
a series of cubic splines to the raw data. Each of the fitted curves was then compared to
the raw measurements along a number of lines [21-23]. Figure 3-12 illustrates the
locations of the lines examined.
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Figures 3-13 to Figure 3-15 show the results of the two best line profi le f its to t he data
compared with the raw data. Overall, it can be seen that cubic splines w ith 3x3 mm knot
spacing follow better the trend of the raw data comp ared with the 7x7 mm knot spaci ng.

In the next step a mesh sensitivity study was conducted to examine the effect of the
mesh size on the final residual stress results . The peak tran sverse t ensi le stres s (se e
Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-11) was taken as a reference .

Four different mesh sizes (loS, 1, 0.75 and 0.5 mm) were analysed. From Fig ure 3-16, it
can be seen that the results are converging as the mesh size decreases w ith only 9 MPa
difference obtained between the peak stress results of the last two mesh si zes . Th erefore,
a 0.5 mm mesh size was adopted in the FE analysis for both the spline fitting and
polynomial smoothing approaches. Figure 3-17 shows the corresponding mesh grid.
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Figure 3-17: Mesh used for stress calculation for spline fitting and polynomial smoothing
approaches. The red line indicates the path along which stresses are plotted.

Figure 3-18 compares residual stress distributions determined using the two data analysis
methods. Both maps show a similar tensile stress region around the electron beam weld
balanced by compressive stress fields in the parent material extension piece and in the
HAZ of the MMA weld . Figure 3-19 shows more clearly how the stress profiles along the
mid-thickness line correlate closely with each other. It can be observed that the results
from the two data analysis techniques correlate very well with each other, apart from in
the first 10 mm from the specimen front face.
The polynomial smoothing approach seems to be more robust in dealing with
extrapolation of data to specimen edges compared to the spline fitting. This can be seen
from Figure 3-13 , Figure 3-14 and Figure 3-15 where poor spline fitting to the raw data is
obtained approaching the edges. Therefore the results obtained from the polynomial
smoothing approach were used when comparing measurements from three independent
techniques (i.e. neutron diffraction, slitting and the contour method).
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3.2.5. Comparison of neutron, slitting and contour method results
A comparison of the distributions of transverse residual stress at mid-thickness of the
measurement plane measured by neutron diffraction, slitting and contour methods is
shown in Figure 3-20. All three profiles follow the same trend with a peak tensile stress
located around the electron beam weld region. The level of agreement of the three
approaches has been quantified. The contour method and the slitting peak tensile stress
magnitudes are lower than the neutron diffraction peak tensile stress magnitude by 19
MPa (3%) and 50 MPa (8%), respectively. In the contour method result, a slight shift in the
location of the tensile peak towards the CT blank front face is observed.
The reduced peak tensile magnitude measured by slitting can be partially explained by
the fact that the method measures averaged stresses across the thickness of the test
specimen whereas the neutron diffraction measurements are averaged over a (2 x 2 x 2)
mm 3 gauge volume.
The potential significance of cutting plasticity on the accuracy of the slitting stresses was
assessed using the recently published approach of Prime [5] which uses SIF data to
estimate a percentage error in apparent measured stress knowing the material yield
stress. As it can be observed from Figure 3-10, high compressive SIFs are observed in the
parent metal. In fact the maximum SIF value (-36.6 MPa.vm) occurs in this region at 7.3
mm cut depth. The stress error associated with this level of SIF is estimated to be about
15% assum ing elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour with a yield stress of 241 MPa (i.e. the
parent make-up piece material 0.2% proof stress). This indicative level of stress error is
quite high and suggests that accumulation of plasticity in slitting is the most probable
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reason why the peak tensile stress measured by slitt ing is slig ht ly lower t han that
measured by neutron diffract ion .
The outcome of the contour stress measurement is remarkably good con si dering the non ideal restraint condit ions (clamping on one side) and the inc remental cu tting proce dure
that had to be implemented for the sl itting method measurement.

Firm clamping on

both sides of a contour measurement cut helps to control (reduce) th e con ce ntrati on of
redistributed stress at the cut t ip and thereby mit iga te th e ris k of plas t icity occ urring an d
the consequent stress calcu lation errors [2]. The lack of restrai nt may ex plain why there is
an apparent shift (about 2 mm) in the location of th e pea k st ress in t he contour
measurement when compared with the sl itting and neutron res ults . Su ch shifts in t he
peak stress location have been observed in previous contour meas ure ments an d
attributed to plasticity during cutting [21,24] or elastic bulging [25], bo t h of wh ic h are
affected by the restra int cond itions (see Chapter 2) .
More specifically, similar sh ifts in peak stress position tow ards t he cut start have been
observed in previous contour method measurements at The Open University and are
believed to be induced by compress ive plastic ity and stress redistribut ion associated wit h
a large compress ive SIF [21] near the start of a cut.
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Figure 3-20: Comparison of transverse residual stress distribution in the welded CT blank
specimen measured by neutron diffraction, slitting and the contour method.

3.3.

Restrained and unrestrained contour cut plasticity-induced errors

The example presented above, which was effectively unrestrained (in terms of mode I
crack opening/closure) during cutting suggests that an error in the stress profile
measured by the contour method may have been introduced by either elastic bulging
and/or plasticity [25].
In th is section, the contour residual stress measurement method is simulated by finite
element analysis to assess the influence of restraint on measurement errors introduced
by plasticity. The hypothesis explored here is that occurrence of plasticity in the
cutting/stress relaxation process can cause an 'apparent' shift in the peak stress location
and changes in the profile of stress measured by the contour method, and that the
severity of such errors is associated with the level and type of restraint during the cutting
process .
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Ideal restraint conditions have been described at the beginning of this chapter. A practical
example of sample restraint during a contour cut is when it is firmly clamped on both
sides of the cut plane [1], (e.g. using fitted bolts, see Figure 3-1-b). Examples of an
unrestrained contour cut are when only one side of the cut is clamped or both are held
with 'finger' clamp tools (see Figure 3-1-a).
Since the investigation of the 'apparent' shift observed in the CT blank contour
measurements is of interest, the unrestrained condition with only one side of the test
sample held is analysed and compared to the case where both sides are restrained,
normal to the cut plane.
For both cases analysed, a well-defined residual stress distribution is first generated. The
stresses are then mapped onto a new FE model. The aim of mapping is to control the
level of plasticity-induced during the contour cut simulation through defining the material
yield stress. Following mapping, the contour method (cutting and stress back-calculation)
is simulated for the two different restraining conditions: that is completely unrestrained
and restrained at a plane distance w from the cut.

3.3.1. Initial residual stress generation
A well-defined initial residual stress distribution is required for this contour simulation
study. Furthermore, the defined stress distribution should be designed in a way to allow
introducing controlled amounts of plasticity due to the release of both compressive and
tensile stresses during cutting. An idealised 'top hat' residual stress distribution was
chosen to meet these criteria.
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Figure 3-21 shows a schematic 'top hat' stress profile along the line of interest, here
referred to as the measurement line. In this example, the width of the central tensile zone
is the same as the compressive flanks on either side, and the magnitude of the tensile
region is twice that of the compressive lones.
Residual stresses can be generated in structures through a wide range of processes
including mechanical and thermo-mechanical processes [26]. The latter can be simulated
by finite element analysis where the magnitude and length scale of stresses can be
controlled using temperature fields and thermal properties of the material.
To generate the required 'top hat' residual stress distribution a composite 20 FE model
was created (see Figure 3-22). The model consisted of three sections (A, B and C), each of
them 50 mm wide. The width of the three sections was chosen according to the length
scale of the intended stress regions. The stress length scale is of importance here because
it contributes to the level of plasticity introduced during the cutting process. The
composite model was created 300 mm long.
Plane stress conditions were assumed for all analyses. This is because for the same
loading and boundary conditions plasticity is more likely to occur during the cutting
process for plane stress conditions than in a plane strain state [27].
The composite model was meshed with four-node plane stress elements with reduced
integration (ABAQUS type CPS4R). Since, only a 'top hat' stress distribution is of interest
here, and no comparison with results from other sources is needed, a mesh sensitivity
study in the present case was judged to be trivial. A total of 19800 elements were
generated for the model.
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Two different material properties were defined for the different sections of the
composite model. Section A and C were assigned the same material while section B was
ass igned material properties having a different yield stress and thermal ex pansion
coefficient (See Table 3-2) .
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Table 3-2: The materials' properties used for residual stress generation in the composite

plate.

Youngs Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson's
Ratio

Yield Stress
(MPa)

Thermal Expansion
Coefficient (f0C)

Mate rial A & C

200

0.3

200

8.65 x 10-

M at erial B

200

0.3

400

1.73 x 10-5

6

The yield stress value controls the magnitude of the generated stresses in the
corresponding section and the relative thermal expansion coefficient for each section
defines the sign of stress (tensile or compressive). For example in Figure 3-22, sections A
and C have lower thermal expansion coefficient than section B, which gives compressive
stresses normal to the measurement line in these two sections and tensile stresses
normal to the measurement line in section B. Elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour was
assumed throughout the analyses.
From Figure 3-22 it can be noticed that the composite model presents two symmetry
lines in directions 1 and 2. However, because asymmetric restraining conditions will be
cons idered in the analyses, the entire model is simulated.
The 'top hat' stress distribution along the measurement line was generated by cooling
down the entire heated composite model from 1000 °C to room temperature (20°C).
Figure 3-23 illustrates the map of the generated residual stresses in direction -l and in
direction-2 (i.e. normal to the measurement line). Overall, very low stress magnitude is
obta ined in direction-l (Figure 23-b). However, it is the stress distribution in direction -2
that is of most interest for this study (Figure 23-a). That is because the contour method
only determines stresses normal to the cut line/plane, here in direction-2.
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As intended three different reg ions correspond ing to the t hree secti ons of the com posi te
model are obtained for the stress distribut ion acting normal to th e measuremen t line :
Two compressive fields are balanced by a central tensile reg ion, see Fig ure 23 -a.
The map of von M ises stresses and the correspondin g pla stic strains are shown in Figure
3-24-a and Figu re 3-24-b, respect ive ly. Although Fig ure 3-24-b does not in dicate tha t
yield ing occurred in the plate central region , the von M ises stresses are very clo se t o the
central region yield stress (i.e. 400 MPa) givin g a very well -defined 'top hat' stress
distribution .
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Figure 3-24: Maps of vo n M ises stresses (a) and the induced plastic strains (PEEQ) (b) .
Stress units are in M Pa.

Figure 3-25 plots the stre ss distribution generated across the plate in the direction normal
to the measurement line. It can be seen that a self-balanced residual stress field having
the required cha racterist ics is successfully generated in the composite plate . The
generated stress distribution is used in the following sections for plasticity assessment.
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Figure 3-25: Generated residual stress distribution across the plate acting normal to the
measurement line.

3.3.2. Mapping of the generated residual stresses onto a new FE model
In order to control the level of plasticity during simulation of the cutting process
associated with the contour method, the model containing the idealised stress field is
required to have controlled elasto-plastic properties and to have a very fine mesh in the
region of the measurement line.

These conditions were met by mapping the thermally introduced residual stress fie ld in
the composite plate onto a new two -dimensional FE mesh usi ng th e MAP SOLUTION
command within ABAQUS [28] and performing an equilibrium ste p. Single material
properties were used. Plasticity in the contour cut simulation w as controlled by defining
the material yield stress value in the analysis after the mapping process. With a high yield
stress value compared to the residual stresses magnitude, no plasticity is expecte d to
occur while a yield stress close to the maximum residu al stress is expected to re sult in a
high level of plasticity.
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In the present case, since the maximum residual stress magnitude is 400 MPa, this value
was assumed as material yield stress for an initial assessment of the effect of restraint on
contour cut plasticity-induced errors. The material elastic properties, i.e. Young modulus
and the Poisson's ratio were assumed to be 200 GPa and 0.3, respectively.
The model mesh consisted of plane stress linear elements with reduced integration
(CPS4R) . Linear elements were chosen here because it was reported by Dennis et 01. that
they behave better than second order elements due to their resistance to element locking
[3,29].
A sensitivity study was conducted on the mesh element size. Three different mesh grids
were analysed with element sizes (0.5, 1, and 1.5 mm) resulting in totals of 37200, 11700
and 6900 elements.
The residual stress profiles obtained from the three FE meshes along the measurement
line are very consistent as illustrated by Figure 3-26. When compared with the initial
residual stress distribution, a slight difference is observed between the mapped and
generated residual stresses. The locations of these discrepancies correspond to the
interfaces of the three sections of the composite plate (see Figure 3-22). This might be
caused by the non-structured mesh region of the models onto which the initial residual
stresses are mapped (Figure 3-27). The slight difference observed between the initial and
mapped stress profiles is not an issue as the mapped results are considered as the initial
stress state for the rest of the plasticity assessment.
The model meshed with a lmm element size in the cut path vicinity (see Figure 3-27) was
used for assessing the different contour cutting processes.
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Figure 3-27: Mesh used for th e different cutting processes. A close up view of the cut
path vicinity mesh regi on is also shown .

3.3.3. The cutting process and the generated plastic strains
On completi on of th e ma pp ing process, the cutting simulation was undertaken to assess
the influence of sample restraint on plasticity-induced error in stresses determined by the
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contour measurement procedure . The model created in section 3-3-2 with the mapped
residual stress was used for the cutting process . Figure 3-27 sh ows the corresponding
mesh .

As stated earlier two different restraining conditions were analysed : unrestrained and
restrained . In pract ice, restrained cond itions can be approached by rigidly clamping the
specimen on both sides of the cut line (see Figure 3-1-b) [1] . Unrestrai ned cut condi t ions
often arise when the sample is 'finger clamped' or if one side of th e cut is I ft free, su ch
as for the CT blank slitting measurement described in section 3-2-3 earli er.

In the finite element method, restraint is usually imposed by stopping displacements in
specific directions, for example one edge parallel to the cut lin e for th

unrestrained

contour cut (Figure 3-28-a) and two edges for the re strain ed contour cut (F igure 3-28-b).
As demonstrated by previous plasticity assessment in the contour method [3], th e degree
of restraint is dependent on the distance between the restrained plane and the
measurement line. Here, this distance is 200 mm.
Simulation of cutting for contour method plasticity assessment ha s bee n review ed in
Chapter 2. Two different cutting approaches were used in the previou s wo rk : a) by
releasing the symmetry boundary conditions [3] and b) by mat erial r moval approac h
[2,29]. The first approach is representative of introducing a sharp cut in a body, while a
blunt cut is introduced in the body for the material removal approach. Elements are
removed one after another until the completion of the cut (see Figure 3-29) . This lat ter
approach was applied in the present work.
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Figure 3-28: The two contour cuts analysed: unrestrained (a) and restrained (b). The
distance between the restraints and the measurement line is 200 mm.

The effect of the cut width is investigated in Chapter 5. Here, to achieve reasonable
computation time, a 0.5 mm cut width was selected for all cutting simulations. This is
slightly wider than an EDM wire cut width of 0.39 mm for a 0.25 mm EDM wire diameter
[30].
In ABAQUS, the material removal approach is performed by removing mesh elements one
by one in a series of steps using the MODEL CHANGE command. Since the elements'
length in the cutting direction is 1mm, and the width of the composite plate is 150 mm,
the cutting process was simulated in 150 steps.
On completion of the cutting simulations, the cutting plastic strains introduced due to the
release of residual stresses are extracted from the total plastic strains that include those
introduced during the residual stress generation, using the CREATE FIELD OUTPUT FROM
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FIELDS command of ABAQUS. It is a Boolean tool enabling the extraction of the resu lts of
a simulation step from another one .
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Figure 3-29: Illustration of the finite element cutting proce ss by materia l removal
approach .

A comparison of the plastic strains induced by the release of re si dual stresses for the
restrained and unrestrained cases is shown in Figure 3-30. The grey regi on s in the maps
correspond to locations with plastic strain values above 0 .2 %.

In the first section of the composite plate (section A), where compressi ve resi dual
stresses were generated, the total area of the induced -pla stic strains is larger for the
unrestrained contour cut. Conversely, in section B, the relea se of ten si le residual stresses
introduces much lower plastic strains for the unrestrained contour cut. In the last sec tion
of the composite model, no plastic strains are observed in the unrestrained model while a
small plastic zone is observed in the last 10 mm of the restrained model.
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Figure 3-31 and Figure 3-32 illustrate how the plastic zones in Figure 3-30 developed
during the cutting process. For each restraint condition, results from eight different cut
depths are shown.
During cutting, the residual stresses in the cut portion are relaxed. According to the sign
of the released stress, the cut portion is opened

0

r closed. In the uncut portion, the

stresses are redistributed . Due to this redistribution, sufficiently high magnitude of
stresses (i.e. same order of the material yield stress) can be generated at the cut tip which
introduces a plastic zone surrounding the cut tip . Figure 3-33 and Figure 3-34 plot the
stress redistribution for different cut depths of the restrained and unrestrained model,
respectively. Since the induced-plastic zones are permanent, a plastic zone wake is
generated during the cutting process. Considering the total area of the induced-plastic
strains, the unrestrained model seems to behave better than the restrained model.
However, plots of plastic strain distributions along the path of interest are required to
draw robust conclusions.
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A comparison of the induced -plast ic strains along the m eas urement lin e fo r the two
restraining conditions is shown in Figure 3-35 . It can be cl ea rly see n th at t he un re straine d
contour cut induces more plastic strains than the restrained contour cut . Th e peak pl asti c
strain in the former is more than twice that of the latter.
For the two restraining conditions, although the rat io of res idu al stress to the mate ria l
yield stress is greater for the tensile stresses (1 for t ensile stres ses and 0.5 for
compressive stresses), the FE results demonstrate th at th e relea se of com press ive
res idual stress at the start of the cut induces higher plas t ic strains.

Towards the end of the restrained model contour cut, the rel ease of comp ressi ve st resses
introduces high level of cutting plastic strains . It can be see n from Figure 3-36 that the
redistributed stresses in this region (i.e. in the remain ed liga ment of ~ 5 mm) are mu ch
higher at the cut tip for the restrained contour cut. Therefore, although res trai ning may
help controlling plasticity, it can also bring some negative effect s.
To avoid the up-coming plasticity-induced stress errors to be predominat ed by the ef fec t
of the remained ligament, the results in this region are disregard ed throu ghout th e res t of
the thesis.
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3.3.4. The stress back-calculation
To calculate residual stresses that would be determined by the contour method afte r
cutting, normal displacements of nodes on the two newly cut faces were extracted from
each of the restrained and unrestrained contour simulations and then averaged . For the
restrained contour cut, the model was symmetrically clamp ed (see Figure 3-28-b) ;
therefore symmetric nodal displacements were obtained from the two cut faces . In
contrast to the restra in ed contour cut, the nodal displace ments of the two cut faces for
the unrestrained contour cut were different. That is because of the asymmetri c
restraining conditions used during the cutting process (F ig ure 3-28-a) . Figure 3-37
illustrates the averaged normal displacements along the mea surement line for both
restrained and unrestrained contour cuts . The nodal displacements from the two cut
faces of the unrestrained model are also shown .
To predict the residual stresses measured by the contour method, the opposite of the
averaged normal displacements for each case were applied as boundary conditions to
one half of the FE mesh used during mapping (Figure 3-27) . To avoid rigi d body motion,
nodal constraints in the direction 1 were applied on the two corners of th e cut edge .
Figure 3-38 shows the mesh and nodal constraints applied in the direction 1 to the
corners of the model used for residual stress back calculation for both restrai ned and
unrestrained contour cuts . The mesh consists of 5700 plane stress linear elements with
reduced integration.
Contrary to the cutting process simulations, the stress back calculations were conducted
with linear finite element analysis . The material elastic properties, i.e. Young modulus an d
Poisson's ratio, were 200 GPa and 0.3, respectively.
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Figure 3-38: Mesh of ha lf of the composite plate used for res idual stress bac k calcul at ion .

The nodal constraints in the direction -Ion the cut face (within red circl es ) for avo iding
rigid body motion are also shown .

Figure 3-39 and Figure 3-40 plot the back-calculated res idu al stress togeth er w ith th e
initial stress state and their corre sponding cutting plas ti c strain for th e restrai ned an d
unrestrained contour cuts, respectively. Different effec ts of plas t ic st rai ns on t he
predicted results can be observed for the two re straint cond ition s.
In the symmetrically restra ined contour cut, the developed pl astic strain from 10-55 mm
cut depth induced by the release of compressive stress re sults in a progressi ve redu ction
in magnitude of pred icted measured compressive stress (from 25-50 mm cut dept h) . The
start of plastic strain induced by the release of t ensile stresses co inci des w ith a peak
predicted tensile stress observed at ~ 60 mm cut depth followed by a dro p in the
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magnitude of pred icted tensile stress (70-100 mm). The plastic strain induced by the
release of tensile stress might cause the reduction in the predicted compressive stress at
100-125 mm from the start of the cut. Towards the cut end, a significant amount of stress
error

(~200

MPa) is introduced in the predicted contour method results due to the

accumulation of plastic strain effects in the remained ligament.
In the unrestrained contour cut, a considerable amount of plastic strain is observed at 10
to 90 mm cut depth due to the release of compressive stresses. It results in a different
stress error in the predicted compressive and tensile stresses: an increase in the stress
magnitude of compressive stress (0-30 mm from the start of the cut), a reduction in the
magnitude of tensile stress (50-87 mm from the start of the cut) and an 'apparent' shift in
the location of the predicted tensile stress region.
Apart from a peak tensile stress observed at ~88 mm from the cut start, the effect of
plastic strains in duced by the release of tensile stresses on the predicted contour method
results appears to be negligible. The peak tensile stress observed at ~ 88 mm coincides
with the start of plasticity in the tensile region.
Figure 3-41 show how the absolute stress errors vary along the measurement line for the
restrained and unrestrained contour cuts. The absolute stress errors were calculated by
applying Equation 3-3.

Eq.3-3

cr == Icr, (initia l) - cr, (pr edicted)1

where

(J;

(initial) is the initial stress at the measurement point i and

(J;

(predicted) is the

predicted stress from the contour measurement method simulation at the same
measurement point i.
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For the restrained contour cut, significant amounts of error are introduced in the location
corresponding to the drop observed in the magn it ude of the pred icte d tensile stress (70100 mm) . The increase in the magnitude of the compressive stress towards the cut en d
(from - 132 mm) also induces high level of stress error.
In the unrestrained contour cut simulation the 'apparent' shift in locat ion is the biggest
source of errors followed by the increase in the magnitude of the predicted compressive
stress (0-30 mm from the start of the cut).
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the restrained contour cut of the composite plate.
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3.4.

Discussion

Finite element analyses were conducted to investigate the effects of test component
restraint on plasticity developed during a contour cut and how this affects the measured
stress profile. Two different restraining conditions were studied. The hypothesis put
forward was that the plastic redistribution of stresses together with an unrestrained
condition can result in an 'apparent' shift in the location of the peak tensile residual stress
measured by the contour method. This has indeed been observed for the case of an
unrestrained cut in a sample with a top hat residual stress field. In the restrained contour
cut the locations of the regions of compressive and tensile stress are essentially
unchanged (from the original profile). However, both restraint conditions give measured
stress profiles with large errors.
It must be noted that the simulations represent an extreme case since elastic-perfectly
plastic material (no strain hardening) under plane stress conditions was assumed.
Furthermore, the cutting was initiated from the compressive stress region as in the CT
blank experimental results.
As earlier discussed, a small 'apparent' shift in the peak tensile stress location was
observed in the results of the contour method for the welded CT blank; although it is less
pronounced than that found in the unrestrained contour cut simulations for a top hat
residual stress profile. This could be associated with the strong work hardening stressstrain behaviour of the CT blank material (Esshete 1250) [31]. Furthermore, the stress
state in the CT blank specimen is closer to plane strain than plane stress conditions, which
may mitigate the accumulation of plastic strains during the cutting process.
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Regarding the restrained contour cut results (Figure 3-39), a similar drop in the magnitude
of tensile residual stresses has been observed in residual stress measurements made with
the contour method in a ferritic bead on plate test specimen [32]. In this case fitted bolts
were used to firmly hold the sample during cutting, thus, the observed drop might well
have been caused by the combined effect of plasticity associated with the restraining
conditions.
When residual stresses are lower than the yield strength of the material the risk of
plasticity during cutting is reduced and the contour method results will be less sensitive to
the restraining conditions adopted.

Figure 3-42 shows simulated results for an

intermediate yield stress value, i.e. 800 MPa. The errors in the contour stress profile for
the restrained case are small but there is still a noticeable shift in the position of the
unrestrained profile (compare with Figure 3-39 and Figure 3-40) whereas the errors for
both cases are negligible for a yield stress as high as 1500 MPa, see Figure 3-43. No
general conclusion can be inferred from these results as the risk of plasticity will depend
on the shape of the initial residual stress profile.
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3.5.

Conclusions

The fol lowi ng conclusions are made on the work carried out in this chapter:
1. The level of cut ope ning restra int applied in a contour measurement affects the
distribution and ext ent of plast icity introduced and the type of error resulting in the
measured stress profil e.
2. When an unrest raine d contou r cut is conducted and the tensile residual stresses are
of the same order as the yield strength of the material, the measured distribution of
stress may exhibit an 'a pparent' shift in the location of the measured peak residual
stresses in a directi on op posi te to that of cutting .
3. The level of error in co ntour measurements is dependent on the ratio of the
magnitud e of the resi dual stresses present to the material yield strength .
4. Excellent overall agree ment has been achieved between neutron diffraction, slitting
and co ntour stress meas urements in a welded CT blank specimen. A small shift in the
locati on of the peak te nsile stress of the contour measurement relative to the other
measureme nts can be expla ined by development of compressive plasticity during
cutting associated with t he lack of restraint applied to the specimen during the
measurement.
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Chapter 4: Minimisation of plasticity-induced
errors in the contour method
In the previous chapter 20 finite element analyses were conducted to assess the effect of
plasticity on restrained and unrestrained contour cut residual stress results. In both cases
the predictions indicated that significant errors were introduced in the simulated contour
measurement results, although the analyses adopted idealised conditions (i.e. elasticperfectly plastic material under a plane stress condition).
In this chapter, an analogy is made between an edge cracked plate subjected to an
internal load and the residual stress relaxation process that occurs during wire EOM
cutting in the contour method. Furthermore, stress intensity factor analysis for different
cutting/restraining strategies is used to develop a novel cutting strategy by which
plasticity-induced errors in the contour method can be reduced or avoided. The stress
intensity factor analysis for different cutting and restraining conditions is conducted using
an idealised 'top hat' initial residual stress distribution.

4.1.

Introduction

In the contour method, as the cut proceeds, the stresses acting normal to the cut faces
are relaxed resulting in redistribution of the residual stress field throughout the entire
body.
Assuming a release of tensile residual stresses, this process is analogous to opening mode
(mode I) cracking within a body subjected to an internal load in linear elastic fracture
mechanics albeit with a blunt crack tip. It can be clearly seen from Figure 4-1 that there is
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an analogy between the stress relaxation process during sample cutting in the contour
method and tractions on crack surfaces required to achieve displacement continuity.
As stated earlier in Chapter 2, the resulting stress field at the tip of the cut, which has a
finite radius, is directly related to the mode I stress intensity factor at the tip of a sharp
crack within a body [1-3]. As the cut length increases the stress field at the cut tip
becomes more intense and results in local yielding. If the yielding extends sufficiently far
from the cut tip this may introduce significant plasticity and resultant errors in the
contour stress measurement. Therefore the plasticity-induced stress errors in the contour
method are controlled by the state of the cut tip stresses which is characterised by the
mode I stress intensity factor.
The consequence of this is that the stress intensity factor can be used to assess the likely
hood of plasticity and extent of plasticity that may arise during contour cuts and thereby
this parameter provides a means of quantifying, controlling and potentially avoiding
plasticity-induced errors.
It must be noted that linear elastic fracture mechanics is usually applied for fracture
assessment of components when small scale yielding conditions are met [1,2,4]' that is
when inelastic deformation at the crack tip is smaller than the crack size. However, in the
present study linear elastic fracture mechanics is used for the purpose of plasticityinduced errors investigation and control in the contour method. Therefore, the condition
of small scale yielding does not necessarily need to be demonstrated. Furthermore, as
mentioned earlier, the level of plasticity during the stress relaxation process is not
expected to attain levels where elastic plastic fracture mechanics has to be considered.
Thus, linear elastic fracture mecha nics solutions with the Irwin plasticity correction are
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used hereafter for the purpose of plasticity investigation and control in the contour
method . In Chapter 5, results obtained from Irwin pla stic zone size expression are
compared to those obtained by FE analysis in order to inve stigate their validity .
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Figure 4-1: Analogy between stress relaxation during contour cutting (a) with an edge
cracked plate in linear elastic fracture mechanics (b) . In (a), the stresses are progress ively
relaxed (applied) during the cut while in (b) the internal load is instantaneou sly applied .

4.2.

Remarks on the negative stress intensity factor

A negative stress intensity factor defines the crack tip stress concentration w ithin a
compressive stress field . Generally in fracture mechanics, nega tive stress intensi ty factor
solutions are considered to be incorrect. That is because the faces of a practica l crack,
when anticipated to be fully or partially closed, cannot interpenetrate anywhere .

However, in a contour cut, a finite width of material is removed during the cutting
process [5,6]. Thus the cut faces can displace under a compressi ve stre ss field w ithout
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contact occurring between the cut faces. Therefore, a negative stress intensity factor
could well be obtained during a contour cut for residual stress measurements. Figure 4-2
illustrates the cut open ing and closure under tensile and compressive stress field,
respectively.

Stress
relaxation

Stress
relaxation

~~~
'11

~iT
Stress
relaxation

Figure 4-2:

Stress
relaxation

Representation of the cut opening (a) and closure (b) during the stress

relaxat ion process and when a finite width of material is removed . Relaxation of tensile
stresses tends to open the cut while the release of compressive stresses tends to close it.

4.3.

cutting/restraining optimisation

Currently most contour cuts are undertaken using an edge crack configuration. This is
where the wire enters one side of the body and erodes into the body along a straight line
until the cut severs the part into two pieces. However, this cutting strategy can result in
high magnitude stress intensity factors associated with the residual stress field
redistributi on . The hypothesis explored in the present chapter is that the mode I stress
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intensity factor ahead of the crack can be used to assess and, to some extent, minimise
the plasticity arising in the residual stress release process during cutting.
The aim is to minimise or eliminate the risk of plasticity which may introduce errors. This
might be achieved by changing the cutting path and therefore the stress redistribution
conditions. If the residual stress field is known, or can be estimated, then the residual
stress intensity factor can be determined and different cutting strategies compared.
Another approach is to change the component boundary conditions, for example
restraining the cut opening/closure.
Different methods can be applied to control the crack opening/closure, for example the
use of fitted bolts [7,8]. In the present work, a novel cutting approach through which the
crack opening/closure can be controlled is explored.
The approach consists of creating an embedded crack configuration (a centre crack for
example, Figure 4-3-a) for the cutting process as in this case the crack opening/closure is
much smaller than for a plate having an edge crack of the same length. Figure 4-3-b
shows the significant reduction in the stress intensity factor for the same crack length for
a centre crack configuration. The SIF results for both centre and edge cracks were
determined analytically using standard solutions (Equation 4-1) [1,2] for a finite width
plate uniformly loaded with a membrane stress of 100 MPa. The plate dimensions
assumed were (150xlOO) mm 2•
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where, a is the crack length, Wis the plate width and u is the remote load.

As mentioned earlier the cutting/restraining strategy in the contour method can be
optimised by undertaking a stress intensity factor analysis for different configurations. In
the following sections a simplified "top hat" residual stress distribution is introduced in a
20 FE model and used as the initial stress state to evaluate the stress intensity factor
distribution for different cutting/restraining strategies. Then, based on the analysed
configurations, the entire contour method (cutting and stress back-calculation) is
simulated to determine the 'measured' residual stress distributions and compare them
with the original distribution.
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Figure 4-3: Comparison of edge and centre crack (a) stress intensity factor dis tribut ion as
function of crack length (b) .

4.3.1. Initial residual stress generation
The "top hat" stress distribution used here differs from the previou s one in Ch apte r 3 on ly
by the extent of the tensile stress regi on and th e uniform stress mag nitud e for both
compressive and tens ile stresses. Therefore, the generation process for the two init ia l
stress distributions is identical. The mod ifications in the t ensile stress ex t ent and
magnitude were ach ieved by changing the materia l properti es (see Table 4-1) and the
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composite plate dimensions as shown in Figure 4-4. Here, the plate is 400 mm long and
200 mm wide.
The stress intensity factor analyses are conducted along a line located at the plate midlength, referred to as the measurement line corresponding to the contour cutting path
simulation . Symmetric clamping is used here because asymmetric restraining can result in
different cut surface deformations which can induce a significant amount of error in
measurements.

Table 4-1: The material properties used for residual stress generation in the composite
plate.

Young's Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson's Ratio

Yield Stress
(MPa)

Thermal Expansion
Coefficient (/"e)

Material A&C

200

0.3

200

1.73 x 10.5

Material B

200

0.3

200

3.46 x 10.5

As shown in Figure 4-4, the geometry of the composite plate presents two symmetry lines
in the directions 1 and 2. Furthermore, symmetric restraining conditions in the direction 2
will be used during the cutting process. Therefore, the model is simplified by simulating
only one half of the plate using symmetry boundary conditions in the direction 2 along
the measurement line. The second symmetry line in the direction 1 could be used for
further simplification.

However the results in this direction are not expected to be

symmetric.
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Figure 4-4: Schematic drawing of the composite plate used in th e FE analysis for stress

intensity factor analysis. Only one half of the plate was simul at ed.

Elastic-perfectly plasti c behaviour under plane stress cond it ion s is ass umed for the
different materials. The model, representative of one half of th e compo si te pla t e, was
2

meshed with 1 x 1 mm four-node plane stress elements with reduced integ rat ion (CPS4R)
using the ABAQUS FE code [9] .

The res idual stresses with in the plate are generated by cool ing down th e heate d model to
room temperature . This is achieved by setting the initi al temp erature to 1000 DC and
coo ling it down t o the room temperature assumed to be 20 DC.

Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 show the map and the distribution along th e m eas urement line
of the generated residual stresses, respect ively. For both t ensile and compressi ve stresses
a maximum stress magnitude of ~ 200 MPa is obtained.
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Figure 4-5: Map of generated residual stresses normal to the measurement line (i.e. in

direction 2). Stress units are in MPa.
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4.3.2. Stress intensity factor study for different cutting/restraint conditions
On completion of introducing residual stresses in the composite pl ate, the stresses are
mapped onto a new a FE model of the same geometry. As earlier mentioned, the pu rpo se
of mapping is to define elastic (rather than elastic elastic -plastic) material properties and
a fine mesh in the vicinity of the cut. Since only the residual stress intensity factor
distribution is of interest, material elastic constants of 200 GPa for the Young's modulus
and 0.3 for Poisson' s ratio are defined for the different FE ca ses to be examined . To be
consistent with the model used for generating the initial residu al stress fie ld, pl ane stress
and symmetry boundary conditions along the measurement line in the direction 2 are
defined. The model is meshed with first order plane stress elements. A 0.25 mm ele ments
size was chosen in the cut vicinity. Coarse mesh elements are used elsewhere. A total of
19600 plane stress elements with reduced integration were generated for the entire
model.
As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the mapped stress results are not affected by the me sh
size (see Figure 3-26). Figure 4-7 illustrates the FE mesh used for stress intensity factor
analysis .
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Figure 4-7: FE mesh onto which initial stress are mapped for residual stress intensity
factor analysis. A close -up view of the cut vicinity is shown on left.

Once the initial residual stresses are mapped onto the above FE mesh, the contour cutting
process is simulated for four different cutting/restraining configurations (Figure 4-8):
edge and embedded cuts for both restrained and unrestrained regimes.
In the restrained configurations (Figure 4-8-b and d) the displacements in x and y
directions of the free edge parallel to the cut are set to zero while in the unrestrained
models (Figure 4-8-a and c), this edge is free to move in both directions. To avoid free
movement of the plate during cutting, a nodal constraint is applied on one of the model
corners.
The wire EDM cutting process was simulated by incrementally releasing the symmetry
boundary cond itions defined in the y-direction along the measurement line. The effect of
a fin ite cut w idth that is created in a real contour cut was neglected. As illustrated in
Figure 4-8-a and Figure 4-8-b, the cut is initiated from one of the model free edge
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perpendicular to the cut direction in the edge cut configurations while a Smm ligament is
left between the cut start and one of the plate free edge in the embedded cut
configurations (Figure 4-8-c and Figure 4-8-d).
When the results within the ligament are of interest, its length must be carefully chosen
in order to avoid development of high plastic strains. This was achieved from the SIF
analysiS by testing different ligament sizes, as discussed later in this section .

Cutting direction

)
(b) - Edge cut and restrai ned

(a) - Edge cut and unrestrained

y .. ~4"""" "". ~4"""" "".~

~

Nodal constraint
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• • ___
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Figure 4-8 : Schematic of the four cutting/restraining configurations analysed .
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The stress intensity factor at the crack tip within ABAQUS is determined by contour
integral analysis [9]. This consists of defining the crack and requesting the corresponding
stress intensity factor value as a history output for different contours.
To ensure that the residual stress intensity factor data are unaffected by the mesh density
an additional FE model, in which the cut vicinity was meshed with a 0.5 mm mesh size
was used to determine the stress intensity distribution in the edge and unrestrained cut
configuration . From Figure 4-9 it can be clearly seen that the results obtained from the
two mesh grids are very consistent.
Figure 4-10 compares the residual stress intensity factor distributions for the four
different cut/restraining configurations. For the embedded cut configurations, the results
relate to the moving t ips. Results for the start tip (not shown), which is associated the
ligament, are only used to assess development of plasticity in the ligament.
Two groups of peaks are observed in the stress intensity factor distributions. The first
group of peaks occurs at 45-50 mm cut length and are introduced by the release of
compressive stresses while the second group of peaks (145-150 mm cut length) are due
to the release of tensile stresses.
In the first group of peaks, the maximum compressive stress intensity factor peak is
observed in the edge cut and unrestrained configuration (-108 MPa"m). Significant
reduction in this peak value is obtained by restraining the edge cut model (-73 MPa"m) or
by adopting the embedded cut configurations (~-60 MPa"m) .
In contrast to the first group of compressive peaks, the edge and unrestrained cut gives
the lowest tensile SIF peak value (33 MPavm) for a crack length of 150 mm. The maximum
tensile peak values are found with the embedded and unrestrained cut cases. Therefore,
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although the embedded configuration helps to reduce the mag nitud e of th e com pressi ve
res idual stress intens ity factor in some locat ions, furth er res trai nt is r quir d to re duce
the overall SIF distribution .
It must be noted that although res idual stress intensity factor data can be use d for
plast icity assessment in the contour met hod, it is th e plas t iC zon e size distri buti on along
the line of interest that tells us about development of pla sticity du ri ng stress relaxati on
assoc iated with cutting.
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Res idual stress intensity factor distribution for the four different

cutting/restraining configurations assuming the idealised 'top hat' stress field.

4.3.3. Plastic zone size analysis for the different cutting/restraint conditions
Assuming an elastic-perfectly plastic material with a yield stress value of 450 MPa, the
plastic zone size distribution for the four cut/restraining configurations can be readily
calculated using the corresponding residual stress intensity factor data (see section 4-3-2)
and by applying Irwin plastic zone size expression (Equation 4-2) [1,2].

r =_
1
Y

P"

(K/ J2

Eq.4-2

(J o

where, K, is the stress intensity factor,

(70

is the material yield stress, p=J for plane stress

cond ition and p =3 for plane strain state .
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Figure 4-11 compares the plast ic zone size distribution for the different config urations
analysed. As for the residual stre ss intensity factor distributions, two groups of peak
plastic zone size are observed in the two locations corresponding to th e stress signtransition . It can also be noticed that the two maximum peaks of pla stic zone size are
introduced within the unrestra ined models.

From the plastic zone size values at the start tip of the two embedded cuts (restrained
and unrestrained), it can be clearly seen that the ligaments underwent sig nificant plastic
deformation. Therefore, the results in these regions are disregarded.

To select the optimum cutting/restraining configuration, the average pl astic zon e size (for
all crack lengths) for the four configurations are determined and compared . An average
plastic zone size of ~4 mm is found to be introduced in the unrestrained model s (i.e. edge
and embedded) while an average plastic zone size of 3.5 and 3 mm is introduced in the
restrained

edge

and

embedded

cut

configurations,

respectively . Therefore, the

embedded cut configuration combined with rigid restraining helps to mitigate pla st icity
during the cutting process.
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Figure 4-11:

Plastic zone size distribution for the different cutting/restraining

configurati ons assuming the idealised 'top hat' stress field .

4.4.

Simulated contour residual stress for the configurations analysed

On completion of the stress intensity factor and plastic zone size analyses for the four
cutting/restra ining configurations, the entire contour method was

simulated to

determ ine the res idual stresses in the different configurations . This is achieved in three
different steps:
First, the initial 'top hat' stress distribution generated in section 4-3-1 is mapped onto a
FE mesh. Second, the cutt ing process associated with the contour method is conducted.
Finally, the dis placements normal to the cut face and due to the release of residual
stresses are extracted and used for residual stress back calculation. Each of these three
steps has been earlier covered in detail in Chapter 3.
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4.4.1. Initial stress field mapping and cutting simulation
As previously mentioned the aim of mapp ing is to have define d materia l prop ert ies an d a
fine mesh in the cut vicinity. To be cons istent with th e above FE models for stress
intens ity factor ana lys is, the same FE me sh (F ig ure 4-7) and corre spon ding boun dary
cond it ions (F igure 4-8) are used . Only the materia l behaviour w as modified t o all ow
plastic flow in the contour method simul at ion s. Elas t ic-perfectly pl as t ic material w it h a
yield stress value of 450 MPa was used .

As in sect ion 4-3-2, the cutting process is simul at ed by in cremental ly relea si ng th e
symmetry boundary condit ions (i.e. incremental growt h of a sharp crack ). The effect of
the cut w idth, neg lected here, is investigated in Chapter 5.

As the element size in the cut direction is 0.25 mm and th e total length to cut is 200 mm,
the cutting process was simulated in a sequence of 400 steps.

4.4.2. Resu lt s and discussion
Once simulation of the cutting process was compl et ed for th e four confi gurati ons, nod al
displacements norma I to the cut edge were extracted from th e correspond ing FE models
and used for residual stress back calculations, mimicking th e procedu re used fo r con to ur
measurement.

To calculate the res idual stresses linear finite elem ent analysis is perform ed by app lying
the opposite of the extracted nodal displacement s as a boundary cond it ion to th e cut
edge of the FE mesh used for mapp ing (F igure 4-7) . Th e mat eria l elas t ic constants i.e.
Young modulus and Po isson' s rat io were 200 GPa and 0.3, res pectively. As in the pre vious
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cases (see Figure 3-38), nodal constraints were applied on the two corners of the cut edge
in order to avoid rigid body motion.
Figure 4-12 compares the predicted contour results for the different configurations.
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Figure 4-12: Comparison of predicted contour method residual stresses normal to the

measurement line for different cutting/restraining configurations.

As discussed in Chapter 3, when dealing with measurement of high magnitude residual
stresses (i.e. of the same order as the material yield stress), different types of restraining
conditions result in different types of plasticity-induced errors in the stress profile,
although some are less severe than others.
occurrence of plasticity in the two edge-cut configurations introduces a peak compressive
stress in the results of the predicted residual stress at ~ 3 mm cut depth.
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In the unrestrained edge and embedded configurations, the effect of plasticity due to the
release of compressive stresses tends to shift the tensile stress region towards the cut
start. This was earlier observed and explained in Chapter 3.
For the restrained models, the effects of plasticity result in a reduction of compressive
and tensile stress magnitude around the two stress sign-transition regions (i.e. around 50
and 150 mm). Furthermore, a significant increase in the compressive stress magnitude at
the 'cut end' is observed for the restrained models. This effect was also noticed and
explained in Chapter 3.
Although the embedded contour cut and restrained results are not entirely satisfactory,
they do moderate the development of cutting plasticity in the stress profiles compared
with the other cutting configurations as shown in Figure 4-11.
It must be noted that the contour method simulations for the different configurations
maximised plasticity effects by assuming plane stress conditions and no strain hardening.
The embedded cut and restrained configuration will perform better when measuring
residual stresses in materials allowing strain hardening. In Chapter 7, an embedded
restraint contour cut is applied for residual stress measurement in a three-pass slot weld
specimen.
In addition to the above cutting/restraining configurations analysed, alternative
combinations can be investigated for plasticity-induced errors mitigation. For example,
the cutting can be initiated within the tensile stress region (e.g. at 100 mm) for different
restraining conditions (see Figure 4-13). However, high stress concentration (and
plasticity) is likely to develop around the pilot hole required to thread the EDM wire (see
Figure 4-11) and this can considerably corrupt the measurement. This effect could be
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reduced by drilling a relatively large pilot hole, but this may also disturb the stress field of
interest over a certain range ("'3 x the hole diameter) around the hole.
Plasticity-induced errors can also be mitigated by undertaking multiple cutting/restraining
strategies. From Figure 4-10, it can be observed that the edge cut and unrestrained
configuration introduces the highest compressive SIF and the lowest tensile SIF. In
contrast the embedded cut and restrained configuration results in the lowest
compressive SIF. These two cases could be combined by starting the cut using the latter
configuration, to minimise the compressive SIF (0-90 mm), and then creating the edge cut
and unrestrained regime (90 to 200 mm) by severing the ligament and reducing the
restraint by clamping with 'finger' tools. But the feasibility of this strategy may be limited
by practical considerations.
It must be noted that the above results were obtained assuming an idealised 'top hat'
residual stress distribution having equal tensile and compressive stress magnitudes. A
different initial residual stress profile will introduce different plasticity-induced stress
errors.
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4.5 .

Conclus ions

The following conclus ions are drawn from the work carried out in thi s chapt r:
1. The mode I stress intensity factor is a measure of th e se verity of th str ss fi Id ahea d
of the cutting wire during the contour mea surement and r It s to th

I v I of

plasticity introduced . The SIF variation with cut I ngth th r fore provid s a
convenient measure that can be used to assess th

impact of diff r nt cutting an d

restraint strategies may have on contour measurem nt res ults.
2. A severe idealised residual stress distribution (a 'top hat') tog th r with
h s b

n us d to

DM contour cu t id

d as a

perfectly plastic material properties and plane str ss condition
study the development of plasticity during a wire

la tic-
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sharp cut.
3. It is shown that a suffi cient ly negative SIF introduces compressive plasticity and a
sufficiently tens ile SIF introduces t ensile plasticity. Both types of non-linear materials
beh aviou r introduce stress errors in contour measurement simulations.
4. Different cutting path/ re stra int configurations have been studied using stress
intens ity factor distributi ons an d non -linear simulation of contour cutting to indicate
th e severity and spatial exte nt of pla st icity introduced. A novel cutting path strategy
crea t ing an embedded crack co nfig uration has some merits especially when combined
wit h add it ional measures t o control the st ress intensity factor associated with longer
cut length s.
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Chapter 5: Estimation of plasticity-induced
errors in the contour method
In Chapter 4 it was demonstrated by finite element analysis that controlling the stress
intensity factor distribution helps to reduce the corresponding plastic zone size; and thus
plasticity-induced errors in simulated contour method results can be mitigated. However,
when the magnitude of residual stresses is in the order of the material yield stress,
avoiding plasticity-induced errors in contour method measurements can be very
challenging.
The work presented in the first part of this chapter aims to find a plasticity error related
parameter associated with simulation of the contour method cutting process which is
insensitive to the mesh type/size, crack width and crack tip shape for plasticity-induced
errors estimation. This is achieved by conducting sensitivity studies simulating an edge
cracked plate subjected to a uniform membrane stress.
The second part of the chapter is devoted to development of procedures (referred to
here as correlations) for estimating the plasticity-induced error in a residual stress
measurement made using the contour method. First, a plane stress case is studied,
followed by a plane strain condition. Elastic-perfectly plastic material is assumed
throughout for the correlations development.
The work is based on linear elastic fracture mechanics and finite element simulations.
First, the idealised top hat residual stress distribution simulated in Chapter 4 is again
utilised to develop the correlations. Second, two additional 20 FE models are used to
investigate the effect of specimen size on the obtained results. Finally the effect of plane
stress

vs. plane strain is explored towards the end of the chapter.
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5.1.

Sensitivity studies

Simulation of the cutt ing process associated with the contour method, and subsequent
assessment of plast icity-i nduced errors, can be partic ul arly sensiti ve to the mesh type,
element size, crack width and crack tip shape . Therefore, to ensure the val idity of the
contour simulat ion procedure , three sensitivity studies were und ertaken examining the
crack tip plast ic zone . These included the effect of the mesh size and type, the effect of
the cut width and the effect of the cut tip shape. Fu rt hermore, the influence of these
parameters on the stress intensity factor was investigated .

Since previous work on moving cracks has demonstrated that it is rea sonable to apply
stat ionary crack t ip plastic zone express ions to a growin g crack [1,2], the sensitivity
stud ies were conducted for stationary cracks alone.

5.1.1. The FE model used for sensitivity studies
The sensitivity studies were conducted by modelling a 20 finite w idth pl ate containing an
edge crack (F igure 5-1-a) . Dimensions of a plate (100 x 150) mm 2 were chosen and a 10
mm crack length selected for all sensitivity studie s. The typ e of crack (i.e. sharp crack,
blunt crack w ith a round tip or flat t ip) was defined according to the sen sitivity study. To
simpl ify the analyses, one half of the cracked pl ate wa s created by defining symmetry
boundary conditions in the y-direct ion along the line located at the plate mid -length
(Figure 5-1-b). To avoid free movement of th e plate during th e simulation, nodal
constraint was applied on one of the plate corners. The model of one half of the cracked
plate was loaded on its free edge para lle l to the crack direction with a membrane stress
of 100 MPa. Elastic-perfectly plast ic material und er plane stress conditions was assumed
for the sensitivity studies on the plastic zone whil e the m ateria l ela tic const ants (Young' s
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modulus and Poisson' s ratio) were used for sensitivity studies on the SIF. The material
elastic constants were 200 GPa and 0.3 for Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio,
respectively. A yield stress value of 200 MPa was assumed.

cr

=100 MPa

t t t t t t t
y

Lx

Nodal constraint

....
Con

Symmetry

o

Crack

,....

Be

••••••••••••

3
3

I

10mm

100mm

* *cr *=100* MPa
***
(a)

*

+cr +=100
+ MPa
++ +
(b)

Figure 5-1: Edge cracked plate used for sensitivity studies (a). The simulations are
simplified by using a symmetry boundary condition (Be) in y-direction along the plate
mid-length (b) .

5.1.2. Mesh sensitivity
In fracture mechanics, a stress concentration is usually generated at the tip of a crack
within a stressed body. To determine the crack tip stress and strain field using the finite
element method a refined mesh at the crack tip is usually required. However, this can
result in a long computation time. To optimise the computation time and ensure the
accuracy of the results, a mesh sensitivity study must be carried out.
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The mesh sensitivity study reported here examined the crack tip plastic zone and stress
intensity factor by ana lysing the 2D finite width plate containing a sharp edge crack
(Figure 5-1) .

Three different mesh sizes (0.5, 0.25 and 0.1 mm) us ing both first and second order
elements were analysed making a total of six models . To increase the accuracy of the
results, reduced integration was selected. For the different cases, the mesh size was
varied only in the vicinity of the crack t ip (F ig ure 5-2). A total of 6000, 13500 and 62000
elements were generated for the 0.5, 0.25 and 0.1 mm mesh sizes, respectively .

The crack was modelled in ABAQUS by defining the crack tip, th e crack front and the crack
propagation direction. The singularity at the tip of the crack (see section 2-9-2) was
controlled during the crack definition.

Figure 5-2: Global mesh used for the mesh sensitivity study. A close -up vi ew of the crack

tip vicinity mesh for 0.5 mm mesh size is also shown.

Figure 5-3 compares maps of generated crack tip plastic zone s for th e models simulate d
with different mesh types (first and second order) and sizes (0.5, 0.25 and 0.1 mm). The
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grey regions correspond to locations with plastic strains above 0.2 %. It can clearly be
seen that the crack tip plastic strains (PEEQ) increase with mesh refinement and with the
order of the elements.
Looking at the shape, a step change is observed towards the tip of the crack in the models
with coarse mesh elements, i.e. 0.5 mm (Figure 5-3-a and Figure 5-3-b). This step change
disappears in the results of the models with fine mesh elements (Figure 5-3-e and Figure
5-3-f). Apart from this, the plastic zone shape is globally the same for all cases analysed.
The next step consists of comparing the plastic zone size and depth for the different
models simulated . To determine the plastic zone size for the different cases, plastic strain
distributions from the crack tip up to a length 5 mm ahead of the crack tip are plotted in
Figure 5-4. The plastic zone size corresponds to the locations where plastic strains have
developed. From Figure 5-4 it can noticed that the plastic zone size for the six cases
analysed were almost identical (- 4.1 mm).
Similarly to the plastic zone size, the strain distribution along a line perpendicular to the
crack propagation is plotted for the plastic zone depth determination (see Figure 5-5). The
line was selected in a way to obtain the maximum extent of the plastic strain distribution
for each of the six models . A plastic zone depth of - 2xO.8 mm is obtained for the models
with a coarse mesh (i.e. 0.5 mm) while an identical plastic zone depth of - 2xO.7 mm is
measured for the models with 0.25 and 0.1 mm mesh size. No effect of the mesh type
was observed on the results .
Regard ing the stress intensity factor, an identical value of 21.15 MPavm was obtained
from all six FE simulations.
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Distribut ion of the plastic strain along a line perpendicular to the crack

propagation for the six models analysed . The selected line is re presentati ve of the
maximum extent of plastic zone depth .

5.1.3. Effect of the crack w idth on the plast ic zone
The above sensitivity studies were conducted with a zero crack width . However, in
practice a finite width of material is removed during the wire EDM cutting process . In this
section, the effect of the crack width on the plastic zone and the corresponding stress
intensity factor is investigated by simulating the plate shown in Figure 5-1 w ith a finite
crack width . Three different crack w idths were analysed: 0.2, 0.5 and 1 mm . A rounded tip
with a radius equal to one half of the corresponding crack width w as chosen for eac h
case. The cracks were defined following the same procedure as in section 5-1-2.
A similar mesh grid (global and crack tip vicinity) to the above simulations w as used . Since
it was demonstrated in the above section that the mes h type has negligib le eff ct on the
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plast ic zone size and SIF and that better plastic zone shape is obtained with a relatively
fine mesh, 0.25 mm first order mesh elements were chosen for the cut vicinity. A total of
6200, 6100 and 6000 mesh elements were generated for the model with 0.2, 0.5 and 1
mm crack width, respectively.
On completion of the simulations the crack tip plastic zones were mapped and compared
(Figure 5-6). The grey colour indicates regions with plastic strains above 0.2 %. It can be
observed that the peak plastic strain decreases when the crack width is increased. The
shape of the plastic zone slightly varies for the three different crack widths. The model
with the smallest crack width (Figure 5-6-a) introduced a similar plastic zone shape to the
sharp crack results shown in Figure 5-3-e and Figure 5-3-f.
The plastic zone size and depth for the three models were determined similarly as in
section 5-1-2. No effect of the crack width was observed on the plastic zone size and
depth, as a value of -4.2 mm and -2xO.7 mm were obtained for all three cases,
respectively. Likewise, the crack width had a negligible effect on the stress intensity
factor with a value of ~21.2 MPavm being obtained for the three different crack widths
(0.2,0.5 and 1 mm).
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Figure 5-6 : Map of crack ti p plastic zone for different cut widths . Only close -up vi ew s of

an area equivalent to (~15 x 1) mm 2 are shown .

5.1.4. Effect of the cut t ip shape on the plastic zon e
As explained earlier, the cutting simulation by material removal approach consists of
rem oving elements one after another in a series of steps till the completion of th e cut. In
previously published contour method plasticity work, cutting simulation by material
removal was simplified by using square/rectangular elements in the cut width [3,4] . This
results in a flat cut tip during the progressive cutting process . However, in pract ice a
rounded tip is generated by the wire EOM.
In this section the plastic zone shape and size for three different cut t ip shapes are
compared including a sharp, a blunt and a flat tip. To achieve this, the model sho wn in
Figure 5-1-b was re-meshed and analysed for a 0.2 mm crack width with a flat cut t ip
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shape. The results were th en compared to those obtained by simulating the model in
Figure 5-1-b w ith a sharp crack and w ith a 0.2 mm blunt crack having a rounded tip .
Figure 5-7 compares t he results from analyses of the three different crack tip shapes. The
sh ape of the plastic zo ne is approximately the same for all three cases. Following the
approach used in section 5-1-2 for the plastic zone parameters determination, a value of
4.2 mm for the plastic zone size and ~ 2 x O. 7 mm for the plastic zone depth were obtained
for th e fl at t ip case, which are aga in almost the same as the previous results . The
corresponding stress intensity fa ct or was 21.2 MPavm.
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In summary, the plastic zone shape can be slightly affected by the details of how the cut
width and cut tip shape are modelled and a fine mesh in the cut vicinity provides a better
prediction of the plastic zone shape. However, no effect of mesh type/size, cut width and
cut tip shape was observed on the plastic zone parameters (and the corresponding stress
intensity factor). Therefore, these parameters can be used for contour method plasticity
assessment.

S.2.

Steps for plane stress correlations development

A series of contour method simulations were conducted in order to develop correlations
between errors in the stress profile measured by the contour method and fracture
mechanics crack parameters. First, the 'top hat' residual stress generated in section 4-3-1
was mapped onto a new FE mesh and used as an initial stress state. Second, the contour
method was simulated in two steps including the cutting process and residual stress backcalculation. Elastic-perfectly plastic material under plane stress conditions was assumed.
As the yield stress of the material plays a significant role in the level of plasticity
generated during the cut, several contour method simulations were performed using
different yield stress values. The cutting process was simulated by incrementally
introducing a sharp crack in all the models, for correlation development purposes. The
significance of the finite cut width, which will vary depending on the contour method
practitioner, is addressed towards the end of the chapter.
On completion of the cutting simulation for each model, the size of the plastic zone in
directions perpendicular and parallel to the cut path was extracted from the FE models.
Then displacements normal to the cut face arising from residual stress relaxation were
extracted and used for the simulated contour method residual stress back-calculation.
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Plasticity-induced errors in the simulated profile were then determined by direct
comparison with the initial residual stress state. Finally relationships between the average
plasticity induced-error of the entire profile and averaged {along the length of the cut}
plastic zone dimensions were determined.

5.3.

Initial residual stress mapping and contour cutting simulation

The initial residual stress mapping and contour method simulations were undertaken
following an identical procedure to that described in section 4-4 of Chapter 4.
Furthermore, the 'top hat' stress distribution created in section 4-3-1 was used as initial
stress state.
On completion of the mapping the initial residual stress state, a series of fifteen contour
simulations were conducted. The simulations differed in the level of plasticity induced
during the contour cut which was controlled by the yield stress value defined for the
material during mapping. Table 5-1 gives the material yield stress values used for the
series of the contour method simulations. Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio for all the
FE models were 200 GPa and 0.3, respectively.
The FE mesh shown in Figure 4-7, in which the cut vicinity was meshed with 0.5 mm mesh
size, was used to simulate the first eleven models. A second FE model with 0.25 mm cut
vicinity mesh size was utilised to conduct the cutting simulation of the· remained four
models. That is because the FE mesh in Figure 4-7 was unable to capture the very small
plastic zone generated in these models.
The specimen restraint during the cutting was achieved by symmetrically constraining the
free edge parallel to the cut path as shown in Figure 4-8-b. The cutting process was
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simulated by incrementally releasing the symmetry boundary conditions along the
measurement line.

Table 5-1: The different yield stress values used for the correlation development.

5.4.

FE Model

Yield Stress (MPa)

1

400

2

425

3

450

4

475

5

500

6

525

7

550

8

600

9

650

10

700

11

800

12

900

13

1000

14

1250

15

1500

Average plastic zone size and depth determination

As stated in section 2-9-2, a stress concentration at the crack tip introduces a plastic zone.
The dimensions of the plastic zone in the directions perpendicular and parallel to the
crack can be extracted from the FE model. The size of the plastic zone along the cut
direction is usually referred to the plastic zone size (PZS) while the one perpendicular to
the cutting path is named plastic zone depth (PZO), see Figure 5-8.

There are analytical solutions to calculate the plastic zone size using the stress intensity
factor at the crack tip and yield stress of the material. These analytical solutions are: a
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first approximation to the plastic zone size, Irwin's plastic zone size or Dugdale's plastic
zone size [5,6] (See Chapter 2). A first approximation to the plastic zone size is based on
elastic solutions and does not take into account the influence of plasticity [5]. To counter
this, the latter two approaches are usually applied.

In contrast to the plastic zone size, no accurate expression was found in the literature to
calculate the plastic zone depth. Therefore, in this study the finite element results have
been used to determine both the plastic zone size and the plastic zone depth following
the same approach as in section 5-1-2.

In addition, the Irwin expression for the plastic zone size has been applied to verify the
numerical results. The distribution of Irwin's plastic zone size as a function of cut length
along the measurement line for the present cutting/restraining configuration (Figure 4-8b) is based on the corresponding residual stress intensity factor distribution (Figure 4-10).

The determination of the plastic zone depth is of interest here because it plays a key role
in the mitigation of errors in the contour method. Indeed, when the cut width is larger
than the plastic zone depth (Figure 5-9-b); no effect of plasticity will be observed on the
results. Conversely if the cut width is smaller than the plastic zone depth (Figure S-9-a),
plasticity errors are introduced in the contour method results.
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Figure 5-S : Illustration of the finite element cut tip pla stic zone shape showing the plastic

zone size (PZ5) along the cut direction and the pla stic zone depth (P ZD) p rp ndicular to
the cut.

a

b

Cutting direction

Figure 5-9 : Influence of the cut width on the pla stic zone whil e th e part is bing cut. A

larger cut width helps in reducing the width of the pla stic w ake in (b) compar d to the
one in (a).
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A co mparison of the plas ti c zo ne size distribution obtained from the FE analyses after the
cutting process an d the pla st ic zone size calculated from the stress intensity factor data
for three different analyses having materials with a yield stress of 500, 600 and 700 MPa
is shown in Figu re 5-10. Th e correspond ing plastic zone depth distributions are plotted in
Figure 5-11. The excelle nt correlations between the plastic zone size obtained from the FE
analyses and the Irwi n approach verifies the FE analyses that have been used for
estimation of plasticity-in duced errors for the contour method. This can also be
co nsidere d as valida t ion of t he LEFM expressions assumed here that are based small scale
yielding conditi o ns.
The next step is t o calculate the average plastic zone size and plastic zone depth for all cut
lengths using a si mple arithmetic averaging approach [7]. Figure 5-12 shows the average
plastic zo ne size an d dept h dist ri bution as a function of the material yield stress. As
expected the two paramete rs characterising the plastic zone increase when the material
yield stress is decrea sed .
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5.5.

Stress back-calculation and the average error determination

The next step is the residual stress back-calculation which was carried out for the fifteen
models simulated, as described in section 4-4-2 . The FE models used to simulate the
cutting process were again employed for the stress back-calculation.
To ensure that the contour method predictions are not affected by the mesh size, two
additional FE models with 0.75 and 1 mm mesh size at the cut vicinity were simulated for
the model with 500 MPa material yield stress. Figure 5-13 compares the results obtained
from the FE analyses with the three different mesh sizes. It can be noticed that overall
the back-calculated residual stresses are not affected by the mesh size. Furthermore, this
confirms that the predicted contour method results in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, where
the simulations were conducted with a 1 and 0.5 mm mesh size at the cut vicinity, were
not affected by the mesh density.
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Figure 5-14, Figure 5- 15 and Figure 5-16 ill ust rat e the predicted contour method results
together with the initial res idual stresses and the resulting cutting pla stic strains during
the cut along the measurement line for the FE analyses with yie ld stresses of 500, 600 and
700 MPa, respect ively . Different effects of plasticity on th e predicted res ults can be
observed . The start and end of cutting plastic strains are always accompanied by a peak
stress in the predicted results. The plastic strains induced by the release of compressive
stresses (0-50 mm) result in a reduct ion of both predicted compressiv an d ten si le stress
magnitude around the first stress sign -tran si tion (i.e . around 50 mm) . Similar remarks can
be made about the plastic stra ins induced by the rel ease of tensi le str ss s.

Finally, at the cut end, a peak compres si ve stress is ob se rved in th e pr dieted res ults of
the three FE analyses, which is caused by accumulation of sig nifican t amoun t s of pl astic
strains in a small ligament.
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Figure 5-13 : Comparison of the predicted contour method residual stress distribution

along the measurement line assuming 500 MPa yield stress for differe nt m sh sizes.
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The plast icity- induced errors in the fifteen predicted contour m thod resi dual stre sses are
determined by comparing them to the initial resi du al stresses . A root m an square (RMS)
deviation approach (see Equation 5-1) is applied to calcul ate the average stress error. The
results are normalised by the material yiel d stress and ex pressed in p rcent ag .

Equation 5-2 is used to calculate the corre spond ing absolute average error. The
calculated errors are also normal ise d by the material yi eld stress and

xpressed in

percentage . Figure 5-17 shows how the RMS average errors vary with th
average errors for the 'top hat' stress profile being analyse d . Th

absolute

av rag d absolute

errors are used in the following chapter for experimental validatio n. For the present
chapter, the distribut ions of the pla st ic zone para meters are plott d against the RMS
errors .
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is the initial residual stress at the cut increment i, (Yo is the material yield stress and
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the cut increment for each FE analysis.
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Figure 5-17 : Relationship between the stress errors obtained from Equation 5-1 (RMS
error) and Equation 5-2 (Absolute error).

Figure 5-18 plots the average RMS stress error variation as a function of the material yield
stress. As expected the average stress error decreases when the material yield stress is
increased.
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5.6.

Plane stress correlat ions for plast icity-induced error e stim at ion

Plane stress correlations for plast icity -induced errors estimation have bee n developed in
two steps :
../ Step 1: determinati on of the variation of the average pla stic zone size and depth as a

functi on of the average stress error;
../ Step 2: Investigation of the effect of the specimen size and residual stress profile .

5.6.1. Average plasticity-induced errors as a function of the PZS and PZD
Figure 5-19 shows how the average plasticity-induced RMS stress

rrors increase with

increase in the average plastic zone size and depth. A second ord r polynomial was fitted
t o the results to characterise the trend. From Figure 5-19 it can be noti c d that in order to
avoid excessive plasticity-i nduced errors (i.e. errors above 10 %) in th

pr dict d contour

method results for the 'top hat' stress profile, th e average pia tic zo n

siz

should not

excee d 1. 6 mm . The corresponding average plastic zone depth is about 2.25 mm .
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When the cut tip average plastic zone size is less than 0.8 mm, the effect of plasticity
error in the contour method results for the 'top hat' stress profile is negligible (i.e. error
less than 5 %). The associated average plastic zone depth for this case is less than 1 mm.
These values of the plastic zone parameters are obtained for a material yield stress of 900

MPa .
It must be noted that the relationships demonstrated in Figure 5-19 are only valid for the
geometry of the plate shown in Figure 4-4 and using the 'top hat' residual stress
distribution. To generalise the obtained correlations the effect of the specimen size and
residual stress profile need to be investigated as covered in the following section.
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Figure 5-19 : The variation in the average plasticity-induced errors as a function of the

plastic zone size and depth. A second order polynomial was fitted to the results.

5.6.2. Effect of the specimen size and residual stress profile
To investigate the effect of the specimen size and residual stress profile, additional 2D
contour method simulations were undertaken using different residual stress profiles as an
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init ial state in two beams of differen t sizes . Th e FE models w ere create d based on
previous work investigating the influence of residual stress on fracture in austen itic and
ferritic steels within the EC 5th Framework EN POWER proj ec t [8] .

As for the 'top hat' stress profile, determinat ion of the average plasticity -induced error as
function of the plast ic zone parameters comprised five ste ps:
./ Step 1: Initial state of res idual generat ion ;
./ Step 2: mapping and contour cut simulation for different levels of pla sticity set by the

material yield stress;
./ Step 3: average plas tic zone size and depth determin ation for the FE analyses

associated with different yield stress values;
./ Step 4: stress back calculation for the differe nt contour cuts simu lat d;
./ Step 5: average plasticity-induced errors calculation for the differen t contour method

predictions .

Two beams of different sizes were modelled (see Figure 5- 20-a). Th

b am w ith 50 mm

length is referred to as beam_ 1 while the one with 100 mm leng th is denot d beam_2.
Both beams are 300 mm wide . The location of th e contour cut and h nee the
measurement line is at the mid -width of the beams as shown in Figur 5-20-a. Therefore,
due to the symmetry features only one half of the bea ms w ere mod lied by d fining
symmetry boundary conditions in the x-direction along the mea surem nt lin e (see Figure
5-20-b) . The initial state of residual stresses in the two bea ms w as ge n rat d in two steps :
a thermal analysis process followed by a stress analysis . Au stenitic st

I 316H physical

and mechanical properties (see Table 5-2 and Table 5-3) w ere us d. In add ition to th e
symmetry boundary conditions defined in the x-direction along th

m asur m nt line,
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nodal constraint was applie d on one of the beam's corners to avoid model free
movement during analysis (Figure 5-20-b) . Heat transfer elements were used in the
thermal analysis while second order plane stress elements with reduced integration were
2

employed in the stress analysis. A uniform mesh grid of (1 x 1) mm element size was
created in both cases. In the thermal analysis, the heat transfer process with transient
response was used.
The two beams were heated up from their top surface with a surface heat flux of 2
Watts/mm 2 for beam_1 and 4 Watts/mm

2

for beam_2 and cooled down to room

temperature (assumed to be 20°C). The heating times were 24 seconds and 35 seconds
for beam_l and beam_2, respectively.
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stress profile (a). The heating edge, the boundary conditions used for the initial state of
residual stress generation (b) and for contour method simulation (c) are also shown.
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Table 5-2: Phys ica l propert ies assumed for the 316H material [8] .

Tem perature ('C)

Conductivity (W /
mm .K)

Specific Heat (J/Kg. K)

Expansion
coeffici nt UK)

Young 's Modulus
(MPa)

20

0.01412

488

1.46E·05

195600

100

0.01526

502

1.54E-05

191200

200

0.01669

520

1.62E-05

185700

300

0.01811

537

1.69E-05

179600

400

0.01954

555

1. 74E-05

172600

500

0.02096

572

1.78E-05

164500

600

0.02238

589

1.81E-05

155000

700

0.02381

I .B4E-05

144100

800

0.02523

I .B7E-05

131400

900

0.02666

1.90E-05

116800

1000

0.02808

1.93E-05

100000

1100

0.0295

1200

0.03093

1300

0.03235

1400

0.03378

4000

0.03378

2.00E-05

589

Not e:
./ Constant density was assumed : 7.97 x 10-06 Kg .mm-3
./ Po isson'srat io: 0.294
./ Latent heat of fusion: 300 KJ/Kg, absorbed/released betwee n 1375 °C and 1400°C.

Table 5-3: Mechanical properties assumed for the 316H materi al [8] .

Temperature

20'C

275'C

500'C

True Strain

600'C

700'C

BOO'C

l1oo'C

True Stress (MPa)

0

273.12

205.41

192.77

187.69

161.46

121.47

25.3

0.002

284.2

215.03

202.1

197.09

167.53

123.45

25 .65

0.01

32B.15

253.31

239.27

234.52

191.7

131.3

27.07

0.02

356.69

2BO.09

266.22

260

205.22

13 .52

27.95

0.05

420

342.72

327 .B1

310.59

223.55

1 4.93

29 .B2

0.1

504.57

425.26

408.21

356.84

232.65

136.07

31.35
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Maps of the generated residual stresses for the two beams are illustrated in Figure 5-21.
Tensile residual stresses are observed towards the top and bottom edges and are
balanced by compressive residual stresses in the middle of the beams. Figure 5-22 shows
the depth-distribution of residual stress acting normal to the measurement line. The
stress distribution is plotted along the mid -length (measurement line) from the beam top
to bottom surface. Peak tensile stresses of 360 MPa and 460 MPa are obtained for
beam_l and beam_2, respectively. The maximum compressive stress is about -275 MPa
for beam 1 and -305 MPa for beam_2. The created stress fields are used in the next steps
for contour method simulations.
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Figure 5-21 : Map of generate d residual stress normal to the measurement line for
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Figure 5-22: Re sidu al stress distribut ion norm al to th e meas urement line plott ed al ong

the plate mid-length (measu rement line) for t he two beams .

In the same way as for the 'top hat' stre ss profile, th e crea t ed res idu al st re ss fiel ds in t he
beams were used in contour measurement simulations and the average plas t icity-induced
error determined as a funct ion of the pla st ic zone parame ters (P ZS and PZD) .

Figure 5-23 and Figure 5-24 illustrate how the average plasti city -indu ce d error varies as a
funct ion of the average plastic zone size (PZS and PZD) for th e three ini tia l stre ss states
includ ing the 'top hat stress distribut ion in th e pl at e and th e resi du al str ss fi Id s in the
two beams of different sizes . The corres pond ing maximum plas tic zo n siz distribut ions
are also shown .
The relat ionships clearly exhib it an influ ence of th e speci men size on th e re sults . As it ca n
be observed in Figure 5-23, for the sa me average plas ti c zo ne size, th e induce d average
error is different for the three initial stress states. Th e lowes t valu e of th e av rage error is
observed in the plate (wh ich is large r in si ze) followed by bea m_2. B am_ l i th small es t
rror.
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Similar features are observed for the average error distribution as a function of the plastic
zone depth {Figure S-24}.
The above observations demonstrate the effect of specimen size on the different results.
For a contour cut, the effective specimen size can be defined by the cut length {L} and the
distance between the cut path and the clamp, WI2 {see Figure 5-25}. The type of clamp
here refers to restraining conditions that can have an effect on the size of the plastic zone
introduced during the cut {e.g. use of fitted bolts}. For a 'finger' clamp regime the
specimen size is defined by the cut length and width.
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Figure 5-23 : Average error distribution as function of the plastic zone size {PZS} for three
different sizes of specimen.
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Figure 5-24 : Average error dis tribut ion as function of the pla stic zan

d pth (P ZO) for

three different sizes of specimen .

Cut path (L)

Cut path (L)

Clamp line

............•.........•.•.................

(a)

(b)

Figure 5-25 : Illustration of the effective specimen size when 'fing r' cl am p tool s (le ss

rigid) (a) and fitted bolts (rigid) are used for restraining conditions .

To generalize the developed relationsh ips, the pla stic zon

param t rs mu st be

normalized in order to eliminate the effect of the specimen size on th

r suits. To achieve

this, the plastic zone size (Figure 5-8) is normalized with respect to the root qu re of the
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cut length (L) a nd the root squ are of the thickness over which the data are averaged, here
de noted f. As the simu lati ons were performed in 2D plane stress conditions with a unit
thickness, I was set to 1 for normalization.

Fo r the plastic zone depth, since, only half of the models (plate, beam_l and beam_2)
were simulated by using sym metry boundary conditions, half of the plastic zone depth
was extracted from the diffe re nt FE analyses and normalized by ....;O.5W.t. The normalized
PZD is twice of the obtained val ue.
Figure 5-26 and Fig ure 5-27 show how the average plasticity-induced errors vary with
normalized average plastiC zone pa rameters for the three cases studied. It can be clearly
seen that after normalizati on t he results of the three cases are very consistent with each
other and follow the same t rend.
For the rest of this thesis these relat ionships are referred to as "correlations for plasticityinduced errors est ima t ion" in t he contour method for plane stress conditions. Plane strain
conditions case is discussed towa rds the end of this chapter.
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5.6.3. Plastic zone size vs. plastic zone depth
As stated earlier the plastic zone depth is the most important parameter that must be
minimised in order t o mitigate plasticity-induced stress errors in the contour method.
That is because with a large plastic wake (depthL the cut vicinity tends to behave
plastically; which violates the contour method elastic superposition principle. Therefore,
determination of the plastic zone depth is crucial.
Unlike the plastic zone size, no accurate analytical expression for plastic zone depth was
found in the open literature. In this thesis the plastic zone depths were extracted from
the different FE simulations. Therefore it is important to find a relationship between the
two parameters defining the plastic zone in order to facilitate the plastic zone depth
determination.
Figure 5-28 shows how the normalised plastic zone depth varies with the normalised
plastic zone size . A second order polynomial was fit to the results to derive an equation
for the plastic zone depth analytical calculation.
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Figure 5-28 : Variation of the normalised plastic zone depth as a function of the
normalised plastic zone size.

5.7.

Effect of the cut width

The above correlat ions for plane stress conditions were based on a z ro cut w idth (i.e. a
perfectly sharp cut). However, in practice wire EDM removes a certain amount of
material.

To investigate the effect of the cut width on the plasticity-induced errors, th e w ire EDM
cut was simulated as an incremental growing blunt crack for different material yi Id stress
values . Apart from the material removal cutting process, all procedures conduct ed were
identical to those followed in the above sections .
In the first instance, the sharp and the blunt cutting processes are comp ar d by plotting
the average plasticity-induced errors distribution as function of th

mat ria l yi Id stress .

Both sharp and blunt cracks were simulated for FE models having diff r nt values of
material yiel d stress as indicated in Table 5-4. A 300 ~m cut width w as us d for the
incremental blunt cut. Figure 5-29 compares the distribution of th

error as
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function of the material yield stress for the two cutting processes . It can be seen that for
the different yield stress values the blunt crack helps in reducing the plasticity-induced
errors in the predicted contour results .

Table 5-4: Yield stress values used for the comparison of average errors for a sharp and a

blunt 300 ~m width cutting processes.

FE Model

Yield Stress (MPa)

1

450

2

550

3

650

4
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Figure 5-29 : Comparison of average errors as a function of yield stress for sharp and blunt

(300 ~m width) cuts.
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The next step was to investigate the influence of different cut width s (see Tabl e 5-5) on
the plast icity-i nduced errors for a selected material yiel d stress of 650 MPa. Fig ure 5-30
shows the variat ion of the average error as a func tio n of th e cut w id th . For a selecte d
level of plasticity, it is seen that a relati vel y large cut w idth helps reducing the effec t of
plast icity on the pred icted contour method results . Thi s is earlier exp lai ned in section 5-4
(see Figure 5-9) .

Table 5-5: Cut w idths use d in analyses invest iga ting th e effec t of the cut width on ave rage
plast icity error in the contour method .

FE Model

Cut W idth (11m)

1

0

2

150

3

300

4
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Figure 5-30 : Variat ion of average error w ith cut w idth size for 650 MPa yi Id stress .
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5.8.

Plan e strain correlations for plasticity-induced errors estimation

As mentioned earlier, the plastic zone size and shape ahead of a crack is affected by the
stress state in the specimen . Th erefore, it is essential to examine the viability of the
deve loped correlations for plane strain cond itions .
An identical procedure to the plane stress case was followed including generation of an
initial stress state, contour method simulation, calculation of average error and
determination of normalised average plastic zone parameters . The 'top hat' residual
stress profil e was chosen for this w ork using the fourteen FE models shown in Table 5-1.
The plane stra in condition wa s defined by simply meshing the models using plane strain
elements .
Figure 5-31 and Figure 5-32 illust rate the plane strain plasticity correlations. It can be
noticed that the plasticity-induced errors in the present case are very low. Only the errors
obta ined from the four highest yiel d stress values (i. e. 400, 425, 450 and 475 MPa) are
above 5% RMS error. A compa rison of t hese results w ith those for plane stress is provided
in the next section .
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5.9.

Comparison of plane strain and plane stress correlations

Figure 5-33 and Figure 5-34 compare the plane stress and plane strain average error
distributions as function of the normalised average plastic zone size (PZS) and depth
(PZD), respectively .
The results for the two stress states in Figure 5-33 correlate very well with each other. A
better interpretation can be made by plotting separately the normalised average plastic
zone size and average error as a function of the material yield stress as shown in Figure 535 and Figure 5-36, respectively.
For a selected yield stress value, the normalised average plastic zone size in the plane
stress condition is approxima tely three times that of the normalised average plastic zone
size in the plane strain condition. A similar feature is observed for the average error
distribution as a function of the material yield stress (Figure 5-36), although it is less
pronounced for lower values of error.
This first comparison of the plane stress and plane strain results demonstrates that the
average stress error scales approximately linearly with the normalised average plastic
zone size, either in plane stress or plane strain conditions . Therefore, the plane stress
average error distribution as a function of the normalised plastic zone size can be well
applied to plane strain conditions.
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In contrast, a divergence is observed between the plane stress and the plane strain
average error variations with normalised average plastic zone depth (Figure 5-34). For a
selected average error, the normalised average plastic zone depth is larger for the plane
strain condition. This seems to contradict the purely elastic, small-scale yielding
expressions [5] which indicate that, for the same loading, the plane strain plastic zone
shape is smaller overall than the plane stress plastic zone shape (see Figure 2-30).
Similar FE results from the open literature, shown in Figure 5-37 and Figure 5-38, exhibit
the same divergence from the purely elastic analytical solutions [5]. This has also been
illustrated in the book of Unger [6] where it is reported that the FE plane stress plastic
zone shape is approximately the same as the Dugdale's plastic zone shape and behaves
similarly to the purely elastic plane stress plastic zone shape (Figure 2-30) . It must be
noted that both Dugdale and Irwin approaches for characterising the plastic zone size
take into account the plastic correction and are approximately the same.
Unger also states that the approximated analytical expressions reflect a refinement of the
element scheme [6]. To investigate this, the edge crack configuration shown in Figure 5-1
was simulated in both plane stress and plane strain conditions with two meshes at the
crack vicinity of different refinement (0.05 and 0.025 mm). The simulations were
conducted for a sharp crack using the same material behaviour and properties as in
section 5-1.
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Figure 5-37: Crack tip normalised plastic zone shape in a plane stress condition for an
elastic-perfectly plastic material [9].
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As shown in Figure 5-39 no significant difference is observed between the re sults from
different mesh refinements for a plane strain state (Figure 5-39-b and Figure 5-39-d) and
a plane stress condition (Figure 5-39-a and Figure 5-39-c) . But a larger plastic zone depth

(-2 .6 mm) was found in the plane stra in condition compared with the plane stress state
(-0.7 mm), wh ich confirms the above results of the open literature .
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(b) Plane stra in
0.05 mm mesh size

(c) Plane stress
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(d) Plane strain
0.025 mm mesh size
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Figure 5-39 : Comparison of plane stress and plane strain crack tip plastic zones for two
different mesh sizes at the crack tip.
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5.10. How to determine the predominant stress state?
In continuum mechanics, plane stress usually occurs in thin plates while plane strain
conditions are encountered in thick components. It must be noted that this rule for
determining the stress state within components may not always be accurate, and it is also
not specified in the open literature how thin or thick the test component should be to
assume plane stress or plane strain.
In fracture mechanics, to conduct valid fracture toughness test, the test specimen must
behave elastically in a global sense [5,11]' and this is an indication that the stress state
ahead of the crack is under plane strain conditions [5,11].
According to the ASTM standard E1820 [5,11], plane strain conditions ahead of the crack
requires that [5,11] :

Eq.5-3

where T is the specimen thickness, K/ is the stress intensity factor and

(Jo

is the material

yield stress. Note that for the contour method, the predominant stress state throughout
the entire cut path is determined by comparing the average of the results obtained from
different cut increments to the specimen thickness. When the test specimen thickness is
lower than the right hand term of Equation 5-3, then plane stress conditions
predominate.
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5.11. Threshold plastic zone size
To design an optimum cutting/restraining strategy for contour method residual stress
measurements, a threshold plastic zone size above which significant amount of errors
associated with plasticity are introduced in the results is required.
As discussed earlier in section 5-6, the plasticity-induced errors can be considered
negligible when the RMS average error is less than 5%. Therefore, this value is used to
determine the threshold plastic zone size for plasticity-induced errors mitigation in
contour method.
From Figure 5-33 of the correlations, a normalised threshold plastic zone size of "'0.05 is
obtained for both plane stress and plane strain conditions.
The determined threshold plastic zone size is utilised in Chapter 7 to optimise the
cutting/restraining conditions for residual stress measurement in a three-pass slot weld
specimen.

5.12. Discussion
A total of 49 contour method simulations in plane stress and plane strain conditions were
conducted to develop correlations for plasticity-induced stress errors estimation in
residual stress measurements made with the contour method.
The finite element simulations reported in this chapter and used to develop the contour
method plasticity error correlations have assumed elastic-perfectly plastic material
properties. Material that hardens after first yield, for example austenitic stainless steel,
will restrict the extent of plasticity during cutting and this will reduce errors in contour
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measurements. Furthermore, it has been shown in section 5-7, how the finite cut width
associated with the wire EDM process also helps to reduce errors introduced by plasticity.
Occurrence of plasticity in a plane stress state is more severe than for plane strain
conditions. For a same yield stress value and cutting/restraining conditions, the plasticityinduced stress errors in plane stress conditions were found to be approximately three
times greater than those in plane strain. Since the plane stress and plane strain plastic
zone size vary in the same manner, it can be concluded that the plasticity-induced stress
error approximately linearly scales with the plastic zone size. Therefore, Figure 5-26 can
be used to estimate the plasticity-induced error for both plane stress and plane strain
conditions.
Regarding the plastic zone depth, for a selected yield stress and cutting/restraining
conditions; the plastic zone depth was found to be larger in plane strain state, although
the average plasticity-induced errors were lower compared to plane stress conditions.
This indicates that the plastic zone size has more effect in introducing the plasticityinduced stress errors.
As discussed in section 5-9, the plane stress plastic zone results presented here correlate
with those obtained using analytical solutions. In contrast, the numerical results of the
plane strain plastic zone depth seem to contradict the purely elastic, small-scale yielding
expressions [5]. This can be further investigated in future. However, as mentioned earlier,
when a plane strain stress state is encountered ahead of the crack/cut, the effect of
plasticity is much lower in plane strain conditions compared to a plane stress state. This
can be noticed from the developed plane stress (Figure 5-26) and plane strain correlations
(Figure 5-31). For the plane strain case, only the results obtained from the FE analyses
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with the four highest yield stress value (400, 425, 450 and 475 MPa) are above 5% RMS
error.

5.13. How to use the correlations?
Estimation of plasticity-induced errors using the correlations consists of the following
steps:
./ Step 1: Get the initial stress distribution, for example from predictions or using other

residual stress measurements data (slitting, neutron diffraction ... ).
./ Step 2: Determine the corresponding residual stress intensity factor distribution for a

designed cutting and restraining configuration.
Step 3: Investigate the predominant stress state at the cut/crack tip by applying

Equation 5-4.

Thickness 2 2.5 • [

where
stress.

K:

~(

::r]

is the stress intensity factor at the cut increment i,

Eq.5-4

(fo

is the material yield

If the thickness requirement is satisfied, plane strain conditions prevail,

otherwise assume plane stress conditions .
./ Step 4: Calculate the normalised average plastic zone size for plane stress or plane

strain conditions using the SIF data, the material yield stress and the sample
dimensions and by applying Equation 5-5.

PZS Norm =

1
JLJ
I (Ki)2
_I

P" LJ

I

ao

Eq.5-5
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where p= 1 for plane stress and p=3 for plane strain condition, L is the length of cut, 1
is the thickness over which the residual stress data (used to calculate the SIF) are
averaged.
For example, when residual stress measurements obtained from the slitting method
are used for calculating the SIF distribution, t is equal to the sample's thickness. That is
because the slitting method measures residual stresses averaged over the entire
specimen thickness. In the case of neutron diffraction results, the side of the gauge
area over which the results are averaged, is used (see Chapter 6 and Chapter 7).
When analytical or FE line profile results are employed to calculate the SIF data, a unit
distance (t=1) is assumed for normalisation. For a more generalised case, which is also
the worst case for assessing plasticity effect, a unit distance (1=1) can be assumed in
the normalisation. However, for the validation process (Chapter 6 and Chapter 7), the
correct value of t is utilised.
~ Step 5: Estimate the average stress error from Figure 5-26 and corresponding

normalised plastic zone depth using Figure 5-27 for plane stress state and Figure 5-32
for plane strain conditions.
~ Step

6: To take into account the cut width effect, measure and normalise the removed

wire EDM cut width (see Equation 5-6). Subtract the obtained value from the
estimated normalised plastic zone depth of step 5.

.
Cut Width Norm
-

=2 x

~Cut

Width

r;;u;:

v~WJ

Eq.5-6

where 1I2W is the distance from the cut path to the clamp, t is the distance over
which the residual stress data (used for the normalising the PZS) are averaged.
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./ Step 7: Re-estimate the average stress error from Figure 5-27 (plane stress state) and

Figure 5-32 (plane strain state) of the correlations using the corrected normalised
average plastic zone depth of step 6.

5.14. Conclusions
The following conclusions are made on the work carried out in this chapter:
1. The size and shape of the plastic zone ahead of a contour cut is not affected by how
the cut is idealised (Le. the width and crack tip shape) in the finite element model.
However, a better shape is obtained with a model having a fine mesh in the crack
vicinity.
2. Correlations for estimating plasticity-induced errors in the contour method
measurements for both plane stress and plane strain conditions have been developed
based on elastic-perfectly plastic material behaviour (Le. no strain hardening) with
symmetric contour cut restraining conditions.
3. It was found that the plasticity-induced errors for plane strain conditions are lower
compared to plane stress.
4. The normalised average PZS (rather than the normalised average PZO) was found to
be the most important parameter determining the introduction of plasticity-induced
stress errors.
5. The effect of a finite cut width helps to reduce the lateral extent of the plastic wake
and hence will help reduce plasticity-induced errors in contour measurements.
6. A normalised threshold plastic zone size from which plasticity starts to become
significant is proposed for plasticity-induced errors mitigation in the contour method.
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Chapter
6:
Experimental
validation
of
correlations for
plasticity-induced
errors
estimation in the contour method
Correlations for estimating plasticity-induced errors in residual stress measurements
made with the contour method have been developed in Chapter 4. However, for
confidence in their accuracy and application, experimental validation is required. The
purpose of the present chapter is to report the detailed experimental work performed
and results obtained which demonstrate that appropriate correlations have been
developed.
As cutting plastic strains developed in plane stress conditions are of more concern than
those in plane strain (see Chapter 5), the experimental validation is mainly carried out
with test specimens having dimensions such that an approximate plane stress state
prevails. A series of test specimens is designed with different residual stress distributions
introduced by using different patterns of laser line welds. Neutron diffraction and the
contour method are applied to quantify the residual stress distribution along the
plane/line of interest in each test specimen. The differences between the measured
stresses are then assessed and used to validate the plasticity-induced error correlations.

6.1.

Test specimens design

The test specimens design was conducted in different steps including material
characterisation, geometry selection, laser welding layout optimisation and residual
stress and strain prediction by the finite element method. The test specimens were
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designed to approach the assumptions made during the correlations development that is
plane stress conditions and elastic-perfectly plastic material stress-strain properties.

6.1.1. Material
As the correlations for plasticity-induced errors estimation were developed assuming
elastic-perfectly plastic material properties, a material with properties representing this
idealised case was chosen. Bright steels are amongst the few materials having
approximately elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour. Therefore, this type of material is used
for all the test specimens. The bright steel chosen is designated in British Standard BS
970:1991 as 080A15. The chemical composition of the material, shown in Table 6-1, was
supplied by ACENTA [1].
The as-received plates (500 x 200 x 6) mm 3 were cut into two halves of (250 x 200 x 6)
mm 3 • Specimens for tensile testing and Young's modulus measurement were extracted
from one of the cut plates. All the cutting processes were achieved by wire EDM. On
completion of these preliminary cuts, the plates and specimens for the material's
mechanical properties characterisation (yield stress and Young's modulus) were placed in
a furnace and heated up to 600°C for a stress relief heat treatment. This heating
temperature was maintained for about 10 hours in order to obtain a uniform
temperature distribution through all the specimens, and then air-cooled down to ambient
temperature.

Table 6-1: Chemical compositions ofthe 080A15 steel in wt.%.

c

Si

Mn

p

S

0.16

0.22

0.75

0.016

0.029
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Mechanical properties
To assess the mechanical properties of the plates, tensile testing was carried out using an
Instron 5969 Universal machine equipped with a 50 kN load cell. Friction grips were used
to hold the sample during the test. The test specimen was cut in size according to ASTM
E8/E8M-11 Standard [2] (see Figure 6-1). Figure 6-2 shows the measured engineering
stress-strain curves for the three samples tested. It can be observed that the results
obtained from samples 2 and 3 are more consistent with each other compared to the
results from sample 1. This might be related to material inhomogeneity as the three
samples were extracted from different locations of the plate. The material yield stress
was determined by taking the stress value corresponding to the 0.2% plastic strain for the
different curves and Young's modulus derived using the classical approach (i.e. by taking
the slope of the elastic region). The average value of the yield stress and Young's modulus
from the three curves was 550 MPa and 211 GPa, respectively. The yield stress obtained
is found to be in the range of drawn bright steel yield stress [3].

To increase the level of confidence in the elastic properties, Young's modulus was
measured using a different technique developed by IMCE [4]. The equipment shown in
Figure 6-3 determines the flexural vibration frequency from which Young's modulus can
be calculated using the mass and dimensions of the test sample, here a block of
dimensions (50.010x9.995x6.316) mm

3

•

The experimental procedure consists of

mechanically hand tapping the block using a small flexible hammer. The hand tap causes
flexural vibrations of the beam which are detected by a USB-microphone. The frequency
signal is analysed using software.
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For a series of three tests with a 0.3 Poisson's ratio assumed, consistent values of Young's
modulus were obtained (210.5, 210.48, 210.57 GPa) . The average of these three
measurements,

~21 0 . 5

GPa, is used in the validation studies presented in this Chapter.

100mm
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l
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·1\1.
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~I
30mm
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Figure 6-1 : Schematic of the flat tensile test specimen used for tensile testing . The

specimen gauge section was (6x6) mm 2•
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Figure 6-2: Tensile test engineering stress -strain curves for the 080A15 material after heat

treatment. The average yield stress, from the three measurements, was 550 MPa and the
average Young's modulus 211 GPa.
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Figure 6-3: Photograph of the equipment used for Young's modulus measurement [4] .

6.1.2. Introduction to laser welding
L.A.S.E.R. (L ight Ampl ification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) welding [5-7] is a non-

contact w eld ing process for joining materials. The process consists of generating a sharp
and focused beam of high intensity light (i.e. energy) that melts a very small area of the
material at a very high rate.
Two different types of laser sources are mainly used in laser welding: CO 2 (Carbon
dioxide) and Nd :YAG (Neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet) [8]. The C02 laser
can be applied to almost any type of material while the Nd:YAG lasers work only for a
lim ited number of materials [9]. The most important parameters which can be controlled
during laser welding are the laser travelling speed (welding speed), the spot size and the
power density [6,7,10] . Figure 6-4 shows a schematic representation of the laser welding
process.
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Figure 6-4: Schematic representat ion of the laser welding process [11].

There are different laser welding modes including the keyhole and conduction modes [7] .
The former regime can be obtained when welding is conducted with high power density,
giving a high penetration, while the latter one is obtained with a low power density. The
advantages of the keyhole mode remain in its deep penetration and relatively small heat
affected zone. However, the keyhole mode welding can sometimes lead to several types
of weld defect such as porosity and spatter [12-16]. The conduction mode enables a high
flexib ility and control over its heat input [6] . Contrary to the keyhole mode, no porosity,
cracking or spatter issues accompany the process .

The two main disadvantages

attributed to the conduction mode are the small penetration depth of the weld and the
coupling efficiency of the process [12].
Since for the present project control of the heat affected zone and associated welding
plastic strains is of high important, the keyhole welding mode is selected .
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6.1.3. Residual stress prediction by the finite element method
Test specimens we re carefully designed by undertaking two-dimensional non-linear finite
element analys is within ABAQUS [17] simulating the introduction of different patterns of
laser welds and examining the plastic strain and residual stress fields produced.
The first criterion for designing the test specimens is the requirement to control the
amount of plastic strains induced by the relaxation of residual stresses during the contour
cutting process . Three different levels of cutting plastic strains induced by the release of
different magnitudes of compressive residual stresses have been studied: high, moderate
and negligible. The validation process has also examined cutting plastic strains induced
by the relaxation of tensile residual stresses in more complex laser welded test
specimens.
To avoid mixing any plastic strains introduced by manufacture of the test plates (i.e. laser
line heating ) and the contour method cutting process, a second design criterion was
imposed, that is cutting plasticity must develop in parent material plastically unaffected
by the laser welding . This condition is also desirable for reliable measurement of residual
stresses by neutron diffraction .
To ensure that the induced residual stress fields in the test specimens met the two
criteria defined above, a series of finite element simulations were undertaken. These
included thermal analysis, stress analysis and contour method cutting simulation for
checking t he resulting level of plasticity.
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Thermal analysis
The thermal analysis consists of simulating the heat transfer in the plates heating during
laser welding and subsequent cool down. The transient heat transfer mode was used for
the simulations [17]. To achieve the heat transfer simulation, the material's physicalthermal properties such as thermal conductivity, specific heat, latent heat, linear thermal
expansion coefficient, latent heat and density are required.
To obtain more reliable results, temperature dependency is taken into account for the
thermal conductivity, specific heat and the linear thermal expansion coefficient. In the
open literature the exact values for bright steel (OSOA1S) physical-thermal properties with
temperature dependency are not easily accessible. Therefore, general physical-thermal
properties of a carbon steel from the open literature from the MPC database developed
for ASME Div "_Rewrite [IS] have been assumed (Table 6-2).
As stated earlier, the validation process is conducted with test specimens having different
expected levels of cutting plastic strains induced by the relaxation of compressive and
tensile residual stresses. To achieve this, test specimens with different welding
configurations were analysed. Four different welding configurations were finally retained
for the present project: three plates with parallel heating zones (Figure 6-S-a) and one
with inclined heating zones (Figure 6-S-b). The plates with parallel heating zones are used
for the validation process where the cutting plastic strains are induced by the release of
compressive residual stresses while the plate with inclined heating zones is used for the
validation process where cutting plastic strains are induced by the release of tensile
residual stresses.
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The three plates with parallel heating zones were only different by the distance y
between the two heating zones, which is 38 mm, 54 mm and 100 mm for plate_O, plate_1
and plate_2, respectively. The distance y between the two parallel heating zones controls
the magnitude of residual stresses and the amount of cutting plastic strains to be induced
by the release of the corresponding residual stresses. The smaller the y-value is, the
higher are the magnitude of residual stresses and cutting plastic strains. The length of the
heating zones introduced by laser welding was 100 mm for the plates with parallel
heating zones and 96 mm for the plate with inclined heating zones. A 1 mm heating spot
was assumed for all the plates. Because of the symmetric plane along the measurement
line, only one half of each plate design was simulated. Symmetry boundary conditions
were defined along the measurement line and about the y-axis.
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Table 6-2: Physical properties assumed for the laser heating thermal analysis .

Temperature (0C)

Conductivity (W
/mm .K)

Specific Heat
(J/Kg .K)

Expansion
coefficient (/K)

Young's Modulus
(MPa)

20

0.0586

460

l.18E -00S

21OS00

100

0.058

480

3.7sE -00s

200

0.052

500

3.9E -00s

300

0.049

550

4 .1E-00s

400

0.0435

635

4.25sE -005

500

0.04

710

4.3sE -00S

600

0.035

790

4.4SE-00s

700

0.03

880

4.6sE -00s

800

0.026

990

4 .8E-00S

900

0.021

1050

sE -005

1000

0.018

1140

5.2E-005

1100

0.015

1200

5.4E-00s

1200

0.01

1300

5.5E-005

1300

0.008

1400

s.6sE-00s

1400

0.004

1500

5.8E-00s

1500

0.0015

460

S.9SE -005

2105

Note:
./ Constant density was assumed: 7.85 x

10,06

Kg.mm '3

./ Poisson'sratio : 0.3

./ Latent heat of fusion: 300 KJ/Kg, absorbed/released between 1475 °C and 1500°C.
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Figure 6-5: Schematic representation of the plates showing the heating zones and the
measurement line. Three plates with two parallel heating zones (a) and one with four
inclined heating zones (b) are simulated. The plates' thickness is 6 mm. All dimensions are
inmm.

The plates were meshed with second order heat transfer elements (DC2D8) . A global
mesh size of 2 mm was chosen with finer mesh elements in the vicinity of the heating
zones. The mesh grid is coarsened towards the plate centre and free edges giving a total
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of 6300 elements. Figure 6-6 shows the FE mesh for plate_O where the two parallel
heating zones were 38 mm apart . The laser heating was simulated by simply setting the
entire length and width (1 mm) of each heating zone (Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6) to the
melting temperature of the bright steel, assumed to be 1500

Dc.

The heated zones were

then air cooled down by free-convection heat losses to room temperature (20 DC) . A free
convection coefficient of 7.9 W/m 2K for mild steel in air was assumed [19] . Figure 6-7
illustrates the temperature distribution for different stages of the cooling process.

ClJ
C

....c
ClJ

E
ClJ
~

:::J
Vl

ro

ClJ

2

Figure 6-6: Illustration of the mesh used for the thermal analysis for plate_O. The vicinity
of the heating regions is meshed with finer elements. The mesh size is coarsened towards
the plate centre and free edges parallel to the heating zones. Only one half of the plate
was simulated.
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t=Os

t=2s

t = 15 s

Figure 6-7: Temperature distribution for different cooling stages for the plate_O. Step (a)

shows the heating regions molten . Only one half of the plate was simulated. Temperature
units are in 0c.

Mechanical analysis
Once the thermal analys is is completed, the temperature distribution history of the
different plates was mapped into new FE models to generate the evolution of residual
stress distribution due to the laser heating process. The models used in the thermal and
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stress analysis were only different by the mesh type used (here plane stress mesh
elements, CPS8R) and the material properties defined. Mechanical properties such as
Young's modulus, Poisson' ratio and elastic-plastic stress-strain data were required in the
stress analysis. Young's modulus and yield stress temperature dependency data for mild
steel were assumed for the material used. The data were determined from the paper
published by Chen et 01. [20] .
As mentioned previously, residual stresses in the different plates were generated
according two criteria : avoidance of laser heating plastic strains in the vicinity of the
measurement line and generation of different levels of plastic strains during the contour
cutting process . To verify the level of plasticity introduced by a contour measurement it
was assumed that the cutting process would be conducted in practice using 'finger'
clamping which could be represented by minimum restraint in the FE modelling. The
EDM cutting process was simulated as an incremental sharp cut by releasing the
symmetry boundary conditions . The finite w idth of a real EDM cut was neglected.
Figure 6-8 illustrates the map of predicted plastic strains induced by both the laser
heating and contour cutting processes . It can be observed that higher cutting plastic
strains are predicted with the more closely spaced heating zones. Since the induced
cutting plastic strains are dependent on the stress magnitude, the predicted residual
stress magnitude for the plates with parallel heating zones are expected to vary similarly.
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Figure 6-8: Illustration of the predicted plastic strains induced (grey regions) by the laser
heating process (a) and with the additional plastic strains introduced by the cutting
process (b) for the different plates simulated.

Maps of the predicted residual stresses normal to the measurement line (i.e. the
transverse component of residual stresses) are shown in Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 for
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the plate with inclined heating zones and the plates with parallel heating zones,
respectively . The transverse component of residual stresses is of interest here, because
the standard contour method can only measure the stresses normal to the cut faces .

Tensile residual stresses are obtained around the heating zones balanced by some
compressive stresses adjacent to the ends of the heating zones. In the plates with parallel
heating zones the magnitude of the stresses along the measurement line decreases when
the distance between the heating zones is increased.

S, S22
(Avg: 75%)
+6.000e+02
+S.OOOe+02
+4.000e+02
+3.000e+02
+2.000e+02
+1.OOOe+02
+O.OOOe+OO
-1.OOOe+02
-2.000e+02
-3.000e+02
-4.000e+02
-5.000e+02
-6.000e+02

2

.L.
Figure 6-9: Illustration of the predicted map of transverse residual stress in the plates

with inclined heating zones . The heating zones (in grey) are also shown . Stress units are in

MPa.
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-4 .04 2 e+02
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-4.752e+02

Figure 6-10: Illustration of the predicted maps of transverse residual stress in th e three

designs of plates with parallel heating zones. The heating zones (in grey) are also shown.
Stress units are in MPa .
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To ensure that the results are not mesh sensitive two additional simulations were
conducted with different mesh size of 3 and 1 mm; giving a total of 4150 and 12500
respectively. Only the model of plate_O was analysed . Figure 11 shows that the effect of
mesh size on the resu Its is negligible.
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Figure 6-11: Comparison of the transverse residual stress distribution along the
measurement line for three different mesh sizes in plate_D.

Figure 6-12 plots the transverse residual stresses distribution along the measurement for
the different plates simulated . Since the length of the heating zones for the plate_O,
plate_1 and plate_2 is identical (100 mm), the extent of the tensile and compressive
regions is exactly the same. As intended the trend of the transverse residual stress profile
obtained in plate_3 (with inclined heating zone) is approximately the opposite of those
generated in the plates with parallel heating zones, although the magnitudes change.
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Each of the stress profiles shown in Figure 6-12 induces different levels of cutting plastic
strains along the measurement line (Figure 6-13). The highest value of cutting plastic
strain (~ 2.77 %) is induced by the release of compressive residual stresses in plate_O at
68 mm cut length whereas the highest cutting plastic strain (~ 0.44 %) induced by the
release of tensile stresses is generated in plate_3 at 73 mm cut length.
Furthermore, it can be noticed that although the magnitudes of the tensile residual
stresses in plate_O are higher compared to those in plate_3, the peak value of the
corresponding cutting plastic strains in the two plates is of the same order (~0 . 4 %) . This is
because the degree of plasticity introduced is a function of the stress profile along the cut
faces and not just the peak stress magnitude.
The plastic strains induced into plate_2 can be considered negligible since the peak plastic
strain (~0.07 %) is less than 0.2 % plastic strain that is the non-linearity threshold usually
used to determine the material yield stress. Therefore, application of the contour method
to plate_2 is expected to produce measured residual stress results that are not affected
by plasticity error.
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Figure 6-12: Comparison of the predicted transverse (i.e. perpendicular to the welding
direction) component of residual stresses along the measurement line in the different
laser welded plates .
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6.1.4. Manufacture of laser welded plates
A set of laser welded plates were made based on the finite element results. The laser
heating process was conducted for the author at the Welding Engineering and laser
Processing Centre at Cranfield University.
The different heating modes and parameters of the laser welding process have been
described earlier in this chapter. Since the heat affected zone and associated plastically
strained region generated in conduction mode is usually greater compared to keyhole
mode, this latter regime was applied to create the required heated zones .
A C02 fibre laser source of type IPG YlR-8000 CW with a maximum power of 8 kW was
used. However, only 3kW power was applied for the present work. The optical
arrangement was made in a way to produce a 1 mm diameter welding spot for all the
plates. The laser beam travelling speed was about O.5m/min. Once the heating process
was completed, the plates were free air-cooled down to ambient temperature. Figure 614 and Figure 6-15 show the picture of one the plates with parallel heating zones
(plate_O, y = 38 mm) and the plate with inclined heating zones (plate_3), respectively.
Fairly uniform laser heating zones were obtained with all four plates, although a close -up
view on the back face of plate_O shows a slight non-uniformity in the width of the bottom
of the heated zone ( See Figure 6-14-b) which may have affected residual stress field
introduced.
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Figure 6-14: Photo showing the front face (a) and back face (b) of one of the plates with

parallel heated zones (plate_O, y

=38 mm).
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Figure 6-15: Photo showing the front face (a) and back face (b) of the plate with inclined

heated zones (plate_3).
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6.2.

Residual stress measurement

On completion of the test specimens design and manufacture, residu al stress
measurement by neutron diffraction and contour method was undertaken for each of th e
plates.
First, neutron diffraction, a non-destructive technique, was used to det erm ine th e
orthogonal (i.e. longitudinal, transverse and normal) components of resi du al stresses
along the measurement line at the plates' mid -thickness. Following neutron diffraction
measurements, the contour method was applied to determine the transverse compon ent
of the residual stresses on the cut plane along the same measurement line of ea ch plate.

6.2.1. Residual stress measurement by neutron diffraction
The neutron diffraction residual stress measurements were performed at t wo different
facilities: the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO), Au stralia
and the ISIS facility of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK. The res idual stress
distributions in plate_l and plate_2 were measured at the ANSTO facility and th e resi du al
stress distributions in the remaining two plates (plate_O and plate_3) were qu ant ified at
ISIS.

Plate_l and plate_2 residual stress measurement
The res idual stra in measurements in plate_l and plate_2 for the three orthogonal (i.e.
longitudinal, transverse and normal) components were carried out on the Kowari strai n
scanner instrument at ANSTO by PhD student Sanjooram Paddea with close support from
the author. At this facility, the neutrons are produced by fission from the OPAL nucl ear
reactor.
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Prior to the experiment, stainless steel spheres (providing reference fiducial points) were
attached to each plate around the measurement line and a model of the sample was
created by laser scanning. The fiducial points act as reference locations on the sample
that can be seen when the sample is in position on the instrument. The SSCANSS (Strain
SCANning Simulation Software) [21J together with a laser touch probe was used for the
plates' alignment; giving a measurement positioning accuracy of ~50 ~m.
The lattice parameter was measured in three orthogonal directions at 45 pOints along the
measurement line located at the mid-thickness of each plate. A spacing of 5 mm was
chosen between the measurement points giving a total measurement length of 225 mm.
Due to the sample clamping arrangement; the remaining 25 mm length of plate was not
accessible for measurement. Stress profile data for this region were inferred by assuming
symmetry conditions about the plate mid-length. The first measurement point was
located at 5 mm from one of the plate free edges (width) perpendicular to the
measurement line.
The

{211} diffraction plane was selected for the measurements as this is relatively

insensitive to the inter-granular strains in ferritic materials such bright steel grade 080A15
[22J.
The gauge volume (2 x 2 x 2 mm 3) for all the measurements was obtained by controlling,
through slits, the incoming beam. Since the predicted stresses close to the plates' edges
are negligible (See Figure 6-12 for the transverse stress component) and as no variation in
the chemical composition along the measurement line was expected; far field orientation
dependent lattice parameters (i.e. in transverse, longitudinal and normal directions) were
used as reference measurements (i.e. stress free lattice parameter). A single peak fitting
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was applied using the in-house software to determine the lattice parameters. The
corresponding elastic strain is calculated using the Equation 2-6 in Chapter 2 (see below).

where 8xx is the strain in the xx direction, dxx is the measured lattice parameter and doxx
is the unstrained lattice parameter.
Finally the orthogonal components of residual stresses were calculated using the Hooke's
law for isotropic material (Equation 2-7 in literature review Chapter).
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where fIxx is the relevant stress direction (longitudinal, normal, transverse) and E {223.3
GPa} and v (O.276) are the lattice plane specific Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio,
respectively. These were calculated using open source DECcaic software [23] by applying
the Kroner model [24]. The single crystal elastic constants

Cij

were obtained from work

published by Adams et al. [25].

Plate_O and plate_3 residual stress measurement
Residual stress measurements for the longitudinal, transverse and normal components in
the remaining two plates (plate_O and plate_3) were conducted by the author on the
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ENGIN-X beam-line at ISIS. In contrast to the previous neutron diffraction facilities used to
support this thesis (NRC/CNBC, Canada and ANSTO, Australia), pulsed neutron beams
with spectrum of wavelengths produced by a spallation process are used at ISIS. Hence,
the time of flight (TOF) approach [22] is applied to calculate the lattice parameters.
The plates were carefully aligned using theodolites. To be consistent with the previous
diffraction measurement carried out at ANSTO on plate_1 and plate_2, the same gauge
volume (2 x 2 x 2) mm 3 and measurement points (45 points) with 5 mm interval were
used for the present experiment. Furthermore, the far field orientation dependent lattice
parameters (i.e. in transverse, longitudinal and normal directions) were used as a
reference measurement (i.e. stress free lattice parameter). The Rietvield technique [26],
using the in-house software (OpenGenie), was applied to fit an average lattice parameter
to all the measured diffraction peaks.
The three orthogonal components of residual stresses in the plates were calculated using
the same equations applied for the previous neutron diffraction (Eq. 2-6 and Eq. 2-7 for
strain and stress calculation, respectively). In this case bulk elastic constants of 210.5 GPa
and 0.3 for Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively were used.

Results
The orthogonal components of residual stresses along the measurement line for plate_O,
plate_1, and plate_2 are plotted in Figure 6-16, Figure 6-17 and Figure 6-18, respectively.
As intended the distribution of the transverse component of residual stresses for the
three plates with parallel heating zones shows a similar profile to the 'top hat' stress
distribution used for the correlations development. For plate_O, the tensile region of the
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transverse residual stresses is seen to increase with distance. From the picture of plate_O
in Figure 6-14-b, it can be seen that the width of one the two heating zones increases
from the plate's left to its right side. This is probably associated with the direction of laser
heating and that the steady state conditions were not reached during the welding
process. Indeed an increase in tensile stress has been observed in predictions and
measurements of residual stress in a single weld bead on plate benchmark sample [27].
The peak value of the transverse residual stresses in plate_l (190 MPa) is approximately
two-thirds of that observed in plate_O (300 MPa), and plate_2 (100 MPa) is about onethird of plate_D. Maximum values of compressive stress of -270 MPa, -160 MPa and -70
MPa were found in plate_O, plate_1 and plate_2, respectively.
The longitudinal and normal components of residual stress in the three plates generally
exhibit low magnitudes compared with the transverse stress component. The low
magnitude of the normal stress component validates the plane stress conditions assumed
during the plates design.
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Figure 6-16: Variation in orthogonal components of residual stress measured by neutron
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Figure 6-18: Variation in orthogonal components of residual stress measured by neutron
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Figure 6-19 shows how the transverse, longitudinal and normal components of residual
stresses vary along the measurement line in plate_3 (i.e. the plate with the inclined
heating zones) . The trend of the transverse residual stresses is approximately the
opposite of the distribution of the transverse stress component measured in the plate_1
(See Figure 6-17). A maximum stress value of +/-160 MPa was measured for the
tens ile/compressive stresses.

The profile of the longitudinal component of re sidual

stresses exhibits a profile similar to a 'w-shape'. Only compressive stresses were
measured fo r th is stress component, with a maximum value of -300 MPa at 70 mm . The
norm al component of residual stress has negligible magnitude compared to the othe r
components (between -40 MPa to 10 MPa), which confirms the plane stress conditions
assumed.
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Figure 6-19: Variation in orthogonal components of residual stress measured by neutron

diffraction along the measurement line at the mid-thickness of plate_3.

6.2.2. Residual stress measurement by the cont our method
The transverse component of the residual stresses distribution in the four plates was
measured using the contour method in order to access the influence of cutting plasticity
and validate the correlations developed in Chapter 5. The theory and the technical
aspects of the contour method have been covered in the literature review chapter
(Chapter 2) and an application example (CT blank specimen) presented in Chapter 3.
Therefore, only brief description will be given here about the experimental procedure and
data analysis for the contour method .

Experimental procedure
The experimental procedure involves preparation of test component, cutting it and then
measuring the normal deformation 'contour' of the cut surfaces.
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Preparation of each plate involved attaching sacrificial layers to the start and end of the
cut and also the top and bottom surfaces of each plate. The purpose of using sacrificial
layers is to mitigate/avoid wire entry/exit effects and cut start/end artefacts [28,29] . Wire
entry/exit effects are more concerning here since the measured contour results for a thin
cross-section (the plates' thickness is 6 mm) can be strongly altered by edge effects.
Sacrificial EN3B steel layers, 6mm thick were attached on the wire entry/exit and th e cut
start/end regions of each of the different plates using an electrically conductive epoxy adhesive of type Elecolit. A schematic of one of the plates with sacrificial layers attached
is shown in Figure 6-20.
Once the sacrificial layers were attached, each of the different plates was symmetrically
finger clamped in the Agie Charmilles FI 440 CCS wire EDM workspace for the cutting
process. A thin wire of 0.15 mm diameter with 'skim' cut setting parameters was used to
conduct the plates' cutting. The plates were submerged into water in order to help with
flushing away cutting debris. Figure 6-21 shows a photo of one of the plates (plate_3)
with the sacrificial layers and clamped in wire EDM workspace.
Following cutting of the plates, the sacrificial layers were carefully removed prior to
measuring the distortion of the surfaces. A Mitutoyo Crysta Plus 574 CMM equipped with
a 3 mm diameter Renishaw PH10M touch probe was used to measure the deformation of
the cut surfaces . A measurement density of 4 points/mm (i.e. 0.25 mm measurement
spacing) was chosen in both thickness and length directions.
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Cut end sacrificial layer

Wire entry side sacrificial layer

Cut start sacrificial layer

Heated zone
Wire exit side sacrificial layer

Cutting direction

•
Figure 6-20:

Schematic of one the plates with parallel heating zones showing the

sacrificial layers attached .

Figure 6-21: Photo showing plate_3 with sacrificial layers, 'finger' clamped in the wire
EDM workspace.
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Data analysis and residual stress back-calculation
On completion of the contour measurement of the cut surfaces for the different plates, a
conventional spline fitting approach was applied for the data analysis (see Chapter 2) .
This consisted of averaging the data of the two cut surfaces, removing noise and outliers
and fitting a cubic spline to the cleaned data [29-31].
Figure 6-22 shows the averaged deformation data for the four plates . Although some
cutting artefacts occurred during plate_2 cutting, no major cleaning had to be performed
on the averaged data. The cutting artefacts observed in the plate_2 raw data were anti symmetric; therefore, they were predominantly cancelled out by the averaging process.
The shapes of the cut faces' deformation for plate_1, plate_2 and plate_3 are
approximately symmetric about their mid-length plane. This is consistent with the profile
of the corresponding relaxed transverse residual stress measured by neutron diffraction
and predicted by the finite element method. In contrast, the measured profile of plate_O
shows some asymmetry suggesting that there may be significant plasticity effects
affecting the results.
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Figure 6-22: Averaged deformations of the cut faces measured by CMM for the different

laser heated plates.

To back calculate the transverse component of residual stresses, linear FE analysis was
carried out for the different plates. The 3D FE model of half of each plate was generated
based on their corresponding outline measured using the CMM. A non-regular mesh,
which consists of linear hexahedral elements with reduced integration (C3D8R), was used.
The mesh elements in the vicinity of the cut surface were finer and progressively
coarsened towards the free face parallel to the cut surface (See Figure 6-23).
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The material (bright steel) elastic properties (i.e. Young's modulus of 210.5 GPa and
poisson' s ra t io of 0.3) were defined.
Best spl ine fit interpolation functions to the deformation data were derived using the
published criteria of Prime [32], that is a series of finite element simulations for each
plate was performed by applying the opposite of the fitted data to the cut face to
calculate the res idual stresses. An optimum spline fit was chosen corresponding to th e
minimum average stress error calculated for sequentially refined fitting funct ions (knot
spacings) . The average stress error is calculated using based on the standard deviation
approach (see Equation 6-1).

8crv)=

~

...In

~-----------------= 2

t [ ~Icr(i j)-cr(i,j -l~]
1=1

...J2

Eq.6-1

where (J(i,j) is the stress at node i for the smoothing spline solution designated j , j -l refers
to the previous, coarser smoothing-spline solution, n is the number of FE nodes on the cut
surface in the model.
From Figure 6-24 it can be seen that overall 4x4 mm and 7x7 mm knot spacings (in the
thickness and length directions) behave better than the other splines . However line plot
results along the measurement line for plate_O (Figure 5-25) shows that 4x4 knot spacing
over-fits the raw measurements. Therefore, the 7x7 mm knot spacing is used for fitting
the raw measu rements of the four plates.
To provide a more meaningful comparison of measured localised transverse stresses, the
contou r method resu lts are averaged over the gauge volume used for the neutron
diffraction measurements (2 x2x 2) mm

3

.

This consisted of extracting the contour method
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residual stress from an area representative of the neutron diffraction gauge volume on
the cut face and taking an average for that region to produce the final measurement. The
approach was developed and written in a MatLab script by Turski et 01. [33,34]. For a

(2x2x2) mm 3 gauge volume, the contour method results were averaged over an area of

(1 .4xl.4) mm

2

.

Figure 6-23: Illustration of the mesh of the 3D finite element model used for the contour

method stress back-calculation.
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Results
Contour maps of the transverse component of residual stress based on 7x7 mm knot
spacing for the plates with parallel and inclined heating zones are shown in Figure 6-26
and Figure 6-27, respectively.
The contour method stress maps for plate_O and plate_1 exhibit high magnitudes of
compressive stresses towards the end of the first compressive region (when imagining
the cutting starts from left to right) . Similar features were observed for the tensile stress
region in the two plates . Contrary to plate_O and plate_1, fairly uniform tensile stress
region balanced by two compressive stress fields are observed for plate_2. For plate_3
(Figure 6-27), the magnitude of the tensile stresses observed in the left side of the plate is
slightly higher than the right side. The central compressive stress field is fairly uniform.
Figure 6-28, Figure 6-29, Figure 6-30 and Figure 6-31 compare the transverse component
of residual stresses determined by neutron diffraction, the contour method and the finite
element method along the measurement line (located at the plates' mid-thickness) for
the different plates. The contour method results were averaged over an area
representative of the neutron diffraction gauge volume on the cut surface.
The results are superimposed with the predicted cutting plastic strains for a better
explanation of the discrepancies observed between the contour measurements and those
obtained by neutron diffraction and finite element method. For all four plates, a very
good correlation between the neutron diffraction and the FE results is obtained.
The distribution of the transverse residual stresses measured by the contour method in
plate_O shows some differences compared to the neutron diffraction and the FE results.
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The locati ons of the discrepancies' correspond to the regions where a hig h mag nitude of
cutting plastic strains is pred icted by the finite element method analys is.
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Figure 6-31: Comparison of plate_3 transverse component of residual stress determ ined
by neutron diffraction, the contour method and finite element analysis . The predicted
cutting plastic strains from the contour method simulation are also shown .

As expected the results for plate_O are most affected by cutting plastic strains. Three
different types of error are introduced by the cutting plastic strains induced by the
release of residual stresses: an increase of the compressive peak stress to

~

-350 MPa, an

occurrence of a 'hump' just before the tensile stresses start followed a constant increase
of tensile stresses up to a cut length of 140 mm. All three of these features can be clearly
seen in the plate_O results (Figure 6-28) and to a lesser extent in plate_1 (Figure 6-29) .
The cutting plastic strains tend to shift both the compressive and tensile peaks of plate_O
in the direction opposite to that of the cut.
Similar stress profiles to the one measured in plate_O have been observed in previous
residual stress measurement by contour method and were suspected to be caused by
stress redistribution and cutting plastic strains [27,33].
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The errors induced in the contour measurements of plate_1 (see Figure 6-29) are less
severe than for plate_a, although they are still present. This can be explained by the fact
that more moderate cutting plastic strains were predicted owing to the reduced
magnitude residual stress field.
The residual stresses measured by the contour method in plate_2 (see Figure 6-30) are in
a very good agreement with the neutron diffraction and the FE results . This was expected,
as negligible cutting plastic strains were predicted. The slight difference observed in the
compressive stresses at a cut depth of 35 mm, might be caused by the cutting artefacts
already mentioned.
Overall, the residual stresses measured by the contour method in plate_3 are in very
good agreement with neutron diffraction and FE predictions (Figure 6-31). This can be
explained by the fact that low plastic strains were predicted by FE for plate_3.

6.3.

Hardness survey for cutting plastic strains measurement

Hardness can be defined as a measure of materials resistance to plastic deformation. For
work hardening material, the more the material is plastically deformed, the greater the
hardness value is.
To investigate the development of plastic strains during the contour cutting, Vickers
hardness measurements were carried out using a Struers Duramin -A300 hardness tester
on the cut plates. Two extreme cases were examined : that with high levels of predicted
cutting plastic strains (plate_a) and the other with no predicted cutting plastic strains
(plate_2). Because of the limitations of positioning the sample during hardness testing,
(width of the cut sample (100 mm) greater than the available space where the cut sample
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needed to be placed for the hardness test) the measurements were conducted on the
side face of each plate along a line located at 1.S mm below the cut plane.
The distance between the measurement line and the plate edge and the spacing between
the different points (1 mm) were chosen according to the ASTM_E384-11 standard [35].
The first and last measurement points were located at 5 mm from the ends of half-cut
plate giving a total of 240 measurement points. Figure 6-32 shows a schematic sketch of
the cut plate with the measurement points' locations.
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Figure 6-32: Schematic of a cut plate showing the hardness measurement points on the

side face .

Before hardness testing, the surfaces of the two cut plates were carefully prepared . Each
plate was hand-ground using a Struers Transpol-2 mach ine with different grades of silicon
carbide paper (60, 240, 500, 800, 1200 and 2500 grit) . Following grinding, the surfaces
were hand-polished with 6 micron diamond abrasive and Struers red lubricants until
visible grinding marks were removed. On completion of surface preparation, hardness
measurements were conducted using a 5 Kgf indentation load .
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Figure 6-33 and Figure 6-34 show the variation in measured Vickers hardness along the
measurement line for plate_O and plate_2, respectively. A moving average approach with
10 points averaged was used to fit a trend curve to the hardness data . The Figures also
show the corresponding distributions of predicted cutting plastic strains along the
measurement line.
Although there is high level of scatter in hardness results, they do correlate fa irly well
with the FE prediction of plastic strain (see Figure 6-33). It is important to note that the
range of the hardness values across the measurement line is only 15 HVS. This made it
difficult to observe significant changes in hardness across the measurement line .
However, despite these challenges, a moving average of the hardness measurements
(blue line in Figure 6-33) does reveal two fairly distinct peaks broadly centred on the
peaks in predicted cutting plastic strain. Therefore, although this data is clearly not ideal it
does suggest that the predicted cutting plastic strains are reasonable.
From Figure 6-34 it can be seen that the measured hardness results along the line of
interest are fairly constant (~ 195 HV5) for plate_2 . Since no cutting plastic strains were
predicted in this plate, the hardness results can be considered to be in good agreement
with the FE predictions.
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Figure 6-33: Comparison of predicted cutting plastic strains and the distribution of
measured hardness along the measurement line at 1.5 mm from the cut face of plate_D.
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6.4.

Validation of the correlations

The correlations for plasticity-induced errors estimation were validated using two
independent approaches. First, the transverse residual stresses measured by neutron
diffraction for each of the four plates was used as the initial stress state to determine the
normalised average PZS and then this was used to estimate the plasticity-induced errors
from the FE-based correlations. Second, the neutron diffraction results are compared to
contour measurements to determine the average stress error for each plate . Finally, the
average errors obtained from the two approaches are compared for validation.

6.4.1. Estimated average stress error
The average stress error for each plate was estimated using the correlations developed in
Chapter 5. Residual stress intensity factors were calculated using 2D linear finite element
analysis within ABAQUS. The distributions of the transverse component of residual stress
measured by neutron diffraction in the different plates were assumed as initial loading
conditions for this purpose.
As described previously in section 6-1-3, symmetry boundary conditions were defined
along the measurement line allowing one half of each plate to be modelled . The plates
were meshed with first order plane stress elements. A fine mesh was chosen in the
vicinity of the measurement line (0.25 mm) and a coarse mesh was used for the rest of
the model giving a total of 66000 elements. The 'finger' clamping (used during the plates
cutting) was modelled in FE by a free restraint.
As in the previous simulations for determining the stress intensity factor distributions
(section 4-3-2), the wire EDM cut was treated as an incremental sharp crack. For each cut
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portion, the corresponding residual stress field was applied as an internal load and the
resulting cut tip stress intensity factor extracted from the FE model. For a 5 mm cut
increment, the plates cutting process was completed in 50 steps, resulting in 50 stress
intensity factor data.
Figure 6-35 shows the variation in predicted stress intensity factor with cut length for the
four plates. The trends of the residual SIF distributions for the plates with parallel heating
zones (plate_O, plate_l and plate_2) are very similar to each other. The maximum
negative value of the residual SIF for the start end compressive stress region for each of
the three plates occurs at approximately the same cut depth (70 mm). The peak residual
SIF in the tensile stress region occurs at a cut depth of 170 mm for the three plates with
parallel heating zones.
As expected, the residual SIF distribution with cut length for plate_3 is different from the
SIF profiles for the three plates with parallel heating zones. However the peak values of
residual SIF in the compressive and tensile stress regions occur approximately at the same
cut depths, although of opposite sign.
In the next step, the residual SIF data for the different plates are used to investigate the
predominant stress state in the four laser heated plates. Although the four plates were
designed to approach plane stress conditions, the inequality (Equation 5-4) in section 513 indicates that plane strain conditions prevail in the plate_2 (plate with low magnitude
of residual stress).
The normalised average plastic zone size for the four plates was analytically calculated by
applying Equation 5-5. The equation is given below.
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---

PZS Norm =

where

K;

1
K;.)2
.JLi
L
pn LJ, (G'o

is the residual stress intensity factor,

(10

is the material yield stress (SSO MPa)

and p= 1 (plane stress), L is the length of cut (2S0 mm), t is the side of the a rea over which
the neutron diffraction residual stress (used to calculate the SIF) were averaged (1.4 mm).
Table 6-3 summarises the normalised average plastic zone size values for the different
plates. As expected, the highest normalised average PZS (0.21) is obtained with plate_O.
A moderate normalised average PZS is obtained for plate_1 (O.l), and plate_2 and plate_3
have normalised average PZS values of 0.01 and 0.05, respectively.
Following the normalised average plastic zone size determination, the RMS average errors
were estimated from Figure 5-26, respectively (see Table 6-3). As expected the highest
stress error of "'17% was predicted for plate_O, while negligible stress error (1 %) was
predicted for plate_2.
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Figure 6-35: Variation of the residual stress intens ity factor calculated with cut length in
the four plates based on transverse residual stresses measured by neutron diffraction .

Table 6-3: Calculated normalised average plastic zone size (PZS) and correspond ing RMS
average error estimated from the correlations of Chapter 5.

Plate

o

1

2

3

Normalised Average PZS

0.21

0.1

0.01

0.05

RMS Average Error (%)

17

8.5

1

4.5

To take into account the effect of the cut width, first, the RMS average error values in
Table 6-3 were used to determine, from Figure 5-27 and Figure 5-32, the correspond ing
normalised average plastic zone depth for plane stress and plane strain cond itions,
respect ively (see Table 6-4) . Then, the cut width was determined, norm ali se d (Equation 56) and subtracted from the normalised average plastic zone depth in Table 6-4. Note that
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'finger' clamps were used for the plates' cutting process. Therefore, 1I2W in Equation 5-6
is one-ha lf of the laser hea ted plate' s width (100 mm) (see section 5-6-2).
The cut width was app roxim ated to be about 110 % of the wire diameter used for the
contour cutting [36] . For the 150 ~m wire size used, a normalised cut width of ~0.01 was
obta ined and subtra ct ed f rom the normalised average PZD (Table 6-5). The corresponding
RMS average errors w ere est imated using Figure 5-27 for plate_O, plate_1 and plate_3
and Figure 5-32 for plate_2. Finally Figure 5-17 of the set of correlations was used to
convert the obta ined RMS error value into absolute average error for each plate (see
Table 6-5) .

Table 6-4: Average pla stic zone depth estimated from correlations of Chapter 5.

Plate

o

1

2

3

Normalised Average PZD

0.30

0.14

0.03

0.07

Table 6-5: Correcte d normal ised average PZD and corresponding RMS and absolute error
for the different plates .

Plate

o

1

2

3

Correct ed Normalised Average PZD

0.29

0.13

0.02

0.06

RMS Average Error (%)

16

7.8

0.7

3.8

Abso lute Average Error (%)

11

4 .9

0.4

2.2

6.4.2. Measured average stress error
Measured average st ress errors were determined by comparing the contour method
results with th ose obtained by neutron diffraction for each validation plate. The stress
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errors between the two sets of results were calculated by applying the equ at ions used in
Chapter 5, Equation 5-1 for the RMS average error and Equation 5-2 for the absolute
average error.
Table 6-6 shows the calculated average stress error found in the contour method
measu rements for the different plates assuming the neutron diffraction re su lts
represented an accurate characterisat ion of the real re sidual stress profile present. As for
the previous results estimated us ing the correlat ions, the highest average st ress error is
induced in the plate_O, while negl igible average stress error is obta ined fo r pl at e_2.

Table 6-6: Measured stress error dete rmined by comparing the contour method and

neutron diffraction transverse residual stress profile for four pl ates .

Plate

o

1

2

3

RMS Average Error (%)

17

6

2.5

5

Absolute Average Error (%)

12

5

2

4

6.4.3. Comparison of the stress error obtained from the two approaches
Figure 6-34 compares the average stress error determined from the FE based co rrelations
w ith that from comparing contour method measurement with neutron diffract ion
measurement for each of the four designs of la ser heated plates.
The comparisons are separately made for the RMS average error (Figure 6-36-a ) and
abso lute average error (F igure 6-36 -b).
It can be seen that, overall , the average stress errors correlate well with each other for
the four plates, especially for the plates with a significant amount of plastic ity-induced
stress errors (plate_O and plate_l) .
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Figure 6-36: Comparison of the average stress errors determined from the two different

approaches (correlations and direct comparison) for the laser heated plates.

Another approach of investigating the validity of the correlations consists of placing the
pair of coordinates (normalised average plastic zone size, RMS average error) for each of
the four laser heated plates in Figure 5-26. The normalised plastic zone sizes and the RMS
average error were both calculated from the neutron diffraction and contour method
measurements. From Figure 6-37 it can be noticed that the results obtained from the
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eM

residual stress measurements (neutron diffraction and contour method) fit well in Figure
5-26 of the FE-based correlations.
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Figure 6-37: Laser heated plates experimental average error (RMS) as function of the
plastic zone size (also determined from experimental measurements) fitted in the
correlations.

6.5.

Conclusions

1. The finite element method was used to design test specimens for validating plasticityerror estimation correlations for contour measurements. The test specimens use laser
heating/weld ing in a unique way to introduce controlled distributions of residual
stress of varying magnitude such that different levels of plasticity error (high,
moderate and negligible) would be introduced in contour method measurements.
2. The residual stresses in the test specimens were measured using neutron diffraction
and the contour method .
3. Validation of the plasticity induced stress error correlations' has been achieved by
comparing the average stress errors determined from the differences between the
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contour and neutron diffraction results and the estimated average stress error from
the correlations based on the neutron stress profile. The results were in a very good
agreement.
4. The development of plastic strains during the cutting process was experimentally
investigated for the two extreme cases by hardness survey: that is samples with high
and negligible levels of cutting plastic strains. Although there was a significant amount
of scatter in the hardness data, the results did correlate fairly well with the cutting
plastic strains predicted by finite element simulation for both test specimens.
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Chapter 7: Guidelines for controlling plasticityinduced errors in the contour method
Plasticity induced-errors in residual stress profiles measured by the contour method have
been carefully investigated using 20 finite element simulations and linear elastic fracture
mechanics (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4). An innovative cutting strategy [1] has been
proposed to help mitigating such errors based on controlling the cut tip plastic zone size
(see Chapter 4). Furthermore, a set of correlations have been developed in order to
estimate the level of plasticity-induced stress error in a contour method measurement
(Chapter 5).
The present chapter provides measurement practitioners with guidelines for controlling
the stress relaxation process and estimating plasticity-induced errors in residual stress
profile measurements made with the contour method. The proposed guidelines are first
fully explained and then applied to a case study, a three-pass slot weld specimen.

7.1.

Procedure for the controlling the plasticity-induced errors

As explained earlier in Chapter 4, plasticity-induced stress measurement errors in the
contour method are directly related to the high level of stresses concentrated at the cut
tip during the specimen cutting process. It was demonstrated that the cutting strategy
and the restraining regime can significantly affect the level of stresses at the cut tip.
These two factors (i.e. cutting and restraining) can be carefully designed to control the
stress concentration while cutting and hence to mitigate contour method plasticityinduced errors. The essential inputs to design an optimum cutting/restraining strategy for
mitigating plasticity-induced errors are:
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.; An est imate of the init ial residual stresses (either from another mea sure ment
technique, from prediction, or published data for a similar component) .
.; Specimen dimensions .
.; Material properties : Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and yield stress .
The procedure presented in the flowchart shown in Figure 7-1 is proposed for assessi ng
and controlling plasticity-induced errors, and comprises the following steps :
.; Step 1: gather the input data .
.; Step 2: design of a cutting/restraining configuration .
.; Step 3: determination of the residual stress intensity factor distribution based on the

des igned configuration .
.; Step 4: calculation of the normalised average plastic zone size .
.; Step 5: estimation of the average plasticity-induced errors using the correlations .
.; Step 6: assess whether average error is acceptable .
.; Step 7: if the errors are not acceptable, design an alternative cutting/restraining

strategies.
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Inputs:
- Predefined residual stress along the
measurement plane, line profile distribution;

Design a cutting
strategy/restraining regime

- Specimen dimensions;

(Chapter 4)

- Material mechanical properties (Young's
modulus, Poisson's ratio and yield stress)

Investi gate the predominant

Determine the residual SIF distribution

stress state during the cut

using analytical or numerical methods

(Chapter 5)

(Chapter 4, 5 & 6)

Calcu late the normalised average PZS
using Irwin expression and based on the
sample dimensions (Chapter 5 & 6)

Estimate the average stress error (Chapter 5)
Design an alternative cutting
strategy/restraining regime
(Chapter 4)
No

Add plasticity-induced error
bars to the contour method
measurements

Figure 7-1: Flowchart illustrating the proposed procedure for minimising plasticityinduced stress errors in contour method measurement .
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7.2.

Optimisation of the cutting and restraining strategies

In order to des ign an opt imum cutting/restra ining strateg y the stress intensi ty fa cto r
distribution, hence the severity of stress concentration at the cut tip has to be
determ ined for various cutting strateg ies/restraining options.

Different cutting strategies can be considered for controlling th e cut t ip st res s
concentration such as edge cut and embedded cut confi gurat ion s. In fractu re mec hanics,
for a same crack length, loading conditions and specim en dimen si on s, th e stress
concentration at the tips of a centre crack is much lower compared to an edge crack case .
The beneficial reduct ion in the stress intensity factor for a centre cracked plate
(embedded crack) can be seen from Figure 4-3 in Chapter 4.

It is worth mentioning that one of the issues associated with the embedded cut is about
the control of plasticity in the ligaments. As shown by FE analysis in Ch apter 4, the
ligaments can undergo significant plasticity. Therefore, pla sticity as sessment can be
carried out for different ligament sizes in order to avoid excessi ve developm ent of plastic
stra ins in the ligament, for example by using the results of the SIF at th e st art t ip of the
embedded crack (see Chapter 4) . Alternat ively, wh en excess ive pl as ticity occurs in th e
ligaments, the results in these regions must be disregard ed.

It must be noted that the embedded cut configuration is more

fficient in contro lling th e

cut open ing/closure in the vicin ity of the start cut tip . For a longer cut path , extra
restraining might be required for controlling the SIF distribution furth er away from the
embedded start cut t ip.

In practice, the embedded cut configuration can be achieved by initia t ing th e cut w ith in
the test component (self-restra int) or by attaching make-up pieces onto th

t es t
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component and starting th e cutting w ithin one of the make-up pieces (Figure 7-2). The
embedded cut con figuration using make-up pieces is not easily achievable. An assembly
w ould have to be constructed using fitted bolts and dowels. The degree of restraint
obtained with thi s co nfigurati on is likely to be lower compared with the self-restraint
case.
As discussed in sect ion 4-4-2, other cutting strategies can be explored for mitigating
effects of plasticity in the contour method such as multiple cuts (see Figure 4-13).
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Figure 7-2: Self-restra int embedded cut (a) and make-up pieces embedded cut (b). The
assembly in (b) cou ld be made w ith bolts and dowels.

Co mm on ways of rest rain ing (holding) contour test components include 'finger' clamping
(Figure 3-1-a) or use of 'fitted bo lts' (Figure 3-1-b) . The former is less rigid than the latter
as it acts to stop global movement of the test component on the machine bed rather than
restricti ng cut fa ce open ing/closure (which can involve large forces). The use of 'fitted
bolts' is prefe rable because it enables some control of the mechanism driving plasticityin duce d errors. However, the use of 'fitted bolts' restraint requires initial experimental
pre parati on (i.e. dril ling holes) prior to the cutting process . It is beneficial to clamp the
test compone nt as close as possible to the cut plane [2,3] as this increases the restraint
an d therefore decreases the stress intensity factor profile . Indeed several fitted bolts
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along the clamp line should be used to increase the restraint conditions for long
embedded cuts. However, as demonstrated in Chapter 3, the nature of the plasticity
stress errors introduced depends very much on global restraint strategy adopted. The
completely unrestrained case gave a different type/distribution of error to the restrained
case.
The wire diameter used for the cutting process can also help to minimise the plasticityinduced errors by the removal of the plastic wake. In fact as explained in Chapter 5, when
the generated plastic wake depth is less than the cut width, no effect of plasticity is
observed on the results.
It is worth mentioning that when assessing plasticity effects in the contour method using
finite element analysis, the level of rigidity obtained by "restraining" all displacement at a
line or along a plane is not reproducible in practice. It can be approached perhaps by use
of 'fitted bolts', but it is advisable to try to simulate the real level of restraint in the FE
analysis (although this may be time consuming).
Having the essential inputs explained in section 7-1-1, the stress intensity factor
distribution is determined for each cutting and/or restraint strategy using either
numerical tools [4,5] or analytical solutions [6,7]. From the obtained SIF data, the material
yield stress and the specimen dimensions; the normalised average plastic zone size is
analytically calculated. Finally, the developed correlations in Chapter 5 are used to predict
the plasticity-induced errors in the intended residual stress contour measurement. This
routine can be repeated for a variety of cutting/restraining configurations until the
plasticity-induced error threshold is met (see Chapter 5 and flowchart) or satisfactory
results are obtained.
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7.3.

Case study: residual stress measurement in a 3-pass specimen

In the present section the proposed procedure for estimating and mitigating plasticityinduced errors in a contour residual stress measurement (see Figure 7-1) is applied to a
specific weld component. The transverse component of residual stresses in a 3-pass slot
weld specimen is examined here because:
./ a spare sample was available for contour method measurement;
./ an earlier contour method measurement on an identical test component showed
evidence of plasticity-induced errors;
./ the initial residual stresses had been measured using neutron diffraction [8,9].

7.3.1. Background
The test specimen studied was supplied by EDF Energy (formerly British Energy) and
manufactured by Mitsui Babcock [10]. The base-plate of the test specimen, made of an
AISI Type 316l austenitic stainless steel, was cut from a SO mm thick plate down to a 310
x 200 x 30 mm 3 blank plate and stress relief heat-treated. Subsequently, the 30 mm thick
plate was reduced to a thickness of 25 mm by milling a further 2. 5 mm from the blank
plate's top and bottom surfaces. Finally, the weld groove was machined from the top
surface of the blank plate. Figure 7-3 illustrates the schematic of the blank plate prepared
for the welding process.
On completion of the machining process, a Manual Metal Arc (MMA) welding process was
undertaken with Babcock type S electrodes [11], having a diameter of 5 mm and length of
350 mm. Three weld beads were deposited to fill the 10 mm deep slot shown in Figure 73. All three weld beads were laid in the same direction. The welded metal was 80 mm
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long at its bottom and 100 mm long at the top face of the plate . Figure 7-4 illustrates a
photograph of the completed 3-pass slot weld specimen.
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Figure 7-3: Schematic drawing showing the base plate dimensions and geometry of the

slot into which the three weld beads were deposited [8] .

Figure 7-4: Photograph of the test specimen after the welding process [10].
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The distribution of the transverse component of residual stresses was measured in a
notionally identical test specimen using neutron diffraction and the contour method [8,9].
The res idual stress measurements were conducted on the Engin-X instrument at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (UK), ISIS facility using 311 planes. Figure 7-5 compares
the neutron diffraction and contour method transverse component of residual stresses
along a measurement line parallel to the weld and located at 7.5 mm below the plate top
surface . The contour method results were averaged over an area (2.8 x 2.8) mm 2
representative of the gauge volume used in neutron diffraction (4 x 4 x 4) mm

3

.

For clarity, this contour method measurement is referred to as the "old contour cut" and
the one performed in the present project is called the "new contour cut".
Although the "old" results from the two measurement techniques were in broad
agreement in terms of the general shape of the profile, detailed comparisons along the
measurement line revealed some local discrepancies.
In the neutron diffraction results, a drop in magnitude of tensile stresses in the weld
metal is observed . This drop was explained by a possible effect of the stress free cube
data [8,9], as the residual strains were calculated using a single averaged do value in the
weld metal instead of direction dependent do values.
The contour results deviate from the neutron results in two regions which are possibly
associated with cutting process plasticity: a tensile peak ('hump A') just before the weld
start (70 - 100 mm from the edge) and constant increase of tensile stresses ('hump B') in
the weld metal [8,9]. Similar features were also observed in the residual stresses
previously measured by the contour method in the NeT single bead-on-plate benchmark
test specimen [12] which could be again due to plasticity effects. These types of feature
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were observed in the experimenta l work of Chapter 6. For exampl e see t he con t our
method measurement results for the laser heated plate_O (Figure 6-28) and to a lesser
extent in plate_l (F igure 6-29) . Contour cut simulation of the la se r he at ed pl at es (p lat e_a,
plate_l) demonstrated evidence of cutting compressive plas tic strain s at th e loca t ion of
tensile ' hump A' and tensile plastic strains in the region of magnified t ensi le stresses
'hump B' . Therefore t here is strong evidence that the fe atures in the "o ld conto ur cut"
st ress measurement are associated w ith occurrence of pla sticity during th e cutt ing
process .

An idea lised stress profile, self-equilibrated across the plate, w as fitted to th e neu t ron
diffract ion measurements, tak ing into account the uncerta inties surround ing th e st ress free reference data used for the weld measurements (See Figure 7-5) . The pea k at the
end of the tensile stress reg ion was chosen based on the FE predictions carrie d out on the
3-pass slot weld spec imen [13] .

From the map of the neutron diffract ion measurement (Figure 7-6) it can be ob se rved
that the selected stress profile, from which the idealised stress distribution was derived, is
representative of the upper region stress field on the 3-pass slot weld mid-width plane .
For the lower region, the magnitude of the residual stresses is overall lower compared to
the upper region results. The selected stress profile was used as the input for optim isi ng
the cutting and clamp ing strategy in th is study .
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7.3.2. Plasticity-induced error in the old contour cut results
Before undertaking the optimisation process for mitigating plasticity-induced errors in a
new contour cut, it is worthy to estimate the plasticity-induced errors in the results of the
old contour cut. The applied clamping strategy and the idealised stress distribution
derived from the neutron diffraction measurements together with the dimensions of the
specimen and the material property were used for the plasticity-induced error estimation.
The average plasticity-induced error in the results of the old contour cut was determined
using the two independent techniques described in Chapter 6. The first approach consists
of using the correlations developed in Chapter 5 (for both RMS and absolute error) while
in the second approach the contour stress profile is compared with the idealised stress
profile derived from neutron diffraction. Finally, the results from the two approaches are
compared.

Estimated average stress error using the correlations
The average stress error estimation using the correlations and the predefined stress
profile has been described in detail in section 5-13 of Chapter 5. The three main steps
consist of determining the SIF distribution along the measurement line for a designed
cutting/restraining configuration, calculating the normalised average plastic zone
parameters and estimating the average stress error from the correlations.
The residual stress intensity factor determination using finite element analysis was
conducted using the approach explained in Chapter 6. The simulation consisted of
incrementally cutting a 20 FE model (representative of the test specimen geometry) and
simultaneously applying the predefined stress profile as an internal load on the internal
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cut faces. Since the simulation is linear elastic, only the material elastic properties are
defined. The material Young's modulus, 0.2 % proof stress and Poisson's ratio were
assumed to be 195.6 GPa, 290 MPa and 0.294 [8,9,14] at room temperature. The yield
stress value will be used later.
The old contour cut was conducted with an asymmetric 'rigid' clamping strategy (Figure
7-7-a). Two fitted bolts were used on one side of the cut path while three were applied on
the other side. Therefore the whole plate with the holes used for clamping was simulated
for the SIF determination.
A non-regular grid was used for meshing the model. Only in the vicinity of the cut line are
fine elements of 0.5 mm size used (see Figure 7-8). A total of 41870 linear quadrilateral
with reduced integration and 20 linear triangular elements were generated in the model.
Since no symmetry boundary conditions were used, a blunt cut of 0.2 mm width was
simulated by incrementally removing elements along the measurement line. This is
slightly greater than a cut width generated by a wire diameter of 100 11m used in the old
contour cut. However, as demonstrated in section 5-1-3, the stress intensity factor is less
affected by the cut width.
Figure 7-7-b illustrates schematically the 3-pass slot weld specimen showing the drilled
hole for clamping and the internal stress applied to the cut faces from which material has
been removed. For each cut increment, the cut tip stress intensity factor was extracted.
With a 10 mm cut increment, the plate cutting process was completed in 30 steps,
resulting in 30 stress intensity factor results.
For the original clamping strategy used, the associated SIF distribution is shown in Figure
7-9. For clarity, the old contour cut results and idealised stress profile are also shown.
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Two different peaks in the residual SIF distribution are observed: one introduced by the
release of compressive stresses (~ -35 MPa .m"O.5 at the cut depth of 60 mm) and the
other peak is caused by the release of tensile stresses (~ 83 MPa .m"O.5 at 190 mm). The
locations of the humps in the old contour cut results correspond to the regions with high
magnitude of stress intensity factor. The release of the compressive stresses from 200307 mm also causes high stress concentration, which probably results in errors in the
corresponding regions.

(al

Internal stress applied on the cut face

tttttttt
y

HHHH

4II1III11III...... -------------

(bl

Internal stress applied on the cut face

Figure 7-7: Photograph of the 3-pass slot weld specimen after the contour cut showing
the clamping holes [8](a). Below, a schematic of the 3- pass slot weld showing an internal
load applied on the cut faces and the clamping restrained in x and y directions (b) .
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Figure 7-8: Mesh of the model used to determine the SIF distribution for the old contour
cut configuration. A close -up view of the cut vicinity mesh is also shown.
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On completion of the residual stress intensity factor determination, the predominant
stress state ahead of the cut was investigated by applying the inequality in Chapter 5
(Equation 5-4), see below.

Thickness

where

K;

~ 2.5 • [ ~ ( :: )']
is the stress intensity factor at the cut increment i.

(Jo

is the material yield

stress.
As a higher value of 44.2 mm was obtained (compared to the 3-pass slot thickness, 25
mm), a plane stress state predominantly occurred during the contour cut.
The normalised average plastic zone size was calculated using the determined SIF data,
the material yield stress (290 MPa), the cut length (307 mm) and the distance over which
the neutron diffraction results (from which the predefined stress profile was derived)
were averaged (2.8 mm) [8,9] and by applying Equation 5-5. The equation is given below.

--

PZS Norm

=

.)2

1
JLJ
L ( K'

_I

ptr LJ,

(TO

where p=l for plane stress and p=3 for plane strain condition, L is the length of cut, tis
the thickness over which the residual stress data (used to calculate the SIF) are averaged.
A normalised average plastic zone of 0.19 was obtained. The corresponding RMS average
error (15.5 %) and absolute average error (11 %) were estimated from Figure 5-26 and
Figure 5-17, respectively.
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As noticed the estimated plasticity errors introduced in the old contour cut results are
higher than the threshold plasticity-induced error proposed in this thesis (5% of RMS
error).

Measured average stress error
The measured RMS and absolute average stress errors were calculated by comparing the
contour stress profile with the idealised stress profile. Equation 5-1 and Equation 5-2 in
Chapter 5 were used for this purpose.
With the direct comparison approach, RMS and absolute average stress errors of 16.2%
and 13% were found to be induced in the old contour cut results, respectively, which are
close to the estimated average stress error (15.5% and 11%) using the FE based
correlations.
Since the plasticity-induced errors are higher than the threshold error, an optimisation of
the cutting and/or restraining conditions is required in order to minimise them.

7.3.3. Application of the optimisation procedure
The purpose here is to design a cutting and restraint strategy that will reduce the level of
plasticity induced in a contour measurement of the spare 3-pass slot weld specimen. To
this end, using the idealised stress distribution for the three-pass slot weld specimen, the
average stress errors are estimated and compared with each other for a variety of cutting
and clamping combinations. The procedure shown in flowchart (Figure 7-1) and described
in section 7-1 is followed.
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Step 1: Design of a cutting/restraining strategy
In the old contour cut the cutting process was initiated from one of the plate free edges
and proceeded in a straight path perpendicular to the straight edge. Furthermore, the
plate was firmly clamped during the cutting process using fitted bolts in order to reduce
potential

plasticity-induced

errors

[8,9] . This

cutting/restraining

configuration

is

representative of a partially restrained edge cut configuration. It can be noticed that this
configuration resulted in a high level of plasticity-induced errors .
In Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that the stress intensity factor for a centre crack
configuration is much lower compared to an edge cracked plate . The centre/embedded
crack

configuration

provides

a

self-restraint

which

helps

controlling

the

cut

opening/closure . Therefore, the embedded cut configuration is explored here. As the
'rigid external restraining' regime requires additional experimental preparation prior to
the cut by drilling holes, an unrestrained regime, (achieved in practice by simple 'finger'
clamping) is first assessed.

Step 2: Stress intensity factor determination
The residual SIF determination using finite element analysis is conducted similarly to
section 7-3-2 . Unlike the simulation in section 7-3-2 for the SIF determination, only one
half of the 3-pass slot weld specimen was used here. The symmetry boundary conditions
were applied along the measurement line located at the plate mid -width (Figure 7-10-a).
Hence, the cutting process was conducted by releasing incrementally the symmetry
boundary conditions . The predefined stress profile (see Figure 7-5) was simultaneously
applied as internal stress on the cut face (Figure 7-10-b).
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The cut was init iated from 5 mm of the test specimen free edges perpendicular to the cut
path . This results in a ligament of 5 mm between the free edge perpendicular to the cut
path and the cut start. Fu rther in th is section, an investigation is carried to check whether
plasticity occurred or not in th e selected ligament. A nodal constraint was also applied to
avo id the plate free movement during t he cutting (Figure 7-10-b).
As for the previous simulat ions, only t he cut vicinity was meshed with fine elements of 0.5
mm size (see Figure 7-11) resulti ng in a total 23600 first order elements with reduced
integration.

Nodal
Symmetry BC

....~ / \ u..
(a)
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constraint

Internal stress
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Cut portion

(b)

Figure 7-10: Schem at ic of one half of the 3- pass slot weld specimen showing the
symmetry boun dary cond itions (BC)(a) the nodal constraint and an internal stress applied
on a cut fa ce (b) .

Figure 7-11: Mesh of the model used to determine the SIF distribution for the embedded
cut an d unrest rained configuration . A close -up view of the cut vicinity mesh is also shown.
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On completion of the simulation, the stress intensity factor results for both moving and
start tips were extracted for the different cut increments (see Figure 7-12). The start tip
results were used to investigate occurrence of plasticity in the ligament and the moving
tip results were utilised to estimate the plasticity-induced error for the designed
cutting/restraining configuration. For clarity, the idealised stress distribution is plotted.
The edge cut and restrained SIF distribution is also shown for comparison.
Two different peaks in the residual stress intensity factor profile are observed . The fi rst
peak (-40 MPa .mO\

located at ~90 mm cut depth is introduced by the release of

compressive stresses while the second and most significant peak is due to the release of
tensile stresses (104 MPa.m°.s at 190 mm) . Overall the SIF results of the embedded cut
and unrestrained configuration are higher than the edge cut and restrained model.
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Figure 7· 12: Residual stress intensity factor (SIF) distribution along the cut line for two

different restraining conditions and assuming the idealised stress profile.
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Step 3 & 4: Normalised average PZS calculation and error estimation
The normalised average plastic zone size was calculated following the procedure of
section 7-3-2, which consists, first of investigating the predominant stress state during the
cut and then calculating the normalised average plastic zone size.
As for the old contour cut case, a predominant plane stress state was found ahead of cut.
Note that, here the cut length of the spare 3-pass slot weld specimen is 310 mm.
A normal ised average plastic zone size of 0.43 was obtained for the embedded cut and
unrestra ined model, which is higher than the threshold normalised plastic zone size of
0.05 (see section 5-11) and the edge cut and restrained normalised average PZS (0.19) .
Therefore a new cutting/restraining configuration needs to be designed.
To investigate occurrence of plasticity in the ligament, the maximum Irwin plastic zone
size was calculated using the maximum SIF value of the start tip (- 79 MPa .vm) and the
material yield stress (290 MPa) and by applying Equation 4-2 (see below) .

r =_
1
Y

p 1f

(K/J2
CTo

where, K, is the stress intensity factor,

(Jo

is the material yield stress, p=J for plane stress

condition and p=3 for plane strain state.

For a maximum plastic zone size of 23.5 mm, it can be concluded that the entire ligament
underwent significant plastic deformation.
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Step 5: Consider alternative cutting/restraint regime
As demonstrated above, both the restrained edge cut (old contour cut) and unrestrained
embedded cut configurat ions result in high plasticity-induced errors .

It was decided to investigate the benefits of adding external restraint . The restraint was
achieved by constraining the holes for clamping in x and y directions. Four holes were
used on each side of the cut face as shown in Figure 7-13.

The average stress errors were estimated following the same procedure as for the
embedded/unrestrained case (Figure 7-1) . Apart from the holes for re straining, the FE
mesh (Figure 5-14) used here to evaluate the distribution of SIF with crack length is
similar to the embedded cut and unrestrained .
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Figure 7-13:

(b)

Schematic of the 3-pass slot weld specimen showing the symmetry

boundary conditions (BC) (a), the internal stress applied on a cut face and the four
clamping holes (b). In the FE model the holes were restrained in the x and y directions .
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Figure 7-14: Mesh of the model used to determine the SIF distribution for the embedded
cut and restrained configuration. A close-up view of the cut vicinity mesh is also shown.

Figure 7-15 compares the residual SIF distribution for the unrestrained and restrained
embedded cut configurations assuming the idealised residual stress profile. The SIF
results of the restrained edge cut configuration are also plotted. Overall the stress
intensity factor distribution of the embedded and restrained configuration is much lower
than the two other cutting/restraining cuts; although high magnitude of SIF is still
observed in the tensile stress region.
Occurrence of plastic deformation in the ligament was investigated similarly as for the
embedded cut and unrestrained configuration. For a maximum SIF value of -36.8 MPa"m
at the cut start tip, a maximum plastic zone size of 5 mm was obtained for the liga ment,
which also shows that plastic deformations still occurred in the ligament. One of the
solutions to this could be investigating the plastic zone size for different ligament sizes or
alternatively disregarding the results of the ligament.
It must be noted that different ligament sizes result in different SIF distributions for the
moving tip. This may either improve or worsen the optimised SIF results . For the present
contour cut, the results of the ligament were disregarded.
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As for the previous cutting/restraining conditions, predominant plane stress conditions
were obtained . Substituting the residual SIF data, the material yield stress (290 MPa) and
the dimensions for normalisation (L

= 310 mm

and I

= 2.8 mm)

into Equation 5-5, the

normalised average plastic zone size for the embedded cut and restrained configuration
was obtained as 0.12. From the developed correlations (Figure 5-26 and Figure 5- 17), the
associated RMS and absolute average error were estimated to be 10% and 6.5 %
respectively.

As noticed, the combination of the restrained embedded cut and a more rigid restra ining
has considerably reduced the average stress error compared to old contour cut and the
unrestrained embedded cut configuration. Therefore, it was decided to undertake the
new contour cut with an embedded cut configuration and apply external restraints
representing or at least approaching a rigid restraint condition.
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Figure 7-15: Comparison

of the

residual SIF distribution for different cutting

configurations and clamping regimes under the idealised stress distribution for the 3-pass
slot weld specimen.

7.3.4. Implementation of the new contour measurement
The contour method was applied to measure the transverse residual stresses in the spare
3-pass slot weld specimen, for the purpose of implementing the optimised cutting
strategy developed above.
An embedded cut configuration was achieved by creating two holes close to the free
edges and starting the cut from one of them. Note that creation of the second hole was
not necessary. The 3-pass slot weld specimen was restrained by using eight fitted bolts as
shown in Figure 7-16 and Figure 7-17-a in order to provide cut opening restraint in the y-x
plane approaching theoretical rigid conditions.
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Figure 7-16: Schematic drawing of the 3-pass weld specimen showing the pilot holes for
the embedded cut configuration and the clamping holes . All the dimensions are in mm .

The cutting process was conducted with a FANUC ROBOCUT wire EDM und e r "s kim" cut
sett ings and using a 0 .25 mm w ire diameter. The choice of a large wire dia meter helped
to reduce the plastic wake (hence, potential plasticity -induced error, see Ch apter 5) and
the risk of wire breakage .

Once the cutting process was completed , the distorted cut faces were measure d usi ng a
MITUTOYO CRYSTA PLUS 574 CMM equipped with a 3 mm diameter Reni shaw PH10M
trigger probe . The measurement spacing in x (thicknes s) and y (length) direc tion s w as 0 .5
mm . The standard data processing as explained in Chapter 2 was applied to th e surface
deformations of the three -pass slot weld plate . Figure 7-18 shows th e averaged
deformations of the two cut parts of the three -pass slot weld specimen . M easure d data
from the pilot holes to the free edges were disregarded. The regi ons with missi ng data
were filled in by extrapolation . As reported by Prime, this extrapolation does not
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significantly affect the stresses elsewhere [15]. A cubic spline fitting approach was applied
t o smooth the averaged data.

(a)

Step 2: Ligament cutting
~_ . ;:::I::=c:.......~~

(b)

Figure 7-17: Photograph of the 3-pass slot weld specimen showing the clamping regime in
the wire EDM workspace (a). The schematic shows the two cutting steps (b).
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Figure 7-18: Averaged deformat ions of the cut faces measured by the CMM for th e 3-pass

slot weld specimen . All the dimensions are in mm .

A 3D linear elastic FE analysis was performed within ABAQUS to calculat e th e residual
stresses from the applied deformation at the cut surface. The 3D FE model of the 3-pass
slot weld was generated based on the cut face perimeter measured by the CMM. A nonregular mesh grid of 38000 linear hexahedral mesh elements with reduced integration
(C3D8R) was used (see Figure 7-19). To avoid rigid body motions, nodal con straints were
applied on two corners of the cut face . The elastic properties (Young's modulus of 195.6
and Poisson ' s ratio of 0.294) of the 3-pass slot weld specimen were defi ned. The residual
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stresses were calculated back by applying as boundary conditions the smoothed
deformation contour (with reverse sign) to the cut plane in the z-direction.

Figure 7-19: 3D FE model of the half-cut plate showing the mesh grid and the nodal
constraints on the two corners for avoiding the rigid body motions.

To find the optimum spline fit the approach of Prime [15] was implemented; that is
incrementally increasing the knot spacing and calculating the stresses for each set of
smoothed data. The average stress error between the results of two consecutive splines
was then calculated by applying a standard deviation approach (see Equation 6-1).

Figure 7-20 shows the average stress error for the different splines analysed. It can be
observed that the minimum average stress error occurs for the 2x2 mm knot spacing.
However as shown in Figure 6-25 for the laser weld plates, lower knot spacing can result
in over-fitting. Likewise, a coarse knot spacing can under-fit the raw measurements.
Therefore, the optimum fitting region corresponds to 7x7, 8x8 and 9x9 knot spacing (see
Figure 7-20). Since 7x7 knot spacing was used to fit the data of the old contour cut, the
same knot spacing is used here.
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7.3.5. Results and Discussion
The map of the measured transverse residual stress from the new cut specimen over the
longitudinal plane at mid-width of the plate is illustrated in Figure 7-21-a. The old contour
cut results based on a 7x7 mm knot spacing are also shown (Figure 7-21-b). Overall the
stress distribution measured using the old and new contour cut are in agreement in that :

./ Tensile stress was measured in the weld region is balanced by compre ssi ve stre sses in
the parent material.
./ Thin bands of high compressive stresses towards the specimen top surface in the
parent material are observed wh ich might be caused by cutting artefacts or mac hin ing
effects.

However, there are some detailed differences between the two maps. For example the
tensile reg ion in the new contour cut is more uniformly distributed over the weld region .
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Furthermore, the magnitude and extent of the thin bands of compressive stresses
towards the specimen top surface is lower for the new contour cut results.
A comparison of the transverse component of residual stresses of the new contour cut,
the old contour cut and the idealised stress profile (obtained from the neutron diffraction
measurements) along a line located at 7.5 mm below the specimen top surface is shown
in Figure 7-22. As for the old contour cut, the new contour cut results are averaged over
an area of the gauge volume used for the neutron diffraction measurements.
As can be appreciated the identified features in the old contour results that were believed
to have occurred due to plastic strains during cutting are significantly mitigated in the
new contour cut results.
Comparing the old and new residual stress profiles in Figure 7-22 demonstrates that the
errors in stress due to compressive yielding ('hump A') is reduced in the new contour cut
results . The second feature due to tensile yielding (increasing trend of tensile stresses in
the weld region) is moderated in the new contour cut results in that the tensile region is
more uniformly distributed.
As demonstrated earlier, the average plasticity-induced stress error predicted for the new
contour cut based on the idealised stress profile was 10% for the RMS error and 6.5 % for
the absolute error. The actual error based on the differences between the 'new contour'
measured profile and the idealised are calculated to be 11% for the RMS average error
and 8.8 % for the absolute average error, which are very similar to those predicted.
As demonstrated through the case studied, the developed measures to control the stress
intensity factor, hence the cut tip stress concentration during the cutting, have had an
influence in moderating the plasticity-induced error. Furthermore, the developed
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correlations for p last icity-in duced errors estimation have been confirm ed by th is
applicat ion example .

It is worth mentioning that although the adopted cutting/restraining strategy reduced the
plasticity-induced errors in the new contour cut results, the contour results are not
ent ire ly satisfactory. The humps observed at 70-100 mm from the start cut and the higher
tens ile region in the weld area are features sugge sting that some pla st icity has occurred
during cutting desp ite the specific measures taken to minimise this effect.

(a) New contour cut
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(Avg : 75% )
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(b) Old contour cut

Figure 7-21: Map of the transverse residual stress over the longitudinal plane at the mid -

w idth of the 3-pass slot weld specimen for the new (a) and old contour cut (b) [8]. The
dashed line is measurement line located at 7.S mm below the plate top surface . Stress
units are in MPa .
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Figure 7-22: Comparison of transverse residual stress measurements for the 3-pass slot

weld specimen along a line parallel to the weld at 7.5 mm below the top surface
determ ined by the new and old contour cut. The average plasticity-induced stress error
bars are added to the 'new contour' measurements.

7.4.

Conclusions

1. A procedure for mitigating plasticity-induced stress errors in contour method residual
stress measurements has been defined and applied to a case study.
2. The three main steps of the minimisation procedure consist of determining the
residual stress intensity factor for a cutting and clamping strategy, calculating the
normalised average plastic zone size and estimating the average stress error. The
process can be repeated for a variety of cutting/restraining strategies to help select
the approach that minimises plasticity-induced error, ideally below the threshold of
5% of RMS error proposed in this thesis.
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3. The procedure has been applied to a case study where a previous contour
measurement had shown evidence of plasticity errors. It is demonstrated that an
optimised strategy entailing an embedded cut configuration with fitted bolts giving
additional restraint reduces the errors in measured stress arising from cutting
plasticity. The average RMS stress error associated with the new contour cut is 11%
compared with 16.2 % in the old contour cut.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and future work
This research is motivated to fill the gap in knowledge regarding plasticity-induced errors
in residual stress measurements made with the contour method.
The contour method is a powerful destructive technique for mapping the residual stress
field across a surface within components with less effort and higher spatial resolution
than most destructive methods. Unlike diffraction techniques it is not affected by
microstructure variations. However, the contour method is prone to plasticity-induced
errors when measuring residual stresses of high magnitude. That is because its theory
relies on the principle of elastic residual stress relaxation. Although a limited number of
publications have addressed this issue [1-3], plasticity-induced errors in residual stress
measurements made using the contour method remain a major concern.
The aims of this research were to investigate/understand, quantify and suggest strategies
for mitigating plasticity-induced errors in residual stress measurements made with the
contour method.

These aims have been addressed using linear elastic fracture

mechanics, finite element method studies and experimental work.
First, the effect of restraint conditions on plasticity-induced errors was investigated by
conducting contour method measurements on a CT blank specimen where unrestrained
conditions for a slitting measurement were used. The errors introduced were assessed by
comparing the results from the contour method with those obtained by neutron
diffraction and slitting. The errors observed in the contour method results were
investigated by Simulating the contour method for different restraining conditions
(restrained and unrestrained) assuming a 'top hat' stress distribution.
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Following the assessment of restraint conditions on the plasticity-induced errors, a stress
intensity factor analysis was undertaken to develop a novel cutting strategy for mitigating
plasticity-induced errors.
Furthermore, correlations for plasticity-induced errors estimation in the contour method
were developed and experimentally validated by conducting neutron diffraction and
contour method residual stress measurements in four test specimens containing
controlled residual stress distributions created by patterns of laser welds.
Finally, good practice guidelines for controlling the plasticity-induced errors have been
defined and applied to a case study.
Each aspect has been presented in detail in previous chapters. The outcomes of these
studies are itemised in section 8-1 of this chapter. The final part of the chapter (section 82) covers ideas to take forward and broaden the project.

8.1.

Conclusions

8.1.1. Effect of restraining conditions on plasticity-induced errors
./ Residual stress measurement by the contour method, where the test specimen was
unrestrained during cutting, was performed on a CT blank (Chapter 3) and the results
compared to those obtained by neutron diffraction and slitting. The contour method
results were in excellent agreement with the neutron diffraction and slitting
measurements apart from a small shift in the position of the tensile stress peak
towards the cut start position .
./ The peak stress positional shift observed in the contour method results was
investigated by simulating the contour measurement method for different restraining
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conditions (restrained and unrestrained) assuming a 'top hat' residual stress
distribution and elastic-perfectly plastic material properties .
./ It was found that the shape of the tensile residual stress profile measured by the
contour method can indeed be shifted towards the cut starting position when the
component is left unrestrained and that the level of error in contour measurements is
dependent on the ratio of the magnitude of the residual stresses present to the
material yield strength.

8.1.2. Plasticity-induced errors mitigation
./ An analogy was made between the stress relaxation process during test specimen
cutting and a cracked plate subjected to an internal load on the crack surfaces. It was
found that a sufficiently high magnitude crack tip stress field (compared to the
material yield stress) introduces a plastic zone surrounding the crack tip. Both the
crack tip stress field and the corresponding plastic zone size are directly related to the
mode I stress intensity factor in linear elastic fracture mechanics .
./ It was found that a novel cutting strategy (embedded cut) can reduce plasticityinduced errors (Chapter 4) through controlling the residual stress intensity factor
distribution, and that further improvement could be achieved with additional
restraint .
./ This cutting strategy was applied to measure residual stresses in a 3-pass slot weld
specimen. The measurement results demonstrate that plasticity-induced errors were
moderated compared with those previously obtained using an edge cut configuration.
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8.1.3. Plasticity-induced errors estimation
./ Sensitivity studies were conducted on the crack/cut tip plastic zone for development
of procedures (correlations) for plasticity-induced error estimation (Chapter S) .
./ It was demonstrated that overall the shape, the size and the depth of the plastic zone
ahead of a crack are not affected by the cut width and the cut tip shape .
./ Correlations between the average error in stress measured by the contour method
and the average plastic zone parameters (plastic zone size and depth) along the
cutting path have been developed using the finite element method and linear elastic
fracture mechanics (Chapter S). Both plane stress and plane strain conditions were
considered with elastic-perfectly plastic material.
./ The normalised average PZS (rather than the normalised average PZD) was found to
be the most important parameter determining the introduction of plasticity-induced
stress errors .
./ The effect of a finite cut width has been investigated. It was found that the cut width
helps to reduce the lateral extent of the plastic wake and hence will help reduce
plasticity-induced errors in contour measurements .
./ A threshold normalised average plastic zone size and corresponding average stress
error from which plasticity starts to become significant are proposed for the plasticityinduced errors mitigation.

8.1.4. Experimental validation of the FE-based error correlations
./

The finite element method was used to design test specimens for validating plasticityerror estimation correlations for contour measurements. The test specimens used
laser heating/welding in a unique way to introduce controlled distributions of residual
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stress of varying magnitude such that different levels of plasticity error {high,
moderate and negligible} were introduced in contour method measurements .
./ Validation of the plasticity induced stress error correlations' was achieved by
comparing the average stress errors determined from the differences between the
contour and neutron diffraction results and the estimated average stress error from
the correlations based on the neutron stress profile. The results were in a very good
agreement .
./ The development of plastic strains during the cutting process was experimentally
investigated for two extreme cases by hardness survey: that is samples with high and
negligible levels of cutting plastic strains. Although there was a significant amount of
scatter in the hardness data, the results did correlate fairly well with the cutting
plastic strains predicted by finite element simulation for both test specimens.

8.1.5. Guidelines for plasticity-induced error mitigation
./ A procedure for estimating and mitigating plasticity-induced errors in the contour
method has been presented in Chapter 7. The most important inputs for the
estimation/mitigation process are: an estimate of the initial residual stress
distribution, the specimen's dimensions and the material mechanical properties
(Young's modulus, Poison's ratio and yield stress). The different steps of the
procedure are summarised in a flowchart:

1. Step 1: design a cutting/restraining configuration;
2. Step 2: determine the residual stress intensity factor distribution based on the
designed configuration;
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3. Step 3: Investigate the predominant stress state at the cut/crack tip according

to ASTM requirement [4,5].
4. Step 4: Calculate the normalised average plastic zone size.
5. Step 5: estimate the average plasticity-induced stress errors using the

normalised average plastiC zone size (PZS) and from the sets of correlations.
Step 1 to Step 5 can be repeated until optimum cutting conditions are
obtained.
6. Step 6: To take into account the effect of the cut width,

determine/measure/assume a cut width and extract it from the average
plastic zone depth (PZD).
7.

Step 7: Re-estimate the average stress error using the correlations and the

corrected average PZD .
./ A contour measurement case study (plate containing 3-pass slot weld) has been
presented that illustrates application of the procedure. A 30% reduction in
measurement stress errors is demonstrated by applying an optimised cutting strategy
and restraint configuration.

8.2.

Suggestions for future work

like any research the present work could not cover all topics of interest and further
interesting thoughts and questions arose raised during the course of this study. Therefore
in the following sections some suggestions for future work are given: the effect of strain
hardening on the plasticity-induced errors, the assessment of plasticity-induced errors for
transitional behaviour from plane stress to plane strain conditions (3D case) and finally
the quantification of the cutting plastic strains.
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8.2.1. Strain hardening effect
In this study elastic-perfectly plastic material (i.e. material with no strain hardening) has
been used for developing the correlations for plasticity-induced errors estimation.
Furthermore, the Irwin plastic zone expression, used throughout this work, has been
derived from a cracked plate with elastic-perfectly plastic material behaviour [4].
However, most materials exhibit some degree of hardening and the idealised behaviour
modelled will over-estimate plasticity effects.
In the open literature, a published work of Narasimhan et 01 [6] investigating the effect of
strain hardening on a growing crack tip plastic zone shape has revealed interesting
outcomes. They simulated, by finite element method, a growing crack within a plate
under plane stress for different strain hardening values. They reported that the size of the
plastic zone in the crack propagation direction decreases when the material strain
hardening is increased while the depth of the plastic zone (i.e. plastic zone size in the
direction perpendicular to the crack propagation direction) increases with increasing
strain hardening.
Work carried out in the present research revealed that the depth of plastic zone is the
most important parameter for plasticity-induced error mitigation in the residual stress
measurement made with contour method.
Therefore an investigation of strain hardening effects on plasticity-induced errors in the
residual stress measurement made with the contour method is important and would add
to the existing work and allow it to be extended to deal with strain hardening material
behaviour.
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8.2.2. Plane stress-plane strain transitional behaviour analysis: 3D cases
Similar to most fracture mechanics studies, this work has focused on case studies
considering idealised plane stress and plane strain conditions. Therefore, plasticity
assessment and mitigation using the developed correlations in this study are only valid for
plane stress and plane strain conditions. It is obvious that when dealing with contour
method residual stress measurements within a sample having transitional behaviour, the
cutting /restraining optimisation must be conducted assuming the worst case of stress
state in terms of plasticity-induced errors (i.e. plane stress conditions).
Nevertheless, further work is suggested to investigate the effects of plasticity-induced
errors and subsequently to develop tools and strategies for mitigating/estimating the
errors associated with plasticity in the results of the contour method for 3D cases and
when dealing with components with complex geometries and real world features.

8.2.3. Experimental quantification of cutting plastic strains
Further work is recommended to experimentally quantify the plastic strains induced by
the release of residual stresses during the sample cutting process. Hardness testing has
been applied in this work to determine the cutting plastic strains (Chapter 6). The
approach provided very encouraging results, although heavy experimental preparation,
including manual grinding and polishing, were required.
However, because of the low magnitudes of cutting plastic strains, the range of hardness
values was very low; this resulted in significant scatter in the hardness measurements. To
counter this issue, different measurement techniques such as X-ray [7], neutron [8,9] and
synchrotron [10] diffraction can be applied to quantify plastic strains induced by the
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release of the residual stresses during the cutting process for the contour method
residual stress measurements.
Because of limited access to neutron diffraction and synchrotron facilities, laboratory

x-

ray diffraction is a preferable technique for characterising the cutting plastic strains.
Quantification of plastic strains using laboratory x-rays consists of measuring diffraction
peak broadening for a particular diffraction plane and at a specific diffraction angle [7].
The approach has already been established as a process for characterising plastic strains.
Therefore, it can be applied to determine the plastic strains induced by the release of
residual stresses during the contour cutting process.
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